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ABSTRACT

LANGUAGE CHOICE AMONG THE HAVU OF THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
OF THE CONGO: COMPARING TWO SPEECH COMMUNITIES AN URBAN CENTER AND AN ISOLATED ISLAND
Stephanie A.C. DeWitt
Master of Arts
with major in
Language and Culture Studies
Dallas International University, December 2019
Supervising Professor: Dr. Lynn Landweer
This thesis provides an analysis of current language choices self-reported
by Havu participants within the domain of the Havu Christian churches in the urban
center of Goma compared with the geographically isolated Idjwi Island. Through
interviewing twenty participants at three separate sites in each location, for a total of one
hundred and twenty participants, six factors currently affecting language choice in the
Havu speech communities of Goma and Idjwi Island emerged. These factors include: (1)
intergenerational transmission, (2) language attitude, (3) language contact, (4) social
networks, (5) identity, and (6) geographic location. Through analysis of these factors two
different status levels were identified for the speech communities on the EGIDS. Within
the urban center of Goma, the Havu language is at level 6b and showing signs of being
threatened. While on Idjwi Island the Havu language is at level 6a, an orally sustainable
level.
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INTRODUCTION

In today’s world, ethnic groups that were previously greatly isolated are being
forced into more contact with speakers of other languages than ever before. These
contact events can be brief, such as during a tragedy, or they can be long-term as the
speech communities move into more permanent contact with each other. In the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), many communities have been displaced and
forced into multilingual urban environments for safety and survival, causing the people to
adapt and change how they use their languages. Meanwhile, parts of the ethnic
community still live in their traditional villages, geographically isolated from the urban
centers. This separation of speech communities can lead to an ethnic group’s language
beginning to function differently in these different environments.
In conjunction with my Field Coordinator role within the Seed Company where I
am tasked to serve the people of the DRC, I observed that the Havu in North and South
Kivu have large groups of diaspora living in Goma and Bukavu. However, almost half of
the population still live in their traditional homeland on Idjwi Island where, due to the
geography of the area, they still have regular contact with outsiders through commerce
and social ties but have been relatively isolated from the results of other language groups
being displaced due to the violence on the mainland and natural disasters.1 These

1

The islanders did come into contact with Rwandan refugees from the violence of the 1990s and
following. However, as I note in greater detail later in the paper, it appears that at least many of these
refugees have since integrated into the Idjwi community (Hadley, Thomson, and McHale 2011, 15).
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communities around Lake Kivu provide an opportunity unique in the DRC, where I can
visit and observe both types of speech communities easily.
As a Field Coordinator with the Seed Company, I am often invited into an area to
help local ethnolinguistic communities develop a project that will not only produce
translated Scripture but also impact the target community in a specific way. Many
components must be carefully orchestrated in order to have a successful project; these
parts include: 1) human resources; 2) financial resources; 3) development of the
translated materials; and 4) encouraging actual use of the translated materials within the
community. For the past three years, most of my professional focus has been on the first
three components; yet, it has become apparent to me that the fourth component, actual
use of the materials is not only important, but will never happen without intentional
planning, focus, and implementation.
Thus, it is imperative that I discover if language use will look different in a
multilingual environment where many language speakers are in constant contact with
each other as opposed to a relatively isolated speech community where the use of one
language remains the majority media of communication by inhabitants. With growing
urbanization throughout the world, what language use looks like in an urban setting,
where a multiplicity of speech communities live in close contact, is beginning to diverge
from what it looks like in an environment where a relatively isolated speech community
exists in limited contact with speakers of other languages. In urban environments, adults
and children are learning multiple languages to navigate their daily reality. In these
situations, “language choices are negotiated according to the context and goals of a (sic)

3

communication event” (SIL International 2017(a)). In isolated communities, the first
language often remains the predominant language throughout a person’s life.2
Organizations such as SIL International have also begun to see the rise in
urbanization in the world. They have started looking at the implications of
multilingualism and migration and their impact on the work they do and the goals they
set for their projects (Quakenbush 2018). If the purpose of working with a first language
is to improve understanding and communication, then we must take into account the
communities where the traditional language is no longer the language in which the
speaker communicates best. Instead, in an urban environment, new generations of
speakers are learning multiple languages which they use for communication and often the
language of greatest understanding and communication is no longer the traditional
language of their ethnic group.
Considering that the majority of the world speaks more than one language, and
that many individuals, families and communities make extensive use of different
languages for different functions, it becomes problematic to assume that one
language (only) will always and uniquely define and meet the communication
needs of a given community (Quakenbush 2018).
Working in the DRC has exposed me to the unique needs of the citizens of these
distinctive urban and relatively isolated speech communities. From this experience I
have learned that members of each community should be approached in a manner that is
appropriate for the differences of each community in response to their requests for any
language planning efforts. As such, the purpose of my thesis is to identify the current

2

‘First language’ is often used to describe a ‘mother tongue language’ or ‘local language’ (Simons 2019,
218).
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usage of Kihavu3 in two specific domains in two vastly different Havu speech
communities. I intend to use the results of this research in my role with the Seed
Company to facilitate the identification of the best methods to engage each community.
The purpose of these methods would be that the target language of a translation project
will reach a sustainable level of use within the domain of the Christian churches4 and the
domain of the home by the speakers of this language. If the use of Kihavu is able to reach
a sustainable level, it is more likely that the translated materials and their intended
message will continue to be used for generations to come.
However, we in the Bible translation community must first understand how a
language is being used in order to identify the best method to engage each community.
When we better understand how a language is currently being used and the population’s
apparent attitude towards it, we will better understand which programs and activities will
more effectively influence the desired change in language use as expressed by members
of the speech community. These observations and findings will be not only useful for
assisting the Havu in designing translation projects for their communities but also for
other language communities that have found themselves in similar situations of

3

Within the Bantu language family, languages are prefixed with ki- to differentiate them from the name
of the people group. The language of the Swahili people is Kiswahili and the language of the Havu is
Kihavu.
4
Church denomination was a random variable in this research and no questions in the assessment tool
asked which denomination each participant attended. All reference to denomination that will be
presented is information presented by the participants and is solely their personal experience in their own
churches (not a representation of all members of that denomination).
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multilingual urban speech communities coexisting with relatively isolated speech
communities throughout the DRC.5

Figure 1: Nyindu Territories and Villages in South Kivu6
These distinct environments with cosmopolitan versus relatively isolated speech
communities existing within the same language groups are found throughout the DRC,

5

The SURAM (Scripture Use Research And Ministry) report could be used to inform future project design
and implementation (SIL International 2017 (b)).
6
Map drawn by Sarah Uzamukunda and Hodari Shalom Patient (April 2019).

6

not just in the case of the Havu people. For example, the Nyindu language group has
large populations in the accessible areas around and in the city of Bukavu and the Luindi
Territory. 7 There are also many Nyindu diaspora who have fled their villages due to war
and violence that now live in small communities within larger cities far from their
homeland. The people of the urban center Kasika, which is accessible by one of the main
roads passing through South Kivu and connecting to Bukavu, have had so much contact
with the language of wider communication, Kiswahili, that they no longer speak Nyindu.
In comparison, there are also villages in the area of Mushwa that are difficult to reach due
to poor roads. Many remote Nyindu villages (Muhuzi, Ngingu, Tugimbu, Muhembeji,
and Kasindaba) can only be reached on foot or by helicopter (Michel Bamwiji, email
message to author, 2018).

7

Placement of villages and territory lines are approximate.
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Figure 2: Kobo, Nyanga, and Tembo Territories in North Kivu8
There are many villages also found in the Kobo language group9, separated from
large urban centers largely by poor road conditions, e.g., Ngerere, Lushogha, Mirombo,
Misambo, Chanjikiro, and Buhimba. Many of the “areas where Kikobo is spoken, as in
the Kisimba, Itala, and Kanyabayonga villages, are landlocked due to lack of roads”
(Baltazars Kighoma, email message to author, 2018). 10 There are also Tembo speech
communities that are relatively isolated in both the North Kivu province and the South
Kivu province. “To get to these [Tembo] villages, you have to travel hundreds of miles

8

Map drawn by Sarah Uzamukinda and Hodari Shalom Patient (April 2019).
Placement of territory lines and villages is approximate.
10
“Les zones où on parle le Kikobo dans les groupements Kisimba, Itala, et Kanyabayonga sont enclavées
faute des routes. Il y a une seule route (mal entretenue aussi) qui traverse le groupement Ikobo en
passant par les villages Bushimba, Katrisa, Buleusa (le chef lieux), Kilambo, Bukumbirwa, Rusamambu,
Bushalingwa.” (Baltazars Kighoma, email message to author, 2018)
9

8

on foot from the vehicle or motorbike stopping point. Among these same localities
[villages] there are others including Lulere, Lulambo, and Bitoyi which are troubled by
armed groups and this makes them more and more inaccessible” (Masumbuko Shabani,
email message to author, 2018). 11
The Nyanga is another language group that is relatively isolated by poor or no
roads and armed groups. None of the villages of “the Baroba, the Bafuna, the Banyanga
de Robe, the Baumbure de Kisimba and all those who live in the mining areas,
[have]…accessible roads. They are in the deep forest under the yoke of armed groups”
(Joseph Mushunganya, email message to author, 2018). 12 Areas that are safe to travel in
can still take two to three days of walking through the forest to reach the villages (David
Muimbya, email message to author, 2018). The separation of these speech communities
from other language groups is similar to what is found within the Havu island
communities. As with the Nyindu, Kobo, Nyanga, and Tembo, portions of the Havu
population live in multilingual urban centers, while at the same time, parts of the
language group still live in relatively isolated, more monolingual villages.
Despite these changing environments, entire language groups are still being
assessed as a whole, resulting in a single score on the Expanded Graded Intergenerational

11

“Pour se rendre dans ces villages il faut voyager des centaines des kilomètres à pieds à partir du point
d’arrêt de véhicule ou de moto. Parmi ces mêmes localités il y en a ceux des localités de Lulere, Lulambo,
de Bitoyi, qui sont troublé par des groupes armés et cela les rend de plus en plus inaccessibles.”
(Masumbuko Shabani, email message to author, 2018)
12
“Les Baroba, les Bafuna, les Banyanga de Robe, les Bakumbure de Kisimba et tous ceux qui habitent
dans les carrés miniers, tous ceux-ci n'ont pas de route chez eux. Ils sont dans la forêt profonde sous le
joug des groupes armés. ” (Mushunganya, email message to author, 2018)

9

Disruption Scale (EGIDS).13 An EGIDS score is used to identify the stability and use of a
language. However, a single score attributed to the use of a language that has speakers
living in multilingual urban centers, as well as, relatively isolated villages would be
insufficient to adequately represent the needs of the entire language group—even speech
communities living within what appears to be close geographic proximity to each other.

Figure 3: Map of Lake Kivu14

13

EGIDS is an assessment tool designed to evaluate the vitality of a language. Through the use of five
questions, the EGIDS is used to evaluate a language’s identity function, vehicularity, state of
intergenerational language transmission, literacy acquisition status, and a societal profile of generational
language use. (Lewis and Simons 2009: 2)
14
https://www.google.com/maps/@-1.6586835,29.1730887,9z
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The issues related to using the EGIDS on urban and relatively isolated speech
communities are exemplified well by the case of the two Havu speech communities on
the eastern border of the DRC. The speech community of Goma, located at the northern
end of Lake Kivu (see Figure 3), has a distinct language environment that contrasts with
the speech community on Idjwi Island, less than 60 kilometers south. In Goma, there
have been multiple language groups, including speakers of Kihavu, coming in contact
with each other due to war, continued and increased rebel activity, and natural disasters.
In contrast, those living on Idjwi Island have limited contact with other languages
through commerce and continued social ties with those on the mainland. However, they
do not have the same sociolinguistic environment as the urban center of Goma due to the
inhabitants being mostly isolated from the consequences of war, violence, and natural
disasters.
Seven questions immediately present themselves as essential for identifying the
current language choice patterns within the Kihavu speech communities to best
understand the present situation and potential future implications for Kihavu language
use. Therefore, the purpose of my thesis research is to answer the following:
1. How is Kihavu currently being used in Goma within the domains of the Havu
Christian church and the Havu home?
2. What geographic and social factors in Goma are affecting Kihavu language use
patterns?
3. What is the current level of Kihavu language vitality in Goma according to the
EGIDS?

11

4. How is Kihavu currently being used on Idjwi Island within the domains of the
Havu Christian church and the Havu home?
5. What geographic and social factors on Idjwi Island are affecting Kihavu language
use patterns?
6. What is the current level of Kihavu language vitality on Idjwi Island according to
the EGIDS?
7. How do the levels of language vitality in the speech communities compare?

2
2.1

Background Information and Ethnographic Information

Background Information
The Havu ethnic community was selected as the subject of this research because its

settlement situation provides examples of a multilingual, high-contact language
environment of an urban center as well as examples of a relatively isolated and mostly
monolingual language environment. In addition to the compelling contrast of speech
communities, these Havu locations were accessible to me and my research assistant,
Sarah Uzamukunda. As this research is still in the early stages of observing and
analyzing the Havu speech communities, I will be conducting qualitative research.15
Consequently, my research will present potential behavioral trends and beliefs that may
be affecting current and future language use. This research will also uncover specific
data points of language use exhibited by participants that will require more research in
the future and help identify quantitative questions for further investigation. For the
current study, I have focused my research on the domain of the Havu Christian church
because members from the Catholic, Baptist, Pentecostal, Methodist, and Independent
churches have expressed a desire to shift from the language currently reported used
within these churches to Kihavu. I also researched the use of Kihavu within the domain

15

For this research I have focused on the reported language use communicated in oral interviews in order
to better understand the environment and observe the current trends of language use. This research
could easily lead to quantitative research in the future that would provide statistical data to support or
contradict my findings.
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of the home to create a baseline with which to compare the reported use in the Christian
church.
Specifically, this desired shift has been expressed through the stakeholders request for
the Bible to be translated into Kihavu, the language of the Havu people. At present,
Kiswahili is typically used in all functions within the domain of the Havu Christian
church including Scripture reading.16 “At the church, Kihavu is completely ignored
except in many [geographic] areas, one preaches in Kiswahili, and then the message is
translated in Kihavu” (Bahati 2015, 4).17 If the translated Scripture is effectively
integrated into the domain of the Havu Christian church by the Havu community
members, this may stimulate partial shift or complete shift of languages to Kihavu in the
church domain. Depending on the situation for each community, effective integration of
Kihavu translated material will look different in a multilingual, urban center as compared
to a relatively isolated and mostly monolingual village. It can be expected that more
monolingual communities will be able to shift to using Kihavu completely in all church
functions, while multilingual communities will require the creation of new functions
using Kihavu for successful integration into the Christian church. These new functions
could include Kihavu Bible studies or a Kihavu choir.
In order to assess the best way to integrate the translated Scripture into the domain of
the Havu Christian church, we must first understand how speakers are currently using

16

This statement is based on the data gathered from participants in this study representing their own
personal experience.
17
“A l’église, le kihavu est complètement ignoré sauf que dans plusieurs contrées, on prêche en swahili et
les communiqués sont transmis en kihavu.” (Bahati 2015, 4).
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Kihavu in this domain. As noted above, exploration of the Havu home domain provides
a foundation for any use of Kihavu out in the community, including providing data on
language attitude.18 Language attitude analysis provides data for continued language use,
language vitality, or potential language shift in both domains under study: the Havu
Christian church and the Havu home.
While Kiswahili is the language currently being used in the Christian church
domain,19 the DRC has many other languages that could also affect vernacular language
use. The official language of the DRC, French, is the language used within the
government and for institutional education. Other than Kiswahili there are also three
other national languages used for wider communication in the DRC. As I have
mentioned, in the east Kiswahili is the language of wider communication. In the military
and the northern regions of the DRC, Congolese citizens speak Lingala. In the west,
Kikongo and Lingala are spoken, and Tshiluba is the language spoken by the Congolese
in the south. There are also hundreds of small, local languages spoken throughout the
DRC. The Ethnologue has over 212 languages listed (Lewis et al. 2016, 40), and
linguists in the area report that this number may be short by at least 100 languages (Angi
Ngumbu, email message to author, May 22, 2018). Other languages currently located in
the provinces where speakers of Kihavu live include Kihunde, Kinyanga, Kinande,
Chitembo, Mashi, Lega, Kikumu, Kinyarwandan, Fulero, Bembe, Luba, Kikongo, and

18

The baseline domain (control) will be used as a standard of comparison for checking the efficacy of this
research.
19
This statement is based on the data gathered from participants in this study representing their own
personal experience.
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Kikobo (Mushunganya 2016, 2). Another language that is beginning to impact the
sociolinguistic environment of Goma is English. After the end of the Rwandan genocide
in 1994, the official language of Rwanda was changed from French to English (McGreal
2008). Due to Goma’s proximity to Rwanda (see Figure 4) this change also brought
speakers of English into contact with the inhabitants of Goma as well as adding value to
the use of English in the DRC as it is becoming helpful for trade with Rwanda.
Currently, the language policy of the DRC for education is not clearly defined and
often leads to confusion (Mushunganya 2016, 1). This confusion is mainly due to the
language policy that allows for all languages to be taught in schools without oversight.
Even the variety of French20 is not regulated, resulting in confusion in vocabulary choice
or definition (Mushunganya 2016, 1).
Kihavu speakers in Goma and on Idjwi Island speak the same language, albeit slightly
different varieties due to other languages influencing their use of Kihavu and various
stresses affecting their environments and how they use their language. Because of their
unique situations, the language planning desires expressed by representatives from the
speech communities are different. For example, in Goma parents are concerned about
their children losing Kihavu, while on Idjwi Island pastors are worried about their
congregations not understanding sermons preached in Kiswahili. As a result, their Bible
translation needs are different. The language choice phenomenon is related to the unique
contact patterns that are present in Goma and absent in Idjwi.

20

Belgian French vs. the variety of French spoken in France.
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The language situation in Goma is a unique result of migration patterns to the urban
center for economic reasons, work, and safety. This migration has caused changes in
language use and language choice. Those in Goma are now making language choices to
demonstrate solidarity and connection with Goma rather than with their traditional village
(Mushunganya 2016, 2). Therefore, one must ask: for a city with more than thirteen
different language groups (Mushunganya 2016, 2) in contact with each other, how does
someone show solidarity? Joseph Mushunganya, a graduate student in Goma, conducted
research in 2016 to gauge the “sociolinguistic temperature” of each language currently in
use in Goma (Mushunganya 2016, 5). He used a short questionnaire with volunteers
throughout the eighteen neighborhoods of Goma to identify which languages are being
chosen by speakers in different domains (Mushunganya 2016). The domains he
researched included the church, the market, in entertainment, at school, in media, with
social groups, and in formal settings. He found that while French is the official language
and used with high frequency in multiple domains, it is Kiswahili that acts as the
language of wider communication in Goma.
It is evident that the language of vehicular21 use in the city of Goma is Kiswahili. It is
the largest and most widely used language in the street, the language of the common
people, the language used at the market, shops and boutiques, public transportation,
the port, airport parking, the church, in the hotel business of Goma; in the media
(radio and TV), in school classes, sports games, hospitals, in humor, in local music
and in comedy and in advertising. Kiswahili is even the language of public political
meetings and entertainment of the Gomatracians (Mushunganya 2016, 8).22
21

A vehicular language is the language used for communication between groups that do not speak the
same language (Mushunganya 2016, 8).
22
“Il est de toute évidence que la langue d’usage véhiculaire dans la ville de Goma est le Kiswahili surtout.
Il est la langue la plus étendue et la plus utilisée dans la rue, langue du commun des mortels, langue
manipulée au marché, magasins et boutiques, le transport en commun, au port, au parking à l’aéroport, à
l’église, dans l’hôtellerie de Goma ; sur les médias (radio et télé), dans la cour scolaire, au jeu de sport,
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Less data are available for the current sociolinguistic situation on the island. Many
assume that Havu is the majority language used in every domain. Granted, French is the
official language of the government and school, and most Congolese learn French by
going to school. On the island, though, there are few primary and secondary schools.
Typically, these schools are run in association with the local church. This lack of
academic infrastructure has led to poor French skills and low levels of literacy on the
island (Bahati 2015, 2). Kiswahili, on the other hand, is learned primarily through oral
communication with various language communities for the primary purpose of trade.
Therefore, those on the island learn Kiswahili to communicate with visitors or with
people in Goma and Bukavu when they travel to those cities for commerce (Pierrot
Bishangi Bahati email message to author, July 2019). Vendors who go to larger cities to
sell their wares would be the predominate point of contact for islanders to communicate
with people from other language groups that are not living on the island (Sarah
Uzamukunda email message to author, July 2019).
These points of contact may have led to changes in the culture of the Havu people on
the island. According to Sarah Uzamukunda, research assistant, and Pierrot Bishangi
Bahati, local Havu researcher and translator, the language in north Idjwi is markedly
different from south Idjwi. It is believed that the Kihavu used in north Idjwi is the pure
Kihavu that has not been influenced by other languages or cultures. On the other hand,
the Havu in south Idjwi live closer to the Shi people, and the Havu believe that the

l’hôpital, en humour, en musique locale et en comédie et dans la publicité. Le Kiswahili est même la
langue des meetings politiques publics et de divertissements des Gomatraciens.” (Mushunganya 2016, 8).
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Kihavu in the south has been affected by the Mashi language. Sarah Uzamukunda stated
that the effect of the Mashi on Kihavu is mostly found in the pronunciation of the Kihavu
spoken in the south.
Other factors contributing to the sociolinguistic situation on Idjwi Island and in Goma
are the political and civil unrest in the area. The provinces of North Kivu and South Kivu
on the eastern border of the DRC have had an arduous history and are struggling through
a violent and unstable present, in addition to looking towards an uncertain future. As of
October 20, 2017, the UN declared the situation in DRC as a level-3 emergency (Rushing
2017).23 Level-3 is the same level of crisis as seen in Iraq, Syria, and Yemen. This
declaration means that the DRC is to be subject to a Humanitarian System-Wide
Emergency Activation to ensure a more effective response to the affected area by the UN
for humanitarian needs. As of 2017, there were an estimated 3.9 million displaced people
in the DRC (Rushing 2017). North Kivu had the highest number of internally displaced
people with more than a million. South Kivu, where Goma is located, had another
545,000 (Rushing 2017). The number of displaced people is expected to increase in the
future (Rushing 2017).
The spokesperson for the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) Adrian Edwards states that the increased number of displaced people in
eastern DRC is due to “widespread militia activities, and both unrest and violence fueled
by ethnic and political conflict affecting many areas, [therefore] the risk of further

23

A level-3 emergency is defined by the UN Refugee Agency’s Emergency Handbook as a declaration that
activates mechanisms and tools to provide humanitarian assistance to the affected area (UN Refugee
Agency 2018, 2).
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displacement are (sic.) high” (Wessels 2017). Accordingly, the Havu people have been
overrun and oppressed by a succession of rebel groups. These groups include the March
23 Movement (M23), The Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Rwanda (FDLR), The
Lord’s Resistance Army24 (LRA) founded by Joseph Kony, and other groups organized
by local warlords (Boitiaux 2012). The Rwandan genocide and the continued violence
perpetrated by the rebel groups in the area are some of the main reasons that people were
displaced and are still being displaced from their homes. Also, the natural environment
of eastern DRC has also caused displacement amongst the people groups there. The
eruption of Mt. Nyiragongo in January of 2002 caused an estimated 300,000 people to
flee east to Gisenyi and Ruhengeri in Rwanda, and another 100,000 moved west within
the DRC (US Agency for International Development 2002). Lava was reported to cover
thirteen percent of the city of Goma (US Agency for International Development 2002).
Many have since moved back to Goma, and the people have begun to rebuild. All of this
has created a situation where citizens are in constant movement (Rushing 2017). They
flee their homes for one reason, return after a time, and then flee again for another reason.

24

Also known as “The Lord’s Rebel Army.”
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Figure 4: Map of Lake Kivu25
The Havu people live on the border of North and South Kivu amid the unrest and
displacement constant in this region. The traditional homeland of the Havu is Idjwi
Island in Lake Kivu on the border between DRC and Rwanda. The village of Kalehe
across the lake from the island on the DRC side is also considered part of their traditional
homeland. Over the years, the Havu have begun to move away from their homeland.
According to Pierrot Bahati Bishangi, the large populations of Havu who have moved out

25

https://www.google.com/maps/@-1.6586835,29.1730887,9z
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of their traditional homeland have settled in three patterns. First, the Havu immigrants
have settled in Goma on the border of the provinces of North Kivu and South Kivu at the
northern tip of Lake Kivu. Some Havu people have also settled in Bukavu at the
southern end of Lake Kivu in the province of South Kivu. Finally, some Havu people
have moved to many of the smaller villages along Lake Kivu’s western edge (Pierrot
Bahati Bishangi, email message to author, April 7, 2019). Actual numbers for these
populations have not yet been documented due to the transient nature of their settlement
patterns. While the younger populations have been attracted to the villages outside of the
Havu area, the majority of the Havu community remains on the island Idjwi and around
Lake Kivu on the DRC side of the lake (Pierrot Bahati Bishangi, email message to
author, April 7, 2019).
2.2

Ethnographic Information
According to the 19th edition of the Ethnologue, Kihavu is classified within the

Niger-Congo language family along with over 1,523 other languages, such as Kiswahili,
Chitembo, and Kihunde, in central and eastern Africa (Lewis et al. 2016, 39).
Historically, it is believed that the Havu people might have been part of a migratory wave
during the 17th century coming from northeast Africa (Pierrot Bahati Bishangi, email
message to author, December 15, 2017). According to Bishangi, a local Havu translator,
oral tradition supports strong historical connections with the Shi people and that the move
to Idjwi Island was a result of interbreeding between the Shi, Rwandan girls, and Havu
living in Kalehe (email message to author, December 15, 2017).
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The traditional homeland of the Havu people, Idjwi Island and the village Kalehe,
is located in a ‘transition zone’ between “major culture zones of central Africa”
(Newbury 1991, 17). As a result, the Havu were historically mediators between these
other cultures (Newbury 1991, 17). In the 1970s, Idjwi Island served “as a focal point for
the wide network of highly mobile lakeshore populations” (Newbury 1991, 23). The
inhabitants on Idjwi Island have never been completely isolated from their mainland
neighbors, but the geography of the area has created tangible boundaries that kept them
separate. “But if proximity to these areas has been important to Ijwi’s [sic] recent
history, so has separation from them. While the island location offers its inhabitants
access to mainland populations, it also defines them as different” (Newbury 1991, 23).
There are 506,000 speakers of Kihavu documented as of 2002 (Lewis et al. 2016,
128). However, Pierrot Bahati Bishangi states that “the census of the first quarter of the
year 2014 estimates them [the Havu] to 659,917 souls” (Bahati 2015, 1).26 The island
Idjwi, which is the second largest inland island27 in Africa, is home to about 220,000 of
the Havu and they remain the politically dominant majority on the island (Thomson et al.
2012, 1).
Traditionally, the Havu lived in individual homesteads formed around a nuclear
family. While polygyny occurred occasionally each wife tended to have their homestead
in a different area creating their own nuclear household (Newbury 1991, 26). It is
possible for younger brothers of the homestead head, or his divorced or widowed sisters,

26
27

“Le recensement du premier trimestre de l’année 2014 les évalue à 659.917 âmes. ” (Bahati 2015, 1)
Idjwi Island is 106 square miles (Thomson et al. 2012, 1).
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to join his homestead (Newbury 1991, 26). Due to limitations imposed by the
geographical setting, several homesteads would often cluster together. These homesteads
were often related by kinship or marriage (Newbury 1991, 27). Marriage bonds could be
severed, but social bonds created by marriage continued even if the couple divorced
(Newbury 1991, 38).
Descent among the Havu is patrilineal (Newbury 1991, 38). Since the Havu trace
their lineage patrilineally, they find a large part of their identity from their father (Bahati
2013, 6). Therefore, if a Havu man married a woman from another ethnic group, their
children would normally identify as Havu.
Other groups found on Idjwi island include approximately 6,500 Bambuti, also
known as the Barhwa (pygmies) who are heavily discriminated against and socially
isolated from daily interactions with the Havu (Hadley, Thomson, and McHale 2011, 45). Many Rwandan refugees were moved to the island to escape from the genocide in the
surrounding region. These refugees were mainly women and children. At that time the
population on the island was 112,000 Congolese and 46,000 Rwandan refugees (VassalAdams 1996). There were plans made to eventually move the refugees to the mainland
but there are no reports as to whether those plans were ever fulfilled. However, there is
one source that reported many of these refugees integrated into the Idjwi community
(Hadley, Thomson, and McHale 2011, 15).
Of the Kihavu speakers who do not live on the island or in Kalehe, the majority
can be found still living along the border of Lake Kivu. Many have moved to the larger
cities of Goma and Bukavu. The immigrant communities in Goma and Bukavu are
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described as diaspora28 by the Havu who have remained on their traditional lands, as they
are no longer living on the island or in the village Kalehe on the western shore of Lake
Kivu. In spite of being part of the Havu diaspora, many of them still call the island home
and have family living there. But, the Kihavu speech variety of the Havu residing outside
of their traditional homeland is recognized as different than the variety spoken on the
island. According to Bahati, there are three dialects of Kihavu predominantly located in
the province of South Kivu accepted by the Havu. On the island of Idjwi, they speak a
dialect called Kinyweeju, in the village of Kalehe they speak a dialect called Kibiindi,
and in the area of Buzi around the village of Kalehe on the mainland, they speak a dialect
called Kinyabuuzi (Bahati 2015, 1). Diaspora from all of these areas who have moved to
Goma and Bukavu would use the variety of Kihavu from the locality they call home, but
research has not yet been completed to verify how much the Kihavu varieties spoken by
the diaspora have begun to change. Kihavu speakers appear to recognize the differences
between the Kihavu spoken on the island and the Kihavu of the Havu diaspora.29 In spite
of the differences, the communities still understand each other. The Kihavu varieties
have not diverged enough to be recognized as separate languages.
Traditionally, agriculture has been central to Havu life on the island and in their
economy. The Havu produced a wide variety of crops that were used to support their
own families as well as foundational for their economy (Newbury 1991, 26).

28

According to the Havu who live in the traditional Havu territory, a person that is labeled as diaspora is
someone living outside of the traditional Havu area and therefore somewhat distant from their traditions,
language, and customs. However, they are still considered Havu and family.
29
Personal interviews and observations report these differences to be vocabulary only. Further research
is required.
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Additionally, they raised cattle, goats, sheep, pigs, and chickens. Fishing was also an
important activity, but it was not a particularly productive occupation (Newbury 1991,
28).
However, Havu people are reporting that within the past two decades, there has
been a shift from agriculture to fishing as their primary source of income. There are two
possible reasons for this shift. First, around 2002, the more productive European and
Chinese fishing net became physically and economically available for purchase in the
area. Sarah Uzamukunda’s husband was the first man in their village to purchase one of
these new nets. This advancement in technology allowed her husband to catch more fish
at once and thus earn more money each day than ever before. The increase in income for
the fishermen tempted many others also to purchase the fishing nets and attempt to make
a living in fishing. Those who could not afford the nets began to purchase the fish that
had become more abundantly available and sell them for profit instead of purchasing and
reselling the produce from the farms. One report suggests that while the entire
population does not earn their income through fishing or fishing-related activities, a vast
majority, estimated at 80%, does (Sarah Uzamukunda interview, July 2019). The second
reason the primary activity on the island has switched from agriculture to fishing is that
farms are producing less and less each year. Farmers are reporting that land that used to
yield up to 100 kilos of produce now only yields around 30 kilos (Sarah Uzamukunda
Interview, July 2019).30 In 1983 M. Carael and John Stanbury published “Promotion of
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There are two possible justifications for the decrease in production on the farms. First, a blight was
reported to have attacked the cassava plant in 2014 (Pastor Pascal Bengehya Interview, July 2019). The
second reason might be the increase in the population with no increase in cultivatable land to
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birth spacing on Idjwi Island, Zaire” in which they stated that only 50% of the island is
cultivable (135). Carael and Stanbury also cited the population on the island at 50,000
people as of 1970 and expressed concerns even back then about the rate of population
increase and, in their opinion, the islands inability to easily sustain marked population
growth. Currently, the estimated population of people living on Idjwi Island is around
220,000. With the increase in population and the decrease in production on the farms,
most of the island has turned to the lake to earn their money. The introduction of new
technology in the form of European and Chinese nets has made fishing appear like a
more advantageous form of employment.
Unfortunately, the population of fish in the lake has never been very high (Carael
and Stanbury 1983, 135) and local Havu have noticed a further decline in the number of
fish. This is directly linked to the increased population of the people living around the
lake, the new nets that the fishermen use, while more productive, catch both the adult fish
and the young fish, and pockets of gas in the lake that can suffocate fish if they swim into
them (Pierrot Bahati Bhishangi Interview, July 2019). While farming and fishing
encompassed the job opportunities on the island, the Havu who have moved off the island
have begun to branch into other areas of work (Pierrot Bahati Bishangi, email message to
author, April 8, 2019).
The majority of the Havu who have moved away from their traditional homelands
are trilingual being able to speak Kihavu, Kiswahili, and another language which could

accommodate their needs. This situation may have caused farmers to overuse the land reducing the
nutrients in the soil to such a level that productivity would also be reduced.
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be French or the language of their neighborhood. Inhabitants of larger cities, like Bukavu
and Goma, are multilingual, and it would be challenging for ethnic Havu to function
without Kiswahili on a day-to-day basis. Citizens of the DRC who have continued their
education also became proficient in French as the continued exposure to that language
facilitates greater use. Those who have not completed secondary school have limited
proficiency in French but can conduct business and communicate with Westerners for
commerce and basic greetings. Kihavu speakers who have attended a university have a
high level of skill in French.
However, I have observed that despite a higher level of proficiency in French,
everyone I worked and interacted with preferred Kiswahili to communicate with nonKihavu speakers. At the same time, I observed Kihavu speakers showing a preference for
their language over both French and Kiswahili when speaking within a majority Havu
group. When in a multilingual group, they prefer to use Kihavu to discuss subjects with
another Havu individual or to explain or discuss issues that were unclear in French or
Kiswahili. When my colleagues and I were in a multilingual group socializing, the
Congolese in the group would speak Kiswahili or Kihavu unless they were using French
to address other Westerners or me directly. In meetings, despite everyone being
proficient in French, my Congolese colleagues would often choose to clarify topics in
Kiswahili or Kihavu if possible.
In contrast to the preference for Kihavu in social communication I have not
observed, during my time among the Havu (2016-2019), similar Kihavu use in church
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services. The church services this researcher attended were typically conducted in
Kiswahili and French with little-to-no Kihavu spoken by people during the ceremony.
On Idjwi Island, I noticed many people who apparently spoke no French at all.
As noted earlier, the island appeared to have lower levels of education represented.
Therefore, the population had less exposure to French as children. Some of the people
who had contact with the boats or commerce of any kind could use French to conduct
trade but were unable to communicate in other domains of life. Kihavu is the dominant
language on the island, and Kiswahili is the language of wider communication used for
interacting with visitors. Meetings involving expatriates and non-Havu Congolese
colleagues speaking French had to be translated into Kiswahili or Kihavu. The sessions
went much smoother when we were able to let the Kihavu speakers run the discussion in
Kihavu.
Overall, the Havu speech communities present a unique opportunity to observe
both urban and relatively isolated linguistic contexts easily. Through these observations I
will be able to improve my understanding of the needs of each speech community: urban
versus island, and how to effectively support language shift to Kihavu within the
Christian church domain in their region and, ideally, transfer these insights to other
linguistic communities throughout the DRC.

3

Literature Review and Development of Constructs

The intended effect for this paper and research is to impact project design and
management within Bible translation organizations such as the Seed Company and
Wycliffe USA. Therefore, Chapter 3 will focus on creating a shared knowledge
foundation for such organizations, both in previous research conducted and in concepts
covered in my research.
3.1

Summary of available Literature concerning the Havu
In general, there is not a large amount of published literature concerning the Havu

people or the Kihavu language. Some sources have focused on various aspects of the
DRC as a whole rather than the specifics of the Havu people. For example, Dancing in
the Glory of Monsters by Jason Stearns (2011) presents a history of the violence in
Rwanda and the DRC. This history would have affected the Havu and the region around
them through the movement of refugees and rebels in North and South Kivu. Congo: The
Epic History of a People by David Van Reybrouck (2014) presents the history of the
Congo Basin region through first-person interviews and collections of oral histories. Van
Reybrouck describes historical events that shaped the development of the Congo Basin
region. These events include the expansion of slavery in the area, the introduction of
European explorers and colonizers, as well as the development and education of those
who would eventually lead the people of the DRC to gain their independence in 1960.
Jan Vansina (1990) wrote Paths in the Rainforest creating a political history of
29
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Cameroon, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, the Congo, the DRC (called Zaire at the time of
publication), the Central African Republic, and Cabinda in Angola by analyzing the oral
histories from those areas. Vansina’s approach to working with oral histories was
influential to the impact of oral histories on research in the area. Vansina’s book adds
details to the account presented by Van Reybrouck that provide a deeper understanding
of the influence the entire region may have had on the current socio-political situation of
the Havu.
However, published work explicitly focusing on the history and current Havu
situation is harder to find. As the access to higher education within the DRC continues to
develop, new academic research and documents from Congolese students and researchers
are becoming available. Unfortunately, access to them is still limited to physical copies
located in the DRC. A case in point, the thesis “Pratiques traditionnelles liees au deces
chez le peuple Havu à la lumiere de la Bible” by Pierrot Bishangi Bahati can only be
found at the University of Shalom in Bunia, DRC. Included in the limited published
material available concerning the Havu people and their situation are recent publications
of online articles typically focusing on the instability in the area, the health situation of
the Havu, or surrounding people groups. For example, “Lake Kivu gas: Turning an
explosion risk into a power source” by Anna Boiko-Weyrauch and Rob Hugh-Jones is an
article published by BBC news about the Rwandan efforts to remove gas from Lake Kivu
in order to make the area safer for all inhabitants (February 13, 2012).
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3.1.1

Kings and Clans
David Newbury (1991) published a book specifically focused on the Havu

people. Newbury’s book “Kings and Clans: Ijwi31 Island and the Lake Kivu Rift, 17801840” summarizes the history of Idjwi Island and the development of the Havu kingship.
Newbury focused on how politics on Idjwi Island were affected by the events in the Lake
Kivu area, Rwanda, and south of the lake. Through a series of interviews with Havu men
on the island, Newbury identified a kingship history that seemed unique from the
surrounding area. “Royalty was not, therefore, imported to Ijwi, still less imposed by
single individuals. Ijwi royalty was created in Ijwi itself by the interaction of many
peoples and individuals” (Newbury 1991, 165).
Unfortunately, for my research, Newbury only briefly mentions the use of Kihavu
on the island and does not present a history of the languages spoken on the island or the
socio-political causes for language choice. He does mention that he did consult with Dr.
Andre Aramazani concerning linguistic aspects of the Kihavu language (Newbury 1991,
xi). Dr. Aramazani conducted research on Kihavu and published his dissertation in the
1960s. Newbury also comments on how the Havu use their language as an art form most
importantly demonstrated in the administrative center of the island (Newbury 1991, 34).
However, he makes no distinctions between any linguistic differences developing
between north Idjwi and south Idjwi. It is possible that changes had not begun to be
evident at the time of his research or the time period on which his research focused.
Newbury presents a brief history of the differences between the political situation
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Modern spelling: Idjwi
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between north Idjwi and south Idjwi. In the north, the leader (sultini) had none of the
importance of the King in the south (Newbury 1991, 34).
Newbury presented extensive evidence that the people on the island were not
isolated from outsiders. One clan within the Havu, the Bany’Iju, were well known for
their boatbuilding skills. “Because of their boating skill, the Bany’Iju frequently take
their goods for trade and friendship off of the island” (Newbury 1991, 29). Throughout
history, the island was connected with multiple outside institutions and people (Newbury
1991, 39). However, when Newbury conducted his research, the island had developed
into a social unit distinct from other areas. Due to the ‘geographic realities’ of the area,
Idjwi is separated from the mainland (Newbury 1991, 39). In addition to explaining how
the island became a central political point for the Havu community, Newbury also
addresses how islanders had begun to separate themselves from outside influencers.
consolidation within Rwanda was to prove important for Ijwi history, by bringing
about changes in social relations and social identities east of the lake. Eventually,
this was to have important repercussions in Ijwi; as their sense of identity with
social groups east of the lake gradually diminished, the island inhabitants came to
intensify their interaction with each other (Newbury 1991, 87).
3.1.2

Academic Writings by Pierrot Bishangi Bahati
The education system within the DRC continues to develop opportunities for

Havu community members to find resources to write and publish their discoveries
concerning their linguistic environment. Pierrot Bishangi Bahati wrote two papers that
focus on the Havu while he was a student at the University Shalom of Bunia. For his
degree in Theology, he wrote a thesis about the traditional death practices of the Havu
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people.32 Bahati’s background information provides material that explains the Havu
community structure, confirming its centralization around a king and the chiefs of each
village as identified by Newbury (Bahati 2013, 4).
Bahati’s second paper, also published with the University Shalom of Bunia, was
his thesis for his Master’s in Biblical Translation. His writing was focused on the
exegesis and translation of the first two chapters of James into the Havu language.33 This
publication provides census information that updates the population reported in the
Ethnologue (2016). Using the 2014 DRC census, Bahati states that there are 150,000
more Havu than currently being published in the Ethnologue (Bahati 2015, 1). Bahati
also presented data, as noted in a previous chapter, concerning three potential dialects of
Havu: the Kinyedjwi on Idjwi Island; the Kibiindi around Kalehe; and the Kinyabuzi in
the territory around Kalehe (Bahati 2015, 2). Evidence from personal observations
continues to support that people speaking these dialects understand each other, but
vocabulary and pronunciation changes have been observed in the Havu speech
communities. It is apparent that change will continue to affect the Havu language as
speakers are influenced by the languages surrounding each dialectal area.
Bahati’s paper is particularly pertinent to this research as Bahati includes data from the
domain of the Havu Christian church. As mentioned previously in Chapter 2, the
Christian church tends to ignore the Havu language. Even in areas where Bahati
confirms that Havu is used in the home, the market, health facilities, the traditional
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“Pratiques traditionnelles liees au deces chez le peuple Havu a la lumiere de la Bible” (Bahati 2013).
“Essai exegetique et traduction de deux premiers chapitres de l’epitre de Jacques en Langue Havu ”
(Bahati 2015).
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courts, and marriage arrangements, Havu is still not spoken regularly during church
services (Bahati 2015, 4). The research documented by the Havu community members is
integral to understand the Havu language attitude, and language choice as insiders
provide the insight necessary for a holistic understanding of the situation.
3.1.3

Online articles concerning the Havu
While literature focused on the Havu is limited, current media sources about the

area surrounding the Havu have become more plentiful in the past few years, and I was
able to use these sources to support the background information section in Chapter 2.
Due to their current geography, the Havu have been in the middle of multiple events that
may have affected their language contact and language choice. In 2002 a volcano north
of Goma erupted, resulting in the displacement of hundreds of thousands of people, as
well as dumping methane and carbon dioxide into Lake Kivu, the primary source of the
Havu economy (Boiko-Weurauch and Hugh-Jones 2012). In addition, the continued
violence in the DRC provinces of North and South Kivu have created regions with some
of the highest rates of displacement in the world (Rushing 2017). These human and
natural disasters have caused the area where the Havu live to become a central point for
UN attention and aid services. While research exclusively on the Havu is still limited, as
resources become available, they are providing a better picture of what might be
occurring around the Havu territory that could be affecting language shift amongst Havu
speech communities.
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3.2

Development of Constructs

3.2.1

Language Vitality
The history of the area raises several questions about the vitality of Kihavu. Is it a

robust and vital language that is thriving, or is it in danger of dying out? Fishman
introduced the GIDS as a mechanism to assess relative language vitality (Fishman 1991,
87-111). “Fishman's 8-level Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (GIDS) has
served as the seminal and best-known evaluative framework of language endangerment
for nearly two decades” (Lewis and Simon 2009, 2). Using this scale, one could assess
most of the known language communities and identify their vitality status based on
certain characteristics. M. Paul Lewis and Gary F. Simons later expanded this scale into
the EGIDS (Expanded GIDS) to have categories for “any known language, including
those languages for which there are no longer speakers” (Lewis and Simon 2009, 2).
According to the EGIDS scale, a language group’s status, whether it is vital or
dying, can be assessed with five questions. The first EGIDS question is, “What is the
current identity function of the language?” (Lewis and Simon 2009, 16-17). The identity
function is when a language is used as one marker of a person’s identity or a
community’s identity. In this role, a historical record can still be found that the language
was used in the past but there is no current community that associates with it. Or, on the
other end of the spectrum, is it a language that is used as a “vehicular language” to
facilitate communication between people who have different first languages? According
to the EGIDS, a vehicular language would be used as a language of wider communication
internationally as well as being the language of a specific ethnic group. However, some
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languages can be vehicular on a smaller scale. For example, Kiswahili is the language of
wider communication in eastern DRC (Mushunganya 2016, 8). The second EGIDS
question addresses the level of “official use” of the language (Lewis and Simon 2009,
17). Is it a language that is used internationally as a language of business, education, or
other activities? Or is it a language that is used unofficially and only in local
communities for intergroup interactions (Lewis and Simon 2009, 17)?
The third EGIDS question moves to how language use is being transferred to new
users. Most importantly, are parents transmitting the language to their children (Lewis
and Simon 2009, 17)? This intergenerational transmission of the language is a crucial
factor in language vitality. EGIDS question four addresses literacy status, and whether
literacy is supported by institutions, making language use more stable, or if there is no
literacy at all (Lewis and Simon 2009: 18).34 It is important to note that institutional
support does not always require backing from the national government. It can also be
community-based such as through institutions like churches or cultural organizations
(Lewis and Simon 2009, 18). The final EGIDS question asks what generation of
speakers are the youngest still proficient in the language (Lewis and Simon 2009, 19).
Again, this is related to intergenerational transmission addressed in EGIDS question
three, and how important it is for younger generations to be using the language at a
proficient level for the use of the language to be maintained. If the younger generations

34

Lewis and Simons 2009 has a dichotomy (literacy or not) while the Lewis 2010 edition has a clearer
paradigm with a three-way contrast between institutional, incipient, and none (Lewis and Simons 2010,
116).
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are not learning the language, then this is a clear sign that the use of this language is
endangered (Lewis and Simon 2009, 17-19).
By answering these five questions, one would be able to identify a language
community’s position on the EGIDS. The answers will also provide context to evaluate
if a language is being used at a sustainable level, has become endangered, or is dying out.
For language groups that want to change their position on the scale, the EGIDS can help
them identify what steps they need to take to improve their viability status. The EGIDS
in the Ethnologue has thirteen levels of language vitality (see Figure 5); however,
sustainable language use is identified at only three of these levels (Lewis and Simon
2017, 12). The Sustainable Use Model identifies these three levels on the EGIDS scale.
First level of sustainability is at level 2 of the EGIDS and is called Sustainable Literacy
(Lewis and Simon 2017, 12). At this level both written and oral use of the language is
maintained over time. Second is Sustainable Orality at level 6a (Lewis and Simon 2017,
12), where oral language use is found in everyday communication by members of every
generation. Finally, Sustainable Identity is at level 8b (Lewis and Simon 2017, 12),
where the on-going use of the language is rarely found outside of the functions that
maintain ethnic identity (proficiency at this level is extremely low) (Lewis and Simon
2017, 12). Some examples of these limited functions include cultural activities (e.g.,
powwows for Native Americans), religious ceremonies, or other traditional rituals.
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Figure 5: Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (EGIDS)35
3.2.2

Language Contact
One phenomenon that can cause a language group to change its position on the

EGIDs scale is language contact. The simplest definition of language contact is “the use
of more than one language in the same place at the same time” (Thomason 2001, 1). This
definition is an oversimplification, however, and includes trivial language contact, such
as two transitory people who do not share a language coming into contact for a few
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https://www.ethnologue.com/about/language-status
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hours. We will need to focus on non-trivial language contact for this research. Nontrivial language contact is contact situations in which at least some people use more than
one language in communication with people of other groups (Thomason 2001, 1). This
type of contact does not require people to be fluent in every language, but there needs to
be some functional communication between speakers of different languages to take place.
Language contact may result in some language change. “Typically, though not
always, at least one of the languages will exert at least some influence on at least one of
the other languages” (Thomason 2001, 10). This influence of one language over the
other can result in borrowing where words from one language are used by speakers of the
other. For example, English has many borrowed words. It is estimated that up to 75% of
English vocabulary is borrowed from other languages (Thomason 2001, 10). Examples
of words borrowed into American English include “tortilla,” “beret,” “beef,” and
“moose.”
3.2.2.1 Results of Language Contact
Borrowing of words or structures are often the first symptoms of language
contact, but borrowing also has more extreme consequences. Language contact can result
in the creation of new languages. In a multilingual situation, a pidgin language can
develop. A pidgin language is created in a situation where two “groups in contact do not
learn each other’s languages, either because they do not want to or because they lack
sufficient opportunity to do so, or both” (Thomason 2001, 12). Through a process of
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admixture36, reduction37, and simplification,38 a jargon39 is developed to aid
communication between the two source language populations. When that jargon is
required to function as the lingua franca in a stable social situation for a prolonged period
it develops into a pidgin language (Trudgill 2003, 103). A creole language develops in a
language contact situation when the “reduction associated with pidginization has been
repaired by a process of expansion or creolization, as a result of its having acquired a
community of native speakers and of being employed for an increasingly wide range of
purposes” (Trudgill 2003, 30). In summary, speakers of languages that come into contact
can develop a jargon to facilitate communication between their people groups. That
jargon, when stabilized through use can become a pidgin, and that pidgin when
generalized and expanded can become a creole.
However, language contact can also lead to “language death” (Thomason 2001,
12). This result of language contact can occur when a language is no longer spoken due
to attrition or grammatical replacement. Language death has also occurred in cases when
languages cease to be used without the loss of structure and minimal borrowing
(Thomason 2001, 227).
Thomason has defined attrition as “a gradual process in which a language recedes
as it loses speakers, domains, and ultimately structure; it is the loss of linguistic material
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“Mixing of elements from one language or dialect into another” (Trudgill 2003, 5).
“Reduction refers to the process whereby large parts of the source language that are available to native
speakers are lost or are not acquired by pidginizing non-native speakers” (Trudgill 2003, 109).
38
“Simplification refers most importantly to an increase in regularity in a language variety, for example
the regularization of irregular verbs” (Trudgill 2003, 120).
39
“A form of language which has arisen in a language contact situation…but which has not yet undergone
stabilization or focusing or any form of even informal codification” (Trudgill 2003, 67).
37
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that is not replaced by new material” (Thomason 2001, 227). This type of attrition can be
found when a language loses its prestige in the minds of its speakers, typically due to
their encountering another language that is either institutionally supported or seen as
advantageous economically. As the prestige of a language decreases, the situations in
which it is appropriate to use that language also decrease, resulting in its use in fewer and
fewer domains. Eventually, due to attrition, it may become a heritage language where the
speakers in the community only use the language to identify who they are as a people
group rather than a language used in daily life. For example, Gaelic in Ireland is seen as
an important part of the Irish culture and identity, but a large portion of the population no
longer uses it beyond token expressions. Finally, it will become a historical language that
is only recognized as having existed. Attrition can also occur when vocabulary from the
lexicon is lost “when assimilation eliminates former cultural practices in the dying
language’s speech community” (Thomason 2001, 228). For example, elders in the
Montana Salish community have difficulty remembering kinship terminology because the
practices that depended on the kinship system have begun to disappear. The second
mechanism for language death due to contact is grammatical replacement within the
language.
Grammatical replacement “occurs when the speakers of a threatened language
stubbornly resist total cultural and linguistic assimilation - but, under very strong
linguistic (and other cultural) pressure from a dominant group, they replace more
and more of their original language’s structure until at last it retains only some
vocabulary and a few structural remnants of their pre-contact language
(Thomason 2001, 12).
Finally, if a language does not change at all, that means that no adaptations are
being made by speakers of the language in an ever-changing world, the language can also
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die out. In this case, other languages will be used to explain new ideas and concepts in
new domains as they are added to the social milieu. Vocabulary used for technology is a
prime example. People who are unable to adapt their language to change will need to
find other languages that include vocabulary that is more functional in this changing
world.
3.2.2.2 Causes of Language Contact
Language contact can be caused by many different types of situations. Issues
germane to the current research are: (1) the movement of one group into another group’s
territory; (2) the immigration of small groups of scattered individual speakers who join
the preexisting population rather than conquering them or otherwise taking over their
land, or (3) through education where the new language is introduced institutionally
through national government administration (Thomason 2001, 17-19). All three of these
mechanisms for language contact can be found throughout the Havu community to
varying degrees. This is consistent with the environment of the DRC, where language
contact is the norm rather than the exception.
In the town of Goma located at the northern point of Lake Kivu (see Figure 1)
language contact has occurred because people have been displaced due to wars, the
Rwandan genocide, and violence and insecurity caused by rebels in the area have resulted
in continuous movement. In addition, there was the eruption of the volcano in 2002.
This situation contrasts with the circumstances that can be found on Idjwi Island on Lake
Kivu. Due to its physical isolation, Idjwi Island has been protected from most
mechanisms of language contact in the last twenty to thirty years. These mechanisms
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include immigration, tourism, results of natural disasters, and even rebel activity.
Further, the people living on the island have also been excluded from foreign aid due to
their isolation and lack of contact with international agencies. The foreign aid provided
to many language communities throughout the DRC has created an opportunity for
language contact with aid workers speaking foreign languages. Contact with Westerners
and their languages can also cause changes to a language and the prestige associated with
the language. This shift is particularly evident when people begin to see value in the
ability to communicate with aid workers that their first language does not provide them.
Because the inhabitants of the island have been isolated from the bulk of foreign aid and
aid workers to the area, the residents are forced to struggle economically, but this has also
provided an environment where the use of their first language is not being influenced to
the same extent by the practical “prestige” attached to the Westerner’s language. The
varying degrees of language contact in the two speech communities, Goma and Idjwi,
implies that there may be different degrees of language vitality in each speech
community as well.
3.2.2.3 Diglossia, Bilingualism, and Multilingualism
Language contact often leads to diglossia, bilingualism, or multilingualism.
Originally popularized by Charles Ferguson, the term diglossia has been used to refer to
language communities where two or more varieties of the same language are used in the
same geographic area but with clear social boundaries marking when it is appropriate to
use one variety of the language versus the other variety of the language. For example, in
German-speaking Switzerland, there is a prestigious “High” variety of German used in
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particular domains and a vernacular or informal “Low” variety used in other domains
(Ferguson 1959). Fishman later expanded this term to include places like Nigeria where
English is the nationwide prestigious language used in official, formal domains of
government and education, and other languages (e.g., Hausa and Yoruba) are the less
prestigious languages spoken at home or in informal domains (Trudgill 2003, 38-39). 40
While Ferguson focused more on varieties of a language and Fishman expanded
the definition of diglossia to include languages in a bilingual or multilingual
environment, both identified impermeable boundaries that restricted linguistic access
within certain domains as an integral factor of diglossic situations. In a diglossic
community, only particular languages are allowed in specific domains. Usage outside of
the prescribed domain would often come with negative social ramifications.
Bilingualism occurs when two languages are used in the same geographic area but differs
from these definitions of diglossia in that the social boundaries between the use of each
language are permeable. Stable bilingualism allows for both languages to exist without
threatening the vitality of the other.
Trudgill defines multilingualism as the opposite of monolingualism (2003, 90).
Typically, it refers to a country or nation where inhabitants speak multiple languages
regularly. This definition can describe a situation where citizens use multiple languages
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Fishman’s definition of diglossia: “Two or more speech communities united politically, religiously,
and/or economically into a single functioning unit notwithstanding the sociocultural cleavages that
separate them. At the level of this larger (but not always voluntary) unity, two or more languages or
varieties must be recognized as obtaining. However, one (or both) of the speech communities involved is
(are) marked by such relatively impermeable group boundaries that for ‘outsiders" (and this may well
mean all those not born into the speech community, i.e., an emphasis on ascribed rather than on
achieved status) role access and linguistic access are severely restricted. At the same time linguistic
repertoires in one or both groups are limited due to role specialization” (Fishman 1972, 81).
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of wider communication across a nation, such as the four trade languages in the DRC. It
can also represent the situation in Goma where over thirteen language groups, each with a
different first language, live within the same city boundaries. Of the three contact
outcomes - diglossia, bilingualism, or multilingualism - the Havu speech community in
Goma is multilingual where inhabitants regularly speak three or more languages. The
Havu speech community on Idjwi Island also qualifies as multilingual with most
inhabitants speaking two or more languages. However, inhabitants on the island have
fewer opportunities to use their alternate languages than the multilingual Kihavu speakers
in Goma. Consequently, Kihavu is the primary language for the majority of
communication of the residents on the island. This topic will be discussed further in the
next section.
3.2.3

Domains of Language Use
In order to understand how a diglossic, bilingual, or multilingual situation is

created and how each different situation functions, we must first understand what
domains are and how to identify them. A domain of language use is a social construct. In
general, a domain “is a combination of factors which are believed to influence choice of
code (language, dialect or style) by speakers. Such factors might include participants (in
a conversation), topic, and location” (Trudgill 2003, 41). For example, the domain of the
Havu home, which could include the nuclear or extended family or be identified by the
physical structure of the house, might encourage an informal style of speech or allow for
the use of a less prestigious language. In contrast, the domain of government, which
could be defined as a societal institution offering services to the public, often requires
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formality or the use of the most prestigious language. Within a diglossic situation, the
lines between domains are rigid, and participants consciously and unconsciously
reinforce the lines separating each domain (Fishman 1972, 82).
The use of domains in a diglossic situation is distinctly different from how they
are used in the case of bilingualism. In bilingualism, the lines between domains are not
rigid. Bilingualism in its purest form is defined as “the ability to speak two or more
languages” (Trudgill 2003, 15). Typically, bilingualism is “a characterization of
individual linguistic versatility whereas diglossia is a characterization of the societal
allocation of functions to different languages or varieties” (Fishman 1972, 83). Diglossia
is seen as a stable, institutionally supported language situation. However, bilingualism
tends to be transitional (Fishman 1972, 87), meaning that the status of one or more of the
languages being used in this situation may move in one direction or the other, in terms of
relative vitality, on the EGIDS scale.
The current circumstance of the Havu is multilingual and does not appear to be
diglossic. In work domains, I have observed the use of French, Kiswahili, and Kihavu all
within the same speech event. There are no clear lines between which languages are used
in each domain. However, this would also imply that Kihavu, as the less prestigious
language being used, may be in danger. Without the clearly defined lines that mark
which languages are used in which domains, it is easier for the use of the dominant
languages to infringe upon the use of Kihavu by speakers. It is likely that the less
dominant language will decrease in functionality, and its vitality and usage will decrease.
If the Havu community wishes to keep Kihavu use at a sustainable level within the
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domain of the Havu Christian church, they will have to take active measures to ensure its
use despite contact with the official language in the DRC, French, and the language of
wider communication in the area, Kiswahili.
3.2.4

Language Attitude
An essential concept for the evaluation of language vitality status is language

attitude. This concept is related to the prestige attached to a language and as a result has
a strong influence on its status number on the EGIDS profile as well as its vitality.
Language attitudes are the feelings
which people have towards different languages, dialects, accents, and their
speakers. Such attitudes may range from very favourable (sic) to very
unfavourable (sic), and may be manifested in subjective judgements about the
“correctness,” worth and aesthetic qualities of varieties, as well as about the
personal qualities of their speakers. Linguistics has shown that such attitudes
have no linguistic basis. Sociolinguistics notes that such attitudes are social in
origin, but that they may have important effects on language behavior, being
involved in acts of identity, and on linguistic change. Language attitudes is [sic]
one of the most important topics in the social psychology of language (Trudgill
2003, 73).
Language attitudes can vary within the same language group. For example,
Hispanics in the USA, who share the Spanish language, may have different attitudes
towards their language due to complex personal histories and experiences. Susana
Victoria Rivera-Mills evaluated studies done comparing attitudes in many different
Hispanic communities (2000, 6-7). These studies showed Spanish to have varying
degrees of prestige amongst the Hispanic communities. One study done in New York
City concluded that the variety of Spanish spoken by Puerto Ricans was considered the
least prestigious by participants. Another study showed that attitudes held by Chicano
adolescents affected which linguistic varieties they choose to use in specific domains
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(Rivera-Mills 2000, 6-7). Evaluating language attitudes amongst participants in Goma
and on Idjwi island through interviews may provide insight into what activities will be
most effective in motivating the desired language shift.
3.2.5

Language Revitalization
While the focus of my research will be on the concepts I have already mentioned

(i.e., language domains, multilingualism, language contact, and language attitudes),
understanding the idea of language revitalization will be a meaningful tool for identifying
the best method for effectively assisting the local stakeholders’ goal of using translated
Scripture to impact their communities.
The terms language revitalization and language revival are most often used to
refer to “attempts to reverse language shift when it is already complete, that is when the
language is dead, or almost so” (Trudgill 2003, 77). Hebrew is an excellent example of a
language that was revived. For many years it was a classical liturgical language with no
native speakers. However, Modern Hebrew has been revived through a transformation
from “the classical language of the Bible into modern ‘Ivrit’ the national language of the
dynamic State of Israel; it is an everyday vernacular spoken by seven million people”
(Berdichevsky 2014,1).
While Kihavu is not identified as a dead language, the status of Kihavu is not
currently at the EGIDS level that stakeholders from within the Christian church desire: a
language of sustainable literacy. Kihavu is now identified in the Ethnologue at EGIDS
level 6a, where the language is used daily in multiple domains and could be considered
orally sustainable (Lewis et al. 2016, 39). To move from their current position to a
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sustainable literacy level, speakers of Kihavu will need to initiate a language
revitalization program.
The primary goal of this thesis is to observe how language choice is affected by
language attitude and language contact. In addition, there are three secondary tasks: first
to determine language vitality based on language use patterns in Goma versus language
use patterns on Idjwi Island; second to determine whether two separate EGIDS
assessments are appropriate for a language group with two different speech communities;
and finally, to determine how language revitalization activities might serve the expressed
needs of stakeholders in the language group. In the next chapter, I will explain the
research activities used to identify the factors affecting language use in Goma and on
Idjwi Island through the self-reported language use of participants.

4

Methodology and Measurement

I used a qualitative questionnaire to examine the current language choices of
participants within the domains of the Havu Christian church across multiple
denominations and the Havu home in Goma and on Idjwi Island. This questionnaire was
designed to assess the participants’ attitudes concerning their language, their language
choices in real-world situations, and their attitudes towards Kihavu, Kiswahili, and
French. I looked for three key concepts with this questionnaire. First, opportunities for
Kihavu speakers to come into contact with speakers of other languages, i.e., language
contact and the possible effects on language choice these language contact situations
might have had on Kihavu speakers living in Goma and Idjwi. Second, the language
attitude of participants towards Kihavu, Kiswahili, and French. Finally, the current
language vitality status for Kihavu in Goma in comparison to the vitality status of Kihavu
on Idjwi Island. With this information, it may be possible to extrapolate potential for
revitalization options for Kihavu in the two speech communities, Goma and Idjwi Island.
4.1

Development of the Measurement Tool
I designed the questionnaire to measure the amount language contact that occurs

between Kihavu speakers and speakers of other languages, the variety of language
choices made by participants, their language attitude toward three languages in their
repertoire, and the relative language vitality of those languages among the Havu
participants in Goma and on Idjwi Island. The questionnaire was designed to be given
50
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orally in Kihavu by a Havu research assistant, Sarah Uzamukunda. The first part of the
questionnaire gathered demographic information on each participant as well as
information affecting the contact that occurs between languages in the participants’ lives
and the language choices that the participants think that they make in certain domains.
The second part of the questionnaire presented photographs of specific situations that
were intended to be used to discover how the participants justified their language choices.
Part 2 was also used to serve as a check of the participants’ self-reported language
choices indicated in Part 1. For example, if a participant reported in Part 1 that they only
speak Kihavu but they reported that the people in the photographs in Part 2 all spoke
Kiswahili this would present a potential conflict between what the participants think they
do and what really happens and would direct future research into reported language use
and actual language use. Finally, Part 3 collected information on the participants’
attitude towards Kihavu, Kiswahili, and French. All the data gathered by this
questionnaire were self-reported.
4.1.1

Questionnaire Part 1
Part 1 of the questionnaire (see Havu Speaker Individual Interview in Appendix

A) was used to gather demographic information including age, gender, location of birth,
and education. This section of the questionnaire was also designed to collect information
about perceived language use in certain situations. It was not possible to ask questions
about all domains of language use in this questionnaire. Instead, the focus was placed on
speech events that occur in the domains of home and the Havu Christian church. For
example, questions focused on languages spoken with children at home and languages
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spoken with children at church. To explore a function that may not follow the social
rules of either domain, we also asked about what language parents prayed with their
children at home. The reason this question was important is that prayer may follow the
same social rules as all other activities in the domain of the Christian church. However,
when it is taken out of the physical boundaries of the church and put in the physical
boundaries of the home an alternate practice may result. If there is a difference between
the practice of prayer in the domain of the home and the domain of the Christian church,
the language parents choose to pray with their children at home, that difference will
demonstrate that the first language is being effectively transmitted to the next generation
despite the influence of another language typically associated with religious activities.
However, it was not possible to include all other potential opportunities for language use
with children as that would have made the questionnaire too lengthy for practical
administration. The decision to focus on specific activities in the domain of the home
and the Christian church while omitting other domains of the participant’s lives was also
applied to languages spoken with parents, neighbors, and other church members.
Also, questions such as “What language do your children speak?” were not
intended to gather evidence of actual language use of the children but rather what
language the parents think their children speak. Participants responded to questions in
this portion of the questionnaire resulted in data that demonstrated what languages they
believe they use in the situations presented. Such questions gathered information about
language choice in cases of language contact, as well as language use, and the reported
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language attitudes of participants through how they think they are currently using a
language.
Part 1 Sample Questions :
1. What language do you prefer to use when you are with your parents?
2. What language do you speak with your mother at church?
3. When you pray alone, in what language do you pray?
Responses:
Part 1 of the questionnaire was used to gather the self-reported language use
background and demographic information of the interviewees. This section also provided
data on some elements of the participants’ interactions with others in their social
networks. These elements include languages spoken in their family networks with their
parents and children, languages spoken in their community network with their neighbors,
and languages spoken with members of their church network. Participants responded to
questions in this section typically with a list of languages they use in each situation
discussed. They did not often justify language use in their responses to questions.
4.1.2

Questionnaire Part 2
Part 2 of the questionnaire was designed to gather comparative evidence of real-

life situations that may contrast with the assumed language choices that the participants
reported in Part 1. In Part 2, the participants were presented with a picture of a Havu
family doing something together or a Havu church situation. Participants were asked to
describe what the people in the picture are doing and what languages might be used in
that situation. They were also asked for the rationale for the language choice
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assumptions. Copies of these stimulus pictures are found in Appendix B: Questionnaire
Part 2 Photographs.
Part 2 Sample Questions:
1. What is happening in this photo?
2. Can you imagine what language they are speaking in this photo?
3. Can you imagine why they are speaking in this language?
4. Can you imagine a reason why they might use a different language?
Responses:
Participants responded to questions in Part 2 with short justifications for their
language use choices but did not often provide extra details unless specifically asked.
Thus, the respondents provided data on common reasons for their language choice and
reasons they might change their language choice. This section was the most difficult for
participants and did result with many of the participants occasionally answering, “I don’t
know.” The difficulties may have been caused by common Congolese cultural practices
of discussing reality rather than imagining something that they have not experienced
themselves directly.
4.1.3

Questionnaire Part 3
Part 3 was a series of five questions designed to assess the attitude of participants

toward Kihavu, Kiswahili, and French. The first five questions focused on Kihavu, and
asked if the participants liked using Kihavu, as well as how likely they were to use it in
situations that would support language vitality, such as regular use in their daily lives, at
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work, or at church. The next five questions repeated the same queries for Kiswahili.
Finally, the last five questions repeated the same series of questions, for French.
Kihavu, Kiswahili, and French are the focus of the questionnaire though they may
not be the only languages spoken by participants. These three languages were selected as
they each fill a specific role in the subject’s lives. Kihavu is the first language of each of
the participants. It is the language they spoke with their parents as young children and
the language that is most frequently used to communicate with the older generation.
However, of the three languages, Kihavu is the only one that is not institutionally
supported in any manner. Therefore, all motivation to use and sustain the use of Kihavu
comes from within the language group itself.
Kiswahili is the language of wider communication for eastern DRC. There are,
currently, no native Kiswahili speakers in the DRC. However, many, including members
of the Havu language group, learn Kiswahili as a second language to communicate with
other language groups they may come in contact with throughout their daily life.
Kiswahili is not an official language of the government, but it is used by governmental
officials to facilitate communication, and teachers may use Kiswahili in their classrooms
to explain lessons taught in French.
As the official language, French can help someone to earn money and gain a
higher position in a community through access to better jobs and the prestige attached to
these types of employment. However, this does not always mean that people enjoy
speaking it. French may threaten Kihavu because it is used in many domains that are
perceived as beneficial by the local community such as education or employment; yet, if
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the Havu people have a healthy emotional attachment to Kihavu, then they can maintain a
sustainable level of Kihavu language use. Further, if French is seen as the colonial
language or the language of oppression, then the negative association may alter the
positive association with its practicality. For a complete list of questions proposed to
assess language attitude see Appendix A.
Part 3 Sample Questions:
1. Do you like Kihavu? Why?
2. Would you like to speak Kihavu more during the day? Why?
3. Do you think Kihavu is useful at your job?
4. Do you think Kihavu will be useful for your children in their future jobs? Why?
5. Are you interested in speaking Kihavu at church? Why?
Responses:
Part 3 provided rich data as the participants more freely expressed their strong
feelings or thoughts in favor of or against their mother tongue, the language of wider
communication, and the official language of the DRC. I was able to use this data to
determine language attitude toward each language covered in this questionnaire and what
motivation the participant might have to continue using or increase the use of these three
languages. From these responses, I summarized each participant’s answers for Kihavu,
Kiswahili, and French into four categories of language attitude. Each participant
identified a separate attitude toward each language assessed.41 The first category was the
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While each participant’s responses were assessed to identify their separate attitude towards each
language, Kihavu, Kiswahili, and French, it is possible for a participant to hold the same language attitude
(ex: positive-active) towards all three languages at the same time.
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negative attitude. This negative attitude was demonstrated through an indication of
dislike, lack of caring, or devaluing of the language in the participant’s response to the
questions about each specific language. The second category was an apathetic language
attitude. To be categorized as apathetic, participants expressed, in their responses, that
they were not interested in learning the language currently in focus. Or, if they know it
already, that they were not interested in using it more. This category included those who
have no interest in the language they were being asked about currently but still believed
that it might be helpful for a future generation at some point.
The third attitudinal category potentially expressed by the participants was a
positive-passive attitude toward the languages in focus. Participants in this category have
expressed generally positive feelings, thoughts and beliefs, and readiness for action
toward each of the three languages covered but aren’t actively trying to learn the
language better or use it more frequently. The final possible category of attitudes
expressed toward languages is the positive-active. To be categorized as positive-active,
participants expressed a positive attitude towards the language in focus and are actively
working on using it more often and sharing it with others. Participants included in this
category for one of the languages in focus may also have shown a preference for a
different language in the established Havu repertoire but are actively teaching the
language in focus to the next generation. For example, a participant may be judged as
having a positive-active attitude toward Kiswahili because they are actively teaching
Kiswahili to their children even though they have expressed a preference for Kihavu.
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4.1.4

Questionnaire Update
After a pilot run of the questionnaire in Goma, it was found that participants

exhibited evidence of response fatigue due to the length of its second section. Part 2 had
six questions each for ten different photos. In the pilot administration of the
questionnaire, many of the responses provided by participants to these questions were
repetitive and demonstrated their lack of interest after the first few photographs.
Therefore, it was decided to reduce the number of photos in this section down to just five
(see Appendix B). In the end, the final draft of the questionnaire included twenty-nine
questions in Part 1, five photographs with six questions each in Part 2, and fifteen
questions in Part 3 (see examples in Appendix A).
To mitigate the lengthiness of the finalized questionnaire, it was presented in as
conversational a form as possible without changing any of the questions. Sarah
Uzamukunda, my Havu research assistant, gave each interview in precisely the same
order with the same questions each time, but she took time and effort beforehand to greet
each participant warmly and provide a comfortable, familiar environment for the
interview.
4.2

Selection of Interview Sites
In order to gather a sample of the sociolinguistic situation in Goma and on Idjwi

Island, it was decided to interview 120 participants as evenly spread as possible over six
locations: three sites in Goma to be compared to three sites on Idjwi Island. These sites
were selected with my research assistant, Sarah Uzamukunda, based on her knowledge
and experience about which locations in Goma would have the largest populations of
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Havu present and which villages on Idjwi Island were best located to represent a
population of Havu centralized in that portion of the island. The interview sites in Goma
and on Idjwi Island are noted in Figures 6 and 7 respectively.

Figure 6: Map of Goma Interview Sites42
The first site in Goma, Kasheke, is a market on the lake. This location provides
contact opportunities for Goma residents to interact with people from Idjwi Island, for

42

(https://www.google.com/maps/place/Goma,+Democratic+Republic+of+the+Congo/@1.6739978,29.2093094,14z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x19dd0f5ff03ccf71:0x8702d152f9f905e7!8m2!3d1.658501!4d29.2204548?hl=en)
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example, fishermen from Idjwi coming into Kasheke to sell their fish. The sellers in this
market are often Havu as well; however, there are also Shi and other groups at this
location, which increases the use of Kiswahili. This market location provided an
opportunity to interview multiple generations of Havu that had moved to Goma. There
were those who were the first in their family to immigrate to Goma and others that were
brought there by their parents as young children.
The second site in Goma was Kyeshero, located in the city center. Kyeshero is a
commercial site with many different language communities represented, the largest group
being the Havu. Other groups found interacting with the Havu at this site include the
Hunde, coming from the area around Goma, the Hutu, who moved into the city from
Rwanda, and the Shi, who often live near the Havu and believe that they have a similar
ancestry. The third site selected in Goma was Mugunga. This site is located at the
northern end of Goma still within the South Kivu province. Many in Mugunga recently
moved to Goma from Idjwi Island. At this site, the new Havu immigrants can mingle
with Havu who have been living in Goma for many years.
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Figure 7: Map of Idjwi Interview Sites43
The sites on Idjwi Island were selected to present a variety of Havu communities
that were not exposed to the factors that created the multilingual environment seen in
Goma. The factors include war, violence, and natural disasters. The first site was
Kihumba, located at the northern end of Idjwi Island. This northern village is closer to
Goma than any of the other Idjwi sites and is impacted by its proximity to Goma.

43

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Idjwi+Island/@2.1320739,29.021542,11z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x19c2ca990f440003:0xa4d2e8bcaae686ff!8m2!3d2.1335032!4d29.0692659?hl=en
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According to Sarah Uzamukunda, Kihumba is the home village of most of the fisherman
who trade in Goma. It is also located close to many of the small islands around Idjwi.
The second site was Bugarula. This village has the busiest port on the island and is in
frequent contact with visitors from Bukavu, Goma, Uvira, and outside of the DRC
through the ferry system. This village has more consistent electricity than most villages
on the island, providing access to technology, like cell phones that are not otherwise
frequently found on Idjwi. The small governmental office for Idjwi territory is found in
Bugarula, and the traditional chief is also located there. Bugarula is seen as the center of
Idjwi.
The third site on Idjwi island is the southern town called Monvu. The southern
end of Idjwi Island is located closer to Bukavu (see Figure 3 in Chapter 1) and is
influenced through trade by this larger town in the same way that Kihumba is influenced
by Goma. As mentioned previously, the Havu from the island have stated that the
language and culture of Havu residents living at the northern end of Idjwi are markedly
different from those living in south Idjwi.
4.3

Selection of Volunteers
In determining the set of volunteers for this research, the attempt was made to get

a cross-section of sociolinguistic situations for the Havu in eastern DRC. In Goma,
twenty volunteers were selected from each site. Of those volunteers ten were male and
ten were female. Age groups were designated within each gender group, with five
coming from Age Group 1: 10-25 years old, and five coming from Age Group 2: 26-50
years old. There was a total of sixty participants in Goma. On Idjwi Island, Age Group
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1: 10-25 years old had a total of twenty-nine volunteers over all three locations with
fourteen men and fifteen women. Age Group 2: 26-50 years old had a total of thirty-one
volunteers with sixteen men and fifteen women over all three areas. All volunteers on
Idjwi Island totaled sixty participants.
Age and gender were used to select volunteers to address specific factors of
intergenerational transmission and the effects of language contact on younger
generations. Age groups are essential because intergenerational transmission of language
is an important indicator of language vitality. It is assumed that if younger generations
are still speaking Kihavu with a positive attitude, then intergenerational transmission of
the language has been successful and the vitality of the language remains secure. The
focus was placed on age and gender to assure a wide variety of participants; however, no
other variables were consciously planned for during volunteer selection. Other potential
categories such as church denomination44 or employment were random variables.
Bias is a concern when selecting volunteers and during the implementation of a
questionnaire. My research assistant, Sarah and I took steps to reduce bias whenever
possible. First, we removed my visibility in the process. As an obvious foreigner to the
area, I often receive unwanted attention from people who will tell me whatever they think
I want to hear. Sarah and I agreed that my presence would bias the participants, as well
as their answers.

44

As a result, there were participants from many different denominations including Catholic, Baptist,
Pentacostal, Methodist, and Independent churches.
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We were aware that there was a possibility that there may also be biases attached
to Sarah’s presentation. However, Sarah manifested every expected social norm for
someone taking interview data, and we deemed the risks acceptable.45 Therefore,
participants were identified, selected, and interviewed by the local Havu research
assistant, Sarah, on her own. To assure consistency in the process volunteer selection
was carefully discussed and agreed upon between Sarah and me before starting the
interview process.
The first thing that Sarah did upon entering a selected site is to visit the local
officials in the area and receive their permission to conduct interviews. Sarah would take
time to explain the goals and intentions of the research to ensure that we created no
problems with the local government. Many of the local officials agreed to be on the list
of potential volunteers.
After receiving permission from local officials, Sarah would begin surveying the
area. Her objective for this survey was to find twenty people from each category willing
to be potential participants in the study. These volunteers did not all participate in the
questionnaire process; rather this was the group from which the participants were
selected. To create the pool of volunteers in each site, Sarah found twenty men 10-25
years old, twenty men 26-50 years old, twenty women 10-25 years old, and twenty
women 26-50 years old. Once Sarah had a list of willing volunteers she would randomly
select a playing card from a deck of cards. The number on this card would identify the

45

In Congolese culture, surveys and questionnaires are not out of the norm so bias towards Sarah would
be minimal as she followed those practices. For example, survey was done in Isiro, the capital of HautUele Province, by the local government to identify roads, assign house numbers, and create a city map.
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person from the list that Sarah would ask to interview. For example, if she drew the three
of hearts, she would select every third person to be interviewed until she had a total of
five people for each category.
4.4

Analyzing the Data
Each interview was recorded with a digital recorder and filmed as a backup for

the audio recording. Occasionally the video camera did not work correctly, and the video
for that interview was unusable. However, the audio recording for each interview has
been preserved on an external hard drive. After completing the interviews for each site,
Sarah transcribed the interviews in Kihavu and then translated them into French. The
French interviews were emailed to me in groups from each site. I received the French
interviews and translated them into English.46 I used Nvivo 1247 to organize data from
the interviews into construct categories. Within Nvivo, I created files for each factor as it
developed from the data such as language attitude, intergenerational transmission, etc.
For example, data connected to language attitude could be separated into its folder, while
data for intergenerational transmission went into a separate file. I also used an Excel
spreadsheet to organize the data into descriptive statistics categories.
The primary goal for these methodological choices was to provide a picture of the
Havu sociolinguistic environment as self-reported by Havu participants. The Havu
sociolinguistic environment was evaluated through six factors. These factors were: (1)
participants’ contact with other languages, (2) what languages participants chose to use,

46
47

See Appendix C for the database of all participants’ responses.
http://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo/nvivo-products
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(3) rationale for this language choice, (4) what attitude participants have towards Kihavu,
(5) the attitude of participants towards other languages in the area, (6) and what
possibility for language revitalization there may be within the community. The results
from this questionnaire will be presented for these categories in the following chapters.

5

Intergenerational Transmission and Language Attitude

Many factors can affect language choice, and therefore the vitality of a language.
The survey research for this thesis provided data from which I intuitively, in view of
relevant sociolinguistic literature, identified six main factors currently influencing the
language choices of participants: (1) intergenerational transmission of language, (2)
language attitude, (3) language contact, (4) language choices in social networks, (5)
identity, and (6) geographic location. In Chapter 5, intergenerational transmission of
Kihavu and language attitude toward Kihavu will be presented as foundational factors
that are integral for identifying Kihavu language vitality. In following chapters, the
contact Kihavu speakers have with other languages, as well as Havu social networks,
identity, and geographic locations will be presented in light of the elements of
intergenerational transmission and language attitude to provide the nuance necessary for
an assessment of Kihavu vitality.
5.1

Intergenerational Transmission
In its purest form, intergenerational transmission of a language has occurred when

parents and children can be said to speak ‘the same language’ (Fishman1991, 355).
Intergenerational language transmission is successful when a parent teaches or transmits
their language to their children, and the children continue speaking the language.
Descriptions of levels in both the GIDS and the EGIDS identify intergenerational
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transmission of a language as a key factor between levels of language use that are at risk
or threatened and levels of use that are stable. In his description of the GIDS, Fishman
identified Stage 6 as “an extremely crucial stage…because the lion’s share of the world’s
intergenerationally continuous languages are at this very stage, and they continue to
survive and, in most cases, even to thrive, without going on to subsequent (‘higher’)
stages” (Fishman 1991, 92). Stage 6 on Fishman’s GIDS differs from the lower Stage 7
in that it is the first stage Fishman presents as thriving and not endangered or threatened.
He classified Stage 6 as a ‘crucial stage’ because it is where “daily, intergenerational,
informal oral interaction” occurs (Fishman 1991, 94). He emphasized the crucial support
of the family in communicating with one another intergenerationally in the language if
that language is to remain at a sustainable level. Without intergenerational transmission,
i.e., parents stop teaching their mother tongue to their children, the language is
threatened. Fishman also established that if an outside language begins being used for
inside activities and functions of the family and home, then the transmission of the
mother tongue will struggle to be passed on to the next generation (Fishman 1991, 357).
When presenting the EGIDS, Lewis and Simon identified intergenerational
transmission as a crucial factor between vigorous and threatened languages (Lewis and
Simons 2009, 13). The EGIDS Level 6a is recognized as the level of sustainable orality.
At this level, “intergenerational transmission of the language is intact and widespread in
the community” (Lewis and Simon 2009, 13). However, one step down at Level 6b a
language would be identified as threatened. At this level, some parents may be
transmitting their language, but a large portion of parents are not teaching their first
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language to their children. Therefore, intergenerational transmission is not universal
throughout the population at level 6b. “With each new generation, there will be fewer
speakers or fewer domains of use or both” (Lewis and Simon 2009, 13).
An example of evidence from the research demonstrating a potential shift in the
intergenerational transmission of Kihavu is when participants in Goma and on Idjwi
Island identified age as a possible factor in language choice. For example, in Age Group
1 of participants ages ten to twenty-five in Goma, five participants said that Kiswahili or
French would be used for youth activities. One participant in Age Group 2, among
participants ages twenty-six to fifty in Goma, identified Kihavu as being necessary to
communicate with the older generation, and two participants stated that French or
Kiswahili is essential for working with younger generations. On Idjwi Island the
generation gap was mentioned more often than in Goma. Age Group 1 had six
participants that identified Kihavu as being necessary for communicating with older
generations, and three participants stated that Kiswahili or French was used more
frequently with younger people. Finally, seven participants in Age Group 2, on the
island, reported that Kihavu is necessary for communicating with older people in the
community. For example, Interviewee 51, a 31-year-old male government worker, said
that he must speak Kihavu with his parents because they are old and do not speak any
other languages. Age Group 2 on the island also included three participants who
mentioned French or Kiswahili being used in youth activities or with young people.
Due to the importance of intergenerational transmission in determining the vitality
of a language, all other factors affecting language choice will be presented in light of how
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different age groups have self-reported those factors. A strong emphasis has been placed
on the age groups interviewed. In Goma, thirty participants were interviewed from Age
Group 1 (ages 10-25), and thirty participants were interviewed from Age Group 2 (ages
26-50). On Idjwi Island twenty-nine participants were interviewed from Age Group 1
(ages 10-25), and thirty-one participants were interviewed from Age Group 2 (ages 2650). Questions were crafted to assess which language each participant used with their
parents and which language they used with their children, and if the participants did not
currently have children, which language they thought they would use for children born in
the future. The data for intergenerational transmission will be presented as it affects each
of the five remaining factors of language attitude, language contact, personal social
network, identity, and geographic location.
5.2

Language Attitude
Language attitude is a vital factor in identifying the current status of language use

within a language group on the EGIDS, as well as discovering any potential for the
situation to change. The attitude towards a language by people in the language group can
cause the status of the use of the language to progress and achieve new levels of
sustainability or digress as its functionality begins to decline. Language attitude affects
the conscious and unconscious decisions of participants concerning language choice and
language use. Colin Baker defined three main components of language attitude:
cognitive, affective, and conative (1992, 12). The cognitive component refers to a
person’s thoughts and beliefs towards a language, while the affective component refers to
a person’s feelings towards a language (Baker 1992, 12). Finally, the conative
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component refers to a person’s willingness to take action concerning language use (Baker
1992, 13). All three components together contribute to a person’s attitude towards a
language and are therefore pertinent for this research. Questions were crafted in Part 3 of
the assessment tool to gather responses for all three components for each participant.
When people cognitively view a language as advantageous for improving life,
either economically or socially, then it has a much stronger foundation for adoption and
sustainability. Everett Rogers has defined relative advantage as
the degree to which an innovation is perceived as better than the idea it
supersedes. The degree of relative advantage may be measured in economic
terms, but social prestige, convenience, and satisfaction are also important
factors. It does not matter so much if an innovation has a great deal of objective
advantage. What does matter is whether an individual perceives the innovation
as advantageous. The greater the perceived relative advantage of an innovation,
the more rapid its rate of adoption will be (2003, 15).
While the rate of adoption of a new language is much slower than that of
technological innovations, the principle still applies. If the language being introduced
into the community, e.g., French, is thought to be more advantageous and would affect
the cognitive component of a speaker’s attitude towards that language, then it may
eventually be adopted in place of a language that is perceived to be less beneficial. An
example of a language that could be perceived as more beneficial would be an official
language providing more access to better jobs. Therefore, parents might prioritize
literacy classes for their children in the official language over literacy classes in their first
language. It should be noted that the adoption of a language deemed more advantageous
in certain domains does not automatically replace all other language use in all domains.
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The official language could be viewed as beneficial within the domain of education,
while the first language remains advantageous within the domain of the home.
Feelings about a speech community can affect how someone feels about a
language associated with that speech community as well, and, as a result, influence the
vitality status of that language. These feelings are not just opinions about the language
but also assumptions about the community that uses that language. Members of one
social group may hold stereotyped impressions or biased views of a contrasting group
(Lambert 1967, 93). For example, William Lambert and his team conducted a study of
English-Canadians from 1958 to 1959. In this study, they found that the evaluations by
their subjects of audio recordings were strongly biased against the French-Canadian
recordings and in favor of the same readings performed in an English-Canadian guise
(Lambert 1967, 94). An example of how this might affect the Havu community is if there
is a stereotype held by other language groups that the Havu people are uneducated, then
the Havu may stop speaking Kihavu in front of others so as not to be identified as Havu
and stereotyped as inferior. Also, if a language is considered a “lower class” language or
a substandard language, then people may avoid it in certain domains.
Finally, the people’s willingness within a speech community to increase the use of
their language is a useful indicator for the future of the language. The conative
component “of attitudes concerns a readiness for action” (Baker 1992, 13). If a
community is apathetic towards the application of their first language in established
domains, then a more advantageous language may be chosen instead of the first language
to be used in new functions. On the other hand, if a speech community is active in
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protecting its first language, then members of the speech community will be more likely
to find ways to use their language in all possible domains, including any newly developed
domains. For example, research overseen by Frieda Steurs at the University of Leuven in
Belgium observed changes to terminology as a result of new forms of technology being
introduced into an environment and thus creating new domains of language use. They
found that a Canadian-French website was proactive in protecting French language use in
that they were the most consistent in using French alternatives for English terms.
The conclusions of this study point in two directions: The Francophone culture is
more clearly supported and sustained in Canada than in the European Francophone
countries. On the other hand, this is in contrast with the geolinguistic situation,
where the Canadians represent only 3% of the population in North America,
compared to the much larger representation of Francophones in Europe (Steurs
2011, 8).
The questionnaire used in this study was designed to evaluate language attitude
trends in Goma and on Idjwi Island for French, the official language of the DRC,
Kiswahili, the language of wider communication, and Kihavu, the first language for the
Havu people. Responses to these questions have provided information not only on the
vitality of Kihavu but also on how the official language of the DRC, French, and the
language of wider communication in eastern DRC, Kiswahili, may affect the future
vitality of Kihavu. I designed the questionnaire to collect data focusing on the three main
components of language attitude. First, to assess the cognitive component, questions
were asked to discover what the participants thought might be an advantage or
disadvantage for using French, Kiswahili, and Kihavu. Next, to determine the affective
component, questions were asked to identify the feelings of the participants towards each
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of these languages. Finally, to evaluate the conative component, questions were asked to
identify a person’s willingness to increase where and how often they use each language.
In order to assess the attitude in each speech community for the three languages
evaluated in this research, French, Kiswahili, and Kihavu, data will be presented in this
chapter in light of the cognitive, affective, and conative components. Each participant's
responses to the questionnaires have been analyzed through these three components and
then categorized into negative, apathetic, or positive attitude categories for analysis and
comparison between age groups and speech communities.
5.2.1

French Language Attitude

5.2.1.1 Goma
In Goma, participants were identified with a positive attitude towards French at
higher numbers than any other type. Questionnaires were used to assess the attitude of
sixty participants in Goma through oral interviews. These participants were spread over
three different locations (see Figure 6) within Goma, with ten men and ten women being
interviewed at each site. Within each gender group, volunteers were also selected from
two separate age groups. In total thirty people were interviewed from Age Group 1 (1025 years old) and thirty from Age Group 2 (26-50 years old) in Goma.
The rationale for the generally positive attitude towards French among
contributors in Goma was established mainly in the participants’ conviction that this
language is useful in their lives. This belief is primarily attached to the cognitive
component of their language attitude. In Goma, 70% of participants in Age Group 1,
and 77% of participants in Age Group 2 stated their belief that French is very useful for
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their current employment. Participants suggested that communication with clients,
visitors, and foreigners is made easier through their proficiency in French. These
interviewees also identified French as helping obtain better paying jobs and improving
their lives. For example, Interviewee 97, a 26-year-old man living in Goma and running
a small business, stated, “Among my clients there are some who speak French, so if I do
not answer them in French, they will go elsewhere.”48
Further, 27% of participants in Age Group 1 and 40% of participants in Age
group 2 found French to be very advantageous for work that requires travel, in
communication with authority figures, and to increase effectiveness at work. For
example, Interviewee 96, a 28-year-old man living in Goma operating a flour mill,
responded to the question of whether French would be useful in his job with, “Yes, since
in my work there are many things that I come across that are written in French.”49
Interviewee 5, an unemployed 23-year-old man in Goma, deemed French to be useful for
his children’s future employment because “In Africa those who speak French are
privileged.”50
A child’s future employment opportunities can also have a strong influence on a
person’s thoughts about a language. A case in point, fifty-eight participants (97%) in
Goma saw value in their children learning French for future employment opportunities.
For example, Interviewee 109, a 25-year-old woman in Goma, currently working as a
48

“Neechi omu kaasi nampata abayiinja eyi baganiira ekifaraansa eyi oboola nka ntagalire anandeka
anashiimba owiindi.” (Interviewee 97 interviewed November 20, 2018)
49
“Neechi omu kaasi kaani hali binene nambugaana changwa nji nabugaana biyandikirwe omu kifraansa
eyi bihemere kubimenya.” (Interviewee 96 interviewed November 19, 2018)
50
“Neechi bulaala ahanene omu Afrika yooshi ekifaraans kiba kirimo n’eri wakaba oyiinji eziindi ndimi.”
(Interviewee 5 interviewed August 8, 2018)
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vendor of various items, stated that it will be useful for her children, “because it will
allow them to have a lot of contacts and knowledge to develop well in their work.”51
As the younger generation has more access to education than the generation
before them, many participants felt that their children may be able to benefit from
knowing more French than their parents. In Age Group 1 (10-25 years old), 57% of the
participants expressed a belief that their children would learn French and benefit from it
in their futures. Sixty percent of those in Age Group 2 also expressed these beliefs. A
case in point, Interviewee 86, a 29-year-old female vendor in Goma, stated that she
believes French will be very useful for her children. She said, “Since they will have
studied, certainly they can meet people who do not know either Kihavu or Kiswahili and
French will be important to them.”52 These interviewees also shared their beliefs that
through their children’s increased knowledge of French, their children will also be able to
communicate with more people. For example, Interviewee 93, a 22-year-old man, selling
phone credit in Goma, stated, “It will make it easier for them [his children] to
communicate with people from far and wide.”53
Also, French may be perceived as a more useful language as it adapts to new
domains that are developing as a result of education and globalization. A case in point is
Interviewee 2, a 20-year-old male fisherman in Goma, who said that he likes to practice
French at home with his oldest child because there are some expressions and words in

51

“Neechi bulaala kwaanza nji kyarhuma bagwaasa abeera banene amaconessances.” (Interviewee 109
interviewed December 7, 2018)
52
“Neechi bulaala emuunda nji baagya hali esa eyi nji babugaana abarheenji egihavu changwa
egiswaahiri.” (Interviewee 86 interviewed November 15, 2018)
53
“Neechi bulaala nji kyaunganiisabo n’aba hale.” (Interviewee 93 interviewed November 19, 2018)
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French that he is fond of using. Interviewee 2’s preference for some phrases in French
implies a positive attitude towards French for its ability to communicate concepts in a
way he prefers over other languages. This favorable language attitude will support his
continued use of French as he adds more and more French expressions and words.
Resources being more readily available in French may also support increased use of the
language. For example, Bibles are easily found in French, while Bibles translated in
Congolese Kiswahili are more challenging to find in the DRC. A Kihavu translation of
the Bible has not been written yet.
As the language used for education in the DRC, French has begun to affect the
feelings and opinions of those who speak it. These effects are demonstrated by
Interviewee 10, an unemployed 36-year-old man in Goma. Interviewee 10 said, “Yes, [I
like French] because I frequently spend time with my friends, and if I do not speak
French, they would think I was not intelligent.”54 In Goma, 48% of participants reported
that they speak French. Of the remaining participants who did not speak French, about
13% still had positive feelings for it, while 25% did not feel that it is useful or thought
that it might cause problems in the community if they used it. An example from those
who expressed positive feelings towards French can be found in Interviewee 2, a 20-yearold male fisherman in Goma, who claimed, “That’s the language I like, but I do not know
it."

54

“Neechi bulala nshiganana na beera baani bulaala nk’orhaderhere ekifaraansa banabona nk’orhali
munyabweenge.” (Interviewee 10 interviewed August 9, 2018)
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Nonetheless, there are eight participants (25% mentioned earlier) from Goma who
reported that they did not speak French and also had negative feelings for it. To illustrate
this viewpoint, Interviewee 5, an unemployed 23-year-old man in Goma, stated in
response to the question of whether he would like to speak French more during the day,
“No, because there are people who can call me proud if I speak French all day.”55
The cognitive and affective components of language attitude are often found to
affect the conative component. In other words, substantial thoughts and beliefs, as well
as positive or negative feelings for French, are contributing factors for a person’s
willingness to increase or decrease the use of a language. In Goma, nine of the
participants (30%) from Age Group 1 (10-25 years) said they would be willing to
increase their daily use of French, while twenty-one participants (70%) said they did not
want to increase using French. Of the older participants in Age Group 2 (26-50), only six
participants (20%) said they would be interested in expanding their use of French in their
daily life. The remaining 80% stated that they were not interested or saw no value in
increasing the use of French in their daily lives.
In contrast, fifteen participants (50%) from Age Group 1 and fourteen (47%) from
Age Group 2 said they would be interested in using French more frequently at church.
To illustrate, Interviewee 1, a 22-year-old male fisherman in Goma, noted that many of

55

“Arhali kwa bwenene bulaala hali abaantu onabugaana hano oderha ekifaraansa anaderha oku mwitiyo.
Anagurhola okorhali.” (Interviewee 5 interviewed August 8, 2018)
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the visitors who came to his church speak French. He asserted that if he were able to
speak French, he could assist with teaching the visitors.
Primarily based on the cognitive component, i.e. their thoughts and beliefs;
participants in Goma expressed through their responses to the questionnaire, that their
language attitude for French trended towards positive. The data concerning the language
attitude of participants is presented in Figure 8. To reiterate, these results were pulled
from sixty interviews over three different locations in the city of Goma. In each place,
equal numbers of men and women were interviewed, and equal numbers from Age Group
1 (10-25 years) and Age Group 2 (26-50 years) were interviewed as well. The four
categories used in Figure 8 were designed to summarize the participant’s opinion of
whether the language is advantageous, their feelings toward the language, as well as their
willingness to use the language more. It is possible for a single person to hold a similar
attitude towards multiple languages. For example, someone can have a positive attitude
towards French and Kihavu at the same time. A person’s attitude towards a language or
multiple languages can be complicated, and this person might even appear to hold
conflicting attitudes towards multiple languages. For example, a participant could view
two different languages as being advantageous for work at the same time.
As explained in Chapter 4 the four categories of language attitude presented in
this Figure include negative, apathetic, positive-passive, and positive-active. A negative
attitude would consist of clearly expressed feelings of dislike for the language or for
using the language. The apathetic category of language attitudes consists of those who
expressed that they aren’t interested in learning the language, or if they know it already,
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they are uninterested in using it. The positive-passive attitude is held by someone that
has responded to questions in Part 3 of the questionnaire with a positive attitude towards
the language but isn’t actively working towards learning the language better or using it
more frequently. In the last category, the positive-active attitude is someone who has
expressed a positive attitude towards the language, a willingness to use it more, and
stated their desire to encourage others to use it as well.

French Language Attitude: Goma
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Figure 8: Language Attitude towards French in Goma
One participant (3%) from Age Group 1expressed a negative attitude toward
French. According to this participant, French wouldn’t matter to her at all because she
does not speak it. Nine participants (30%) from Age Group 1 presented apathetic
attitudes toward French as they reported a lack of interest in speaking French or even
learning to use it in the future. Eight participants (27%) had a positive but passive
attitude towards French. These participants verbalized their attitude through clear
statements of appreciation such as stating that they like French because it is used in all of
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the Congo. However, these same eight participants indicated they were not interested in
using French more than they already reported. The final twelve participants (40%) of
Age Group 1 reported a positive and active attitude towards French expressed through
statements of appreciation for the language and of a desire to use it more frequently
throughout their day or at church.
None of the Age Group 2 cohort shared a negative attitude toward French, and
only seven (23%) had an apathetic attitude. In this group, those who were apathetic
typically reported that they believed French might be useful in their children’s future but
found no use for it in their own lives. Thirteen participants (43%) from Age Group 2
expressed a positive but passive attitude towards French. Of these participants, many
shared that they liked French, but had not found many opportunities to use French in their
lives nor were they seeking out more opportunities to use French. Finally, ten
participants (34%) from this group were actively trying to find more areas in their lives
where they could speak French and were, therefore, included in the positive-active
attitude category.
When viewing the attitude of participants in Goma, the difference between the
age groups is crucial. It was found that individuals in Age Group 2 had a generally more
positive attitude towards French with twenty-three participants (77%) who demonstrated
a positive attitude, in comparison with those in Age Group 1, the younger age group,
where twenty participants (67%) appeared to have positive attitudes. However, within
the positive group, the younger Age Group had a much higher number of participants
willing to actively use and increase the use of French than the older age group; while
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individuals in Age Group 2 appeared to be more passive than those in Age Group 1. The
difference between age groups is a relevant factor that could potentially affect the vitality
of French in Goma since, as stated earlier, younger generations being more active in
learning and using any language is imperative for the sustainable use of that language.
5.2.1.2 Idjwi Island
The language attitude reported by participants on Idjwi Island for French trended
toward the positive. A majority of participants found strong justification for their attitude
in the cognitive component as will be demonstrated in this section. In order to assess the
attitude of participants on Idjwi Island, sixty participants were interviewed. These
participants were spread over three different locations (see Figure 7) on the island.
Twenty-nine people total were interviewed from Age Group 1 (10-25 years old) with
fourteen men and fifteen women and thirty-one from Age Group 2 (26-50 years old) with
sixteen men and fifteen women.
On Idjwi Island, there appeared to be an advantage perceived by the participants
in using French to find a job or succeeding in that job. From Age Group 1, 96% of
younger participants stated their belief that French is advantageous for finding and
keeping a job. For example, Interviewee 41, a 16-year-old female student on Idjwi
Island, valued French and stated, “Everywhere I work or will work I have to speak
French.”56 Also, Interviewee 42, a 16-year-old woman currently working as a secretary
on Idjwi Island, stated that French is necessary for work “Since everywhere we ask for a
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“Neehi bulaala buli hooshi nji naagya nji byaahema gukoleesa ekifaraansa.” (Interviewee 41 interviewed
September 21, 2018)
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job, they require French.”57 In Age Group 2, 90% of the older participants also expressed
the belief that French would be useful in helping them to find or keep a job. French was
also viewed as advantageous because it allowed participants to more effectively interact
with governmental officials who were transferred into the area. This belief was
expressed by Interviewee 46, a 21-year-old male student on Idjwi Island, who reported a
preference for being able to speak French because “that’s the language of the
authorities.”58
On Idjwi Island 98% of all participants have high hopes for their children’s
futures and see French as necessary for their children’s future employment. For example,
Interviewee 50, a 28-year-old man working for the department of education on Idjwi
Island, disclosed his belief that his child will become a governmental official and “others
will make fun of him if he does not know French.”59 Other participants also shared their
belief that their children will be able to finish their studies and find employment,
therefore, improving their lives. For example, Interviewee 55, a 50-year-old male teacher
on Idjwi Island, expressed his confidence that his children will finish their studies and,
therefore, “they will have to use French.”60 French is also thought to be advantageous for
communication with foreigners. From within the 98% of participants who asserted that
French will be useful for their children’s future, 12% stated that French is useful for
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“Neehi bulaala ntaaho waakagya ghema akaasi k’omu bureau orhanayiini ekifaraansa.” (Interviewee 42
interviewed September 21, 2018)
58
“Neechi bulaala lo lulimi lw’abakulu.” (Interviewee 46 interviewed September 22, 2018)
59
“Neechi bulaala nji aba mukulu sasa nk’arheenji ekifaraansa bakamushekera nk’arheenji ekifaraansa.”
(Interviewee 50 interviewed September 22, 2018)
60
“Neechi bulaala nji aba mukulu sasa nk’arheenji ekifaraansa bakamushekera nk’arheenji ekifaraansa.”
(Interviewee 55 interviewed September 24, 2018)
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communicating with foreigners. In particular, Interviewee 42, a 16-year-old female
secretary on Idjwi island, explained, “If we meet the whites here in Bugarula, they like to
speak to us in English or French.”61
Seven participants (12%) on Idjwi Island expressed that they feel French is an
essential language because it is influential. While this number is low, it demonstrates a
potential for French to gain in prominence as it is identified as a requisite language
throughout the DRC, even among those who do not speak it. For example, Interviewee
23, a 14-year-old male student on Idjwi Island, doesn’t speak French but reported that
French would be useful for work because it is the most important language in the DRC.
The participants on the island viewed it as advantageous, either giving them prestige or
inspiring others to be proud of their accomplishments. For example, Interviewee 48, an
18-year-old male student and farmer on Idjwi Island, announced that he enjoys speaking
French because “My teachers too must feel proud to hear that I speak French. They must
feel that they have done a good job.”62
Conversely, there are six participants (19%) from Age Group 2 on Idjwi Island
who maintained that French is not necessary for their daily lives. For example,
Interviewee 50, a 28-year-old man on Idjwi Island currently working for the department
of education, revealed that he doesn’t like French because he is not often with those who
speak French outside of work. Also, one participant (3%) from Age Group 1 presented
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“Nka ndi oku masomo changwa nka rhubugaanire abazuungu omu njira eno Bugarula bakarhubwiira
omu kingereza changwa nka rhugiire omu kiindi gihugu.” (Interviewee 42 interviewed September 21,
2018)
62
“Neechi bweneene bulaala bihemere gusiima n’ogukoleesa ekifaraansa n’abanyigiriza babone oku
bakolere akaasi.” (Interviewee 48 interviewed September 22, 2018)
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an intriguing viewpoint that French might negatively affect relationships in the
community. This participant, Interviewee 62, an 18-year-old male student on Idjwi
Island, did not want to increase usage of French at church because people may think he is
criticizing them.
On Idjwi Island the willingness to increase the use of French by the participants’
in their daily life and at church appeared to be divided down the middle. Fifty-two
percent of Age Group 1 participants were willing to increase French use during their
daily lives, and 55% were ready to increase use at church. Members of Age Group 2
contrasted with the younger group with only 32% of older participants reported a
willingness to increase their daily use of French. However, Age Group 2 also included
55% of participants willing to increase the use of French at church. While the older
group did not appear to be interested in French during their daily activities, they did seem
to agree with the younger group in that it might be advantageous in the Christian church
domain. This opinion may be due to visiting pastors speaking French or resources being
more readily available in French. For example, Interviewee 46, a 21-year-old male
student, would be interested in speaking French more at church because often visiting
pastors speak French instead of Kihavu or even Kiswahili.
Figure 9 below presents the attitude towards French by participants on Idjwi
Island as a majority positive, based on the thoughts and feelings of participants towards
French as expressed in Part 3 of the questionnaire. Among participants on the island, the
younger age group also reported more willingness to use French than the older Age
Group. The data for this figure were pulled from sixty interviews over three different
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villages on Idjwi Island. Twenty-nine participants were interviewed from Age Group
1with fourteen men and fifteen women, and thirty-one participants were interviewed from
Age Group 2 with sixteen men and fifteen women. The same categories of negative,
apathetic, positive-passive, and positive-active previously used to summarize the attitude
in Goma were used here. Participants in Age Group 1 on Idjwi Island only expressed
positive attitudes. None of the participants in Age Group 1 responded to any of the
questions with negative or apathetic comments. Fourteen of the participants (48%) were
positive towards French but did not demonstrate a desire to use French more frequently
during their day or at church. The remaining fifteen participants (52%) from Age Group
1 provided strong positive responses to questions and also demonstrated a willingness to
actively use French more in their daily lives and at church.
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Figure 9: Language Attitude towards French on Idjwi Island
Interviewees involved in Age Group 2 on the island also expressed a majority
positive attitude towards French. One participant (3%) was openly negative towards
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French, and four participants (13%) were not interested in it for themselves but shared
that it may be useful for their children’s future and were therefore categorized as
apathetic. The majority of this group expressed a positive-passive attitude, with fifteen
participants (48%) clearly revealing positive feelings towards French, although they did
not demonstrate a willingness to use French more in the daily lives or at church. Finally,
eleven members of this group (36%) not only expressed positive feelings towards French,
but were also willing to actively incorporate the use of French more regularly in their
daily lives and at church. The markedly positive attitude among the younger age group
toward French demonstrated a potential trend to threaten the intergenerational
transmission of Kiswahili and Kihavu. If the younger generation increases the use of
French in their daily lives, then the transmission of Kiswahili or Kihavu from their
parents won’t be as successful as it was in previous generations.
5.2.1.3 French Attitude Compared: Goma with Idjwi Island
According to the data presented concerning the language attitude of participants
for French in Goma and on Idjwi Island, all participants have a positive attitude towards
French. The primary justification for this attitude was supported through the cognitive
component for both speech communities where participants saw an advantage in the use
of French for their future and the futures of their children. The belief that French is
useful for employment of any kind is stronger among participants on Idjwi Island at 92%
as compared to participants in Goma where 73% state that they believe French is
advantageous for work. However, the language attitude of participants toward French
alone is not enough to threaten the use of Kiswahili or Kihavu. It is the culmination of
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multiple social and geographic factors working together that elevates the use of one
language over another. In later chapters, these other social and geographic elements that
affect language choice in Goma and on Idjwi Island will be presented to create a picture
of the current sociolinguistic environment among participants in those two speech
communities.
5.2.2

Kiswahili Language Attitude

5.2.2.1 Goma
Kiswahili is the language of wider communication for eastern DRC and can be
found in many villages in this area. The language attitude depicted among a majority of
participants in Goma for Kiswahili was positive. Some participants thought that
Kiswahili would be useful for them in any type of employment they might have, in
navigating within their community, and during activities at their churches. In Goma,
90% of the participants in both age groups interviewed expressed a positive belief that
Kiswahili is advantageous for work. In Age Group 1, twenty-seven participants (90%)
disclosed their belief that Kiswahili is useful for finding work and keeping a job. Of
those participants thirteen (43%) specifically mentioned that it helps to communicate
with visitors or clients, and twenty-four people (80%) also stated their belief that
Kiswahili is useful for communicating with people in their community. In Age Group 2,
twenty-seven participants (90%) also agreed that Kiswahili is effective for finding and
keeping a job. Fourteen (47%) reported it as profitable for communicating with visitors
or clients, and twenty-four (80%) expressed that it is useful for communicating with
members of their community. For example, Interviewee 1, a 22-year-old male fisherman
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in Goma, stated his belief that he will be granted employment anywhere he can find it if
he knows Kiswahili. Interviewee 11, a 25-year-old female tailor in Goma, revealed that
everyone she works with speaks Kiswahili.
Outside of opportunities for communication in Goma, there was a view held by
participants that Kiswahili is useful for communicating in other parts of the world as
well. In Goma, 16% of Age Group 1 and 16% of Age Group 2 expressed the belief that
Kiswahili is a useful language because it is an important language used everywhere. For
example, Interviewee 101, an 18-year-old male fisherman in Goma, said, “Since we can’t
use only one language [at work], Kiswahili must be important.”63
Participants also viewed Kiswahili as an important language for their children’s
future employment. In Goma, 70% of Age Group 1 and 90% of Age Group 2 shared
their belief that Kiswahili will be useful for their children’s potential employment in
whatever type of work they may do in the future. For example, Interviewee 2, a 20-yearold male fisherman in Goma, shared that Kiswahili will be useful for his children’s future
employment because Kiswahili is known everywhere. Seven participants (23%) from
Age Group 1 and eight participants (27%) from Age Group 2 specifically expressed the
belief that Kiswahili will be useful if their child travels for work in the future. A case in
point, Interviewee 14, a 19-year-old female seamstress in Goma, expressed her belief that
Kiswahili will be useful wherever her children may go in the future. Another participant
in Goma, Interviewee 15, an unemployed 25-year-old female expressed her appreciation
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“Neechi bulaala omuuntu arhakagala gukoleesa olulimi luguma.” (Interviewee 101 interviewed
December 5, 2018)
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for Kiswahili because it is a functional and flexible language. She stated, “Here in Goma
we speak only Kiswahili in all activities: to draw water, to make purchases, at church,
etc.”64
Nonetheless, there are still some participants who saw a disadvantage in speaking
Kiswahili as compared to the advantage attached to French. In Goma, six participants
(20%) expressed this opinion in Age Group 1 and four participants (13%) in Age Group
2. For example, Interviewee 96, a 28-year-old man running a flour mill in Goma,
responded to a question asking if he thinks Kiswahili will be useful for his children’s
future employment with, “No, since in their [future] employment they will need to use
French and English.”65 French is also the official language; thus government officers use
French rather than Kiswahili or Kihavu. This fact was also verbalized by Interviewee 11,
a 25-year-old female seamstress in Goma, who referred to French as the language of the
authorities.
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“Neechi bulaala eno Goma buli hooshi giswaahiri:kudoma,omu kanisa,omu soko,...” (Interviewee 15
interviewed August 10, 2018)
65
“Naangwa bulaala endimi zinakoleeswa omu kaasi byakaba kingereza ,kifaraansa.” (Interviewee 96
interviewed November 19, 2018)
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Kiswahili Use in the Christian Church: Goma
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Figure 10: Usage of Kiswahili in the Christian church in Goma
Despite the perceived influence of French in Goma by participants, Kiswahili is
still seen as an advantageous language for work and is regularly used in the Christian
church domain. Figure 10 shows the reported Kiswahili language use among participants
in the domain of the Christian church.66 Those in Age Group 1 indicated Kiswahili as the
language used during musical performances at church 56% of the time, and during their
choir practice 47% of the time. In these activities, those in Age Group 2 reported similar
usage: during musical performances at church 55% of the time and a slightly higher
percentage of 57% during their choir practices. The members of Age Group 1 also
reported high Kiswahili use in activities other than the choir in the domain of the
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Figure 10 is the representation of all the data gathered for all of the participants in this study, however,
no questions were asked to identify which denomination the participants were referring to in their
responses.
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Christian church. Participants from this group reported 73% Kiswahili use for Scripture
readings during the service, 68% for preaching activities, and 76% for conversations with
pastors. The interview data from Age Group 2 shows higher percentages of Kiswahili
use for Scripture reading at 78% and also preaching activities at 72%. However, in
personal conversations with their pastors, those in Age Group 2 reported that Kiswahili is
used 66% of the time, this is a 10% reduction from what was indicated by the younger
age group for conversations that they have with their pastors. Interviewees from Age
Group 1 also reported high use of Kiswahili for discussions with friends at church (74%),
in exchanges with their children at church (79%), and language use during prayer time
with their children at home (75%). In comparison, people from Age Group 2 reported
using Kiswahili only 60% of the time with friends at church. Percentages dropped even
further for conversations with the children at church (41%) and language use during
prayer time with their children at home (50%). The Kiswahili language was reportedly
used for personal prayer 54% of the time for both Age Groups in Goma.
The context where participants did not report high Kiswahili use was with their
parents at church. Members of Age Group 1 reported speaking Kiswahili 32% of the
time with their mothers and 30% with their fathers. Participants in Age Group 2 reported
using Kiswahili 22% of the time with their mothers and 21% of the time with their
fathers. There were also few reported Kiswahili Bibles used by participants: 23% of Age
Group 1 said that they own Bibles in Kiswahili, while 33% of Age Group 2 reported
ownership of Bibles written in Kiswahili. However, thirty-one participants (52% of the
entire group) said that they did not own a Bible. Thus, for just over half of the research
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population there was no demonstrable influence of Kiswahili via a Bible in that language
either positively or negatively. Churches using Kiswahili for their Scripture readings
during the service would be better indicators of the preference of written Scripture in
Kiswahili over French. For this activity, 73% of subjects from Age Group 1 reported that
Kiswahili was used for Scripture readings in their churches, and Age Group 2 reported
78%.
In Goma, 90% of Age Group 1 and 83% of Age Group 2 reported a willingness to
increase Kiswahili use during church activities even further. For example, Interviewee
107, an unemployed 19-year-old female in Goma, expressed a strong interest in speaking
Kiswahili more at church because she believes that, “all Bibles are written in
Kiswahili.”67 During Part 2 of the questionnaire, when participants were asked to look at
a picture of people reading their Bibles together and imagine what language they were
speaking, some participants justified language choice by the Bible in the photograph. For
example, Interviewee 11, a 25-year-old female tailor in Goma, assumed that they must be
speaking Kiswahili because the people in the photograph look Protestant. She based this
assumption on her belief that the Protestant Bible is only available in Kiswahili.
In general, the reported attitude in Goma towards Kiswahili was influenced by the
cognitive component. Participants expressed justification for Kiswahili use mostly
through their opinions of the usefulness of this language at work and church. Strong
cognitive rationale also affected their willingness to use the language. The higher use of
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“Neechi bulaala n’amabibliya mooshi maba mayaandikirwe omu giswaahiri.” (Interviewee 107
interviewed December 6, 2018)
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Kiswahili in multiple functions within the domain of the Christian church over the use of
French is an indicator for the vitality of Kiswahili in Goma.
5.2.2.2 Idjwi Island
On Idjwi Island, the majority of participants seem to have a positive attitude

toward Kiswahili, with twelve (41%) from Age Group 1 and eight (26%) from Age
Group 2 reporting a positive-passive attitude and eleven (38%) from Age Group 1 and
nineteen (61%) from Age Group 2 reporting positive-active attitude. However,
participants noted that proficiency in Kiswahili on the island is not always high. A case
in point, Interviewee 56, a 29-year-old female office worker on Idjwi Island, noted that
she was not interested in using Kiswahili more at church because she does not know it
very well.
There were some participants on the island who reported low or nonexistent
fluency levels in Kiswahili, ten reported from Age Group 1 (34%) and five from Age
Group 2 (16%). However, 79% of Age Group 1 and 90% of Age Group 2 maintained
that Kiswahili is advantageous for finding and keeping a job. An exemplary case is
Interviewee 41, a 16-year-old female student on Idjwi, who stated that in most places
where one can find work, they speak Kiswahili. Others, such as Interviewee 73, a 36year-old male high school teacher on Idjwi Island, stated the belief that Kiswahili is
useful for work because it is what he uses most often each day. On the island, teachers
may instruct in the official language of the DRC, French, but they reported use of
Kiswahili regularly to explain their lessons to their students.
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Participants on the island viewed Kiswahili as a valuable language because of
how useful it is in so many different communities in eastern DRC. To illustrate,
Interviewee 36, a 26-year-old woman farming on Idjwi Island, claimed that Kiswahili is
an important language for communicating in all of Congo. However, some participants
on the island felt that French is more useful for employment than Kiswahili, despite the
higher reported use of Kiswahili over French. Of Age Group 1, 96% stated the belief that
French is helpful in their jobs, while 79% of Age Group 1 judged Kiswahili to be useful
in their work. Of the participants in Age Group 1, six valued French for work while also
assuming that Kiswahili is not essential in that domain at all. For example, Interviewee
69, an unemployed 16-year-old woman on the island, stated, “It is French that is
important.”68 Comparatively, participants in Age Group 2 believed that Kiswahili is
slightly more advantageous, with 87% reporting French as useful and 90% identifying
Kiswahili as advantageous. While general opinion is secure for the usefulness of
Kiswahili, the younger participants demonstrated a higher appreciation for French than
the older participants. This appreciation could be a sign for potential language shift from
the use of Kiswahili, as the language of wider communication, to French in the future.
Just as with participants in Goma, islander participants expressed a perception of
advantage in the use of Kiswahili for their children’s future employment. In Age Group
1, 72% indicated their belief that Kiswahili will remain useful for their children’s future,
while 87% of Age Group 2 expressed their assumption that it will be profitable for their
children in the future. Participants also reported that Kiswahili is helpful not only on the
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“Naangwa ekifaraansa ki kyagapata akamaro.” (Interviewee 69 interviewed October 26, 2018)
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island but in any potential city or province where their children might seek employment
in the future. Ten participants from Age Group 1 and thirteen from Age Group 2
reported that Kiswahili will be useful for travel outside of Idjwi Island. For example,
Interviewee 52, the 35-year-old male director of the Primary School in Bugarula on Idjwi
Island, expressed his conviction that his children will travel for their future employment
and as a result, “They will go to work, and perhaps those people will be unable to speak
Kihavu, then Kiswahili will help communication at work.”69
Finally, thirteen participants from Age Group 1 (45%) and nineteen from Age
Group 2 (61%), on Idjwi Island expressed their belief that Kiswahili is more useful
within the domain of the Christian Church than French or Kihavu. A case in point,
Interviewee 45, a 19-year-old female student on the island, shared that she is willing to
increase her use of Kiswahili at church because “Sometimes you have to give up Kihavu
and use another language.”70 Kiswahili was found to be useful for central functions at
church by a majority of participants surveyed in both age groups. Of all languages
reportedly used in this domain by individuals in Age Group 1, Kiswahili was identified
54% of the time for preaching activities and 79% of the time for Scripture readings. In
Age Group 2 Kiswahili was reported by 50% of the participants for preaching activities
and 75% for Scripture readings.
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“Neechi bulaala aha nji baagya kola barheenji egihavu egiswaahiri ki nji kyarhabalabo.” (Interviewee 52
interviewed September 24, 2018)
70
“Neechi bulaala birhakava byahema ogukomere egihavu conyine binahemere ogukwepa hityuuli
egihavu.” (Interviewee 45 interviewed September 21, 2018)
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Figure 11 demonstrates the reported use of Kiswahili in the domain of the
Christian church by participants surveyed on Idjwi Island. This figure shows that
Kiswahili is still a commonly used language in the Havu Christian church domain. To
illustrate, interviewees from Age Group 1 on Idjwi Island reported church members using
Kiswahili for musical performances 50% of the time, during their choir practice
Kiswahili was used 42% of the time, and Scripture readings at church were done in
Kiswahili 79% of the time. Individuals in Age Group 2 also presented similar patterns
for Scripture reading with Kiswahili reportedly used 75% of the time. However, Age
Group 2 interviewees indicated lower rates with 42% of the respondents reporting the use
of Kiswahili for musical performances and 41% during their choir practices. The figures
for Kiswahili Bible use reported by participants of Age Group 1 was 31% of the time,
and for those interviewed in Age Group 2 it was 29% of the time. The remaining
participants on the island do not own personal copies of the Bible in any language.
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Figure 11: Usage of Kiswahili in the Christian church on Idjwi Island71
Despite Kiswahili’s functionality at church, four participants in Age Group 1
(14%), and seven in Age Group 2 (23%) clearly expressed their positive feelings for their
first language, Kihavu, in every domain including the Christian church. For example,
Interviewee 49, an 18-year-old male student and farmer on Idjwi Island, demonstrated a
clear preference for his first language by stating that he does not use Kiswahili more
during the day because “I was not born speaking Kiswahili.”72
On Idjwi Island, Kiswahili was reported to engender positive feelings among a
few participants. For example, Interviewee 44, a 20-year-old female student on the
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Figure 11 is the representation of all the data gathered for all of the participants in this study, however,
no questions were asked to identify which denomination the participants were referring to in their
responses.
72
“Naangwa bulaala ntaluburhwagamo.” (Interviewee 49 interviewed September 22, 2018)
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island, said, “Kiswahili removes shame.” 73 Interviewee 60, a 27-year-old female farmer
on the island, declared that “Kiswahili is a language for which one cannot be ashamed.”74
These comments imply that some individuals, particularly in Idjwi, found that Kiswahili
is a language that has benefits of use beyond how it functions in a specific domain.
Potentially, this could mean that they have felt shame in the use of their first language
that would affect their attitude towards both languages.
5.2.2.3 Kiswahili Attitude Compared: Goma with Idjwi Island
In general, the attitude of participants surveyed towards Kiswahili in Goma and
on Idjwi Island was reported as positive. However, the differences found among
participants in the domain of the Christian church demonstrate a landscape in Goma
where Kiswahili dominates, as compared to Idjwi Island where Kiswahili use is still the
majority in some functions but not all (Figure 11). Average language use of Kiswahili
reported among participants in Goma for the domain of the Havu Christian church is
54%. This is 18% higher than the 36% average Kiswahili use reported by participants on
Idjwi Island for the Havu Christian church domain. While participants on Idjwi Island
reported lower rates of Kiswahili use than in Goma, some of the activities reported
majority Kiswahili use in both speech communities. Domains where participants
indicated Kiswahili as the language used more than 50% of the time in both speech
communities include Scripture readings during the church service, musical performances
during church, preaching activities, and during the participants’ personal prayer.
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“Neechi bulaala kinakuula eshoni.” (Interviewee 44 interviewed September 21, 2018)
“Neechi bulaala lulimi omuuntu arhagafiira eshoni.” (Interviewee 60 interviewed September 25, 2018)
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In all other categories of language use within the Havu Christian church domain,
Kiswahili use by participants on Idjwi Island contrasts with Kiswahili use in Goma.
Interviewees from Age Group 1 from the island reported 30% Kiswahili use with close
friends; this is a marked 44% difference to what is reported in Goma in the same Age
Group. Age Group 2 on the island is similar to Idjwi Island Age Group 1, where
participants reported using Kiswahili 26% of the time with friends. In Goma, parents use
Kiswahili with their children 79% of the time. By contrast, parents in Age Group 1 on
Idjwi reported that they never use Kiswahili with their children, preferring Kihavu (71%).
Parents of Age Group 2 on the island reported Kiswahili use only 24% of the time with
their children while self-reporting Kihavu use 54% of the time. While Kiswahili use with
parents of participants was low in Goma, it was even lower with parents of participants
on the island. Idjwi Island Age Group 1 participants reported 19% Kiswahili use with
their mothers and 24% use with their fathers. Those of Age Group 2 on the island
dropped even lower with 15% use with their mothers and 18% use with their fathers. It is
evident by comparing Figure 10 and Figure 11 that Kiswahili use reported by participants
in Goma is higher than on Idjwi Island.
Age Group 1 in Goma had no participants that demonstrated a negative or
apathetic attitude toward Kiswahili in their responses. Eleven participants (37%) stated
positive responses towards Kiswahili but were passive towards increasing Kiswahili use.
However, nineteen contributors (63%) not only shared positive feelings in response to
questions about Kiswahili but they were also willing to take steps to increase usage of
Kiswahili actively.
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Kiswahili Language Attitude: Goma
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Figure 12: Language Attitude towards Kiswahili in Goma
One participant (3%) from Age Group 2 in Goma clearly stated that she did not
like Kiswahili and was categorized as having a negative attitude towards Kiswahili.
Also, in Age Group 2, two other participants (7%) were more apathetic towards
Kiswahili primarily due to their strong preference for Kihavu. Twenty-seven of the
participants from this Age Group, however, had positive attitudes towards Kiswahili.
Nine participants (30%) in Goma were passive towards increasing their use of Kiswahili.
A majority of eighteen interviewees (60%), though, were vocal in their willingness to
actively increase their use of Kiswahili in their daily lives and at church. Figure 12
demonstrates this majority positive and active attitude for Kiswahili in both age groups in
Goma.
Participants on Idjwi Island, on the other hand, had a more positive-active attitude
among the older age group for Kiswahili, while members of the younger age group
reported having a slightly more passive attitude towards Kiswahili (see Figure 13). Age
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Group 1 had one participant (3%) categorized as having a negative attitude due to a
dislike for Kiswahili and no belief of value in his day to day life. Five participants
(17%), again from Age Group 1, were apathetic towards Kiswahili as they understand it
to be useful in certain situations, but they were not interested in those situations nor using
Kiswahili. Twelve participants (42%) from Age Group 1 appreciated Kiswahili and
expressed positive attitudes towards the language in their responses. However, they were
not interested in increasing their use of the language at all. The eleven remaining
interviewees (38%) had responded positively to the questions concerning Kiswahili and
consistently expressed a willingness to be active in increasing Kiswahili language use in
their daily lives.

Kiswahili Language Attitude: Idjwi
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Figure 13: Language Attitude towards Kiswahili on Idjwi Island
In comparison with individuals from Age Group 1, those from Age Group 2 on
Idjwi Island presented a positive-active attitude towards Kiswahili use. This conclusion
was drawn on the fact that nineteen participants (61%) responded positively to questions
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concerning their willingness to increase the use of Kiswahili in their daily lives and at
church. Eight participants (26%) of the same age group also expressed a positive attitude
but were passive towards expanding their use of this language. There were also four
participants of Idjwi Island Age Group 2 (13%) who either have not learned Kiswahili or
were not interested in using it in their daily lives. Thus, Age Group 2 participants on the
island seem more willing to be more active in using Kiswahili than Age Group 1. The
mindset of the participants of Idjwi Island Age Group 2 contrasts with those of Idjwi
Island Age Group 1’s reported positive-active attitude toward French (Figure 9). When
Figure 13, where the older generation has expressed a positive-active attitude toward the
use of Kiswahili, is compared with Figure 9, where the younger generation has
demonstrated a positive-active attitude toward the use of French, a potential shift from
Kiswahili to French among the younger generation is indicated. The overall positive
attitude among participants toward French and Kiswahili was primarily found in the
cognitive component of attitude, i.e., their thoughts and beliefs. This cognitive basis of
their attitude was demonstrated by their reported regular use of French and Kiswahili
leading to a conclusion of sustainability of both languages. However, to have an accurate
picture of the sociolinguistic environment, an in-depth study regarding the attitude of
participants towards the Havu first language, Kihavu, is required.
5.2.3

Kihavu Language Attitude

5.2.3.1 Goma
In Goma fifty-six of the sixty participants reported a positive language attitude for
Kihavu. Of the remaining participants two from Age Group 1 and two from Age Group 2
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indicated an apathetic attitude towards Kihavu. However, the components that
contributed to the development of the participants’ attitude for Kihavu are more complex
than those that contributed to the participants’ attitudes for Kiswahili and French. This is
largely due to the participants’ reported language attitude for Kihavu being established on
the affective component more than on the cognitive component. Many of the factors
affecting the participants’ thoughts and beliefs (cognitive component) remain the same.
For example, if Kihavu is advantageous for use in their work or their children’s future
contributed to their overall beliefs about the language just as this same factor affected the
participants’ beliefs about Kiswahili or French. However, new factors connected to the
affective component such as pride, family connections, and personal identity were
reported by participants in response to questions concerning Kihavu that were not
reported for the other two languages. For example, Interviewee 5, an unemployed 23year-old man in Goma, wasn’t confident that Kihavu was useful all the time at work, but
when he would find someone who speaks Kihavu, he intentionally used his language
because he felt strongly about not seeing his language “shamed.”75
The development of the participants’ attitude towards Kihavu was primarily based
on the subjects’ feelings; this conflicts with the cognitive component of participants’
attitude for Kihavu being mainly comprised of negative thoughts or beliefs towards the
usefulness of this language in this modern world. In Goma, some participants reported
that they were beginning to notice that Kihavu may be forgotten due to the decrease in its
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“Byagarheerwa n’aha ndi naakolera.Nka ndi omu ville ntakava nakiderha bweneene aliko nka ndi
n’oweerhu muhavu rhurhakiyuunvira eshooni.” (Interviewee 5 interviewed August 8, 2018)
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advantage in their lives. In Age Group 1 (10-25 years) two participants (7%) selfreported that they had started to forget Kihavu themselves. Another participant (3%)
reported noticing others were forgetting, and four participants (13%) said that their
children were also forgetting Kihavu or had never developed fluency of the language past
a basic proficiency. Due to their emotional and familial connection to Kihavu, some
participants had begun taking action to stop this shift away from Kihavu. Age Group 1,
in Goma, included six participants (20%) who were actively taking steps to encourage the
use of Kihavu among their children, and in Age Group 2 twelve participants (40%) were
doing the same. For example, Interviewee 84, a 25-year-old female seamstress in Goma,
spoke of her intention to teach Kihavu to her future children and insisted, “They must not
forget Kihavu even in their work.”76 Familial and community relationships among
participants were also reinforcers for Kihavu use. Eleven participants (37%) within
Goma Age Group 1 and another eleven (37%) within Age Group 2 explicitly stated that
their reasons for using Kihavu were for the sake of their parents, family, or community.
Some participants did express positive thoughts about the advantage of Kihavu as
the Havu population found in Goma may provide opportunities Kihavu use at work. A
case in point, Interviewee 86, a 29-year-old female vendor in Goma, found Kihavu useful
because, at the market where she operates her business, she has met a lot of Havu people,
implying that a majority of her customers are Havu. Kihavu was also be considered
advantageous by some participants because it allowed them to guard their secrets in some
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Neechi nji naherezabo amahano balukoleese nji bamenye bakaluyibilira.” (Interviewee 84 interviewed
November 14, 2018)
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environments. For example, Interviewee 99, a 29-year-old male trader in Goma, stated
that he used Kihavu to “have secrets at work that the others cannot know.”77 Kihavu may
also be valued by some participants for the sake of their children’s potential connection to
the community that the language may provide them. To illustrate, Interviewee 109, a 25year-old female vendor in Goma, stated her belief that her children may find work
“where the leaders are Havu, and if they speak Kihavu, it can give them a good chance
[at obtaining the job].”78
However, despite strong community ties, most opinions expressed by participants
concerning the advantage of Kihavu in domains outside of the home were negative. Age
Group 1, in Goma, included ten participants (33%) who reported that Kihavu is not useful
nor helpful in their daily lives. Age Group 2 included six participants (20%) with a
similar opinion. Also, eleven participants (37%) in Age Group 1 communicated that they
were not motivated to use Kihavu themselves, and three of those eleven participants
along with four other participants (23% in total) reported that they were not motivated to
encourage their children to use Kihavu more in their daily lives either. For example,
Interviewee 93, a 22-year-old man selling cell phone credit in Goma, called Kihavu a
“limited language.”79 Participants from Age Group 2 also reported that five (17%) of
their group were not motivated to use Kihavu themselves, and one of those five along
with six others (23% in total) were not encouraging their children to use it. For example,
77

“Neechi bulaala omu saa ndi n’oweerhu omu kaasi akambwiira amasiri eyi oyi ndi nakola naye
arhacibwiira.” (Interviewee 99 interviewed November 20, 2018)
78
“Neechi bulala hali oku bakagya omu kaasi eyi waabo muhavu yemukulu hano ayuunva bamaderha
egihavu banayuunviikana.” (Interviewee 109 interviewed December 7, 2018)
79
“Naangwa bulaala egihavu kili limite oku nivo y’okuidjwi.” (Interviewee 93 interviewed November 19,
2018)
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Interviewee 89, an unemployed 27-year-old woman in Goma, was not concerned about
her children using Kihavu because she would “like them to adapt to other languages.”80
Some work opportunities found in Goma by participants did not allow regular
Kihavu use because clients could not speak Kihavu. Three participants (10%) in Age
Group 1 stated that the inability of clients to speak Kihavu was their rationale for not
speaking it at work. For example, Interviewee 93, a 22-year-old male vendor of cell
phone credit in Goma, reported that he did not have any clients who speak Kihavu.
Interviewee 107, an unemployed 19-year-old female in Goma, did not believe that
Kihavu is useful for work because “It is not everywhere that one uses Kihavu.”81
In Age Group 1, 60% of participants did not believe that Kihavu would be useful
for their children’s future and 70% of Age Group 2 held a similar belief. For example,
Interviewee 104, an 18-year-old male fisherman in Goma, stated his belief that his
children will not be able to use Kihavu wherever they go in the future. Interviewee 8, a
33-year-old male professor in Goma, was confident that his children will finish their
studies and therefore, “… [they will] be obligated to use the language of service.”82
Some participants did not consider Kihavu to be a language used in work situations, and
therefore it would have a limited advantage. One participant (3%) in Age Group 1 and
two in Age Group 2 explicitly stated that other languages should be used in the work
domain instead of Kihavu. For example, Interviewee 103, a 16-year-old male fisherman
80

“Naangwa bulaala bihemere nji bamenye endimi zooshi.” (Interviewee 89 interviewed November 16,
2018)
81
“Naangwa bulaala egihavu kirhaviire kyakoleesawa ahaantu hooshi.” (Interviewee 107 interviewed
December 6, 2018)
82
“Arhali bweneene bulala omu kumala kuba bamasoma emuunda nji bagya arhali egihavu ki nji
babugaana aliko endimi z’akaasi.” (Interviewee 8 interviewed August 8, 2018)
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in Goma, asserted that Kiswahili will be more useful for his children’s future
employment.
Congruent with the view expressed by some of the participants concerning the use
of Kihavu within the work domain, some spoke of their belief that Kihavu has low
functionality within the domain of the Christian church in Goma. Figure 14 demonstrates
that most people engaged in activities in this domain did not use Kihavu. The reported
use of Kihavu by participants with their parents while at church, however, is still an
encouraging indicator that Kihavu has some functions in this domain. Members of Age
Group 1 reported 68% Kihavu use with their mothers at church and 70% with their
fathers. Individuals of Age Group 2 reported a slightly higher use of Kihavu with 73% of
the group speaking the language with their mothers and 74% with their fathers. Data
gathered through the assessment tool used for this research does not explain the different
rates of Kihavu use with mothers versus Kihavu use with fathers. This level of use with
their parents is contrasted, though, with the reported lack of Kihavu used with children at
church or during prayer time. Only 10% of the members of Age Group 1 reported
Kihavu use with their children at church and 13% Kihavu use during prayer time with
their children at home. Participants from Age Group 2 reported a higher rate of usage
with 18% of their members speaking Kihavu with their children at church and 22% of the
same group during their prayer time with their children. However, these rates are still
low, particularly in comparison with the reported rates of Kiswahili use in the same
categories in Goma (see Figure 10). These rates especially indicate that Kihavu may not
have a future in this domain as parents are not using it with the next generation at church
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nor during their prayer time with their children at home. Participants from both age
groups who reported a lack of belief in the usefulness of Kihavu were categorized as
having either passive or apathetic attitudes towards Kihavu use. As a result, it is
concluded that these participants are not currently inclined to protect Kihavu language
use in this speech community.

Kihavu Use in the Christian Church: Goma
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Figure 14: Usage of Kihavu in the Christian church in Goma83
5.2.3.2 Idjwi Island
On Idjwi Island, a majority of participants surveyed also viewed Kihavu with a
positive attitude. Here Kihavu is still seen as an advantageous language by 79% of
participants from Age Group 1 and 94% of participants from Age Group 2. For example,

83

Figure 14 is the representation of all the data gathered for all of the participants in this study, however,
no questions were asked to identify which denomination the participants were referring to in their
responses.
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Interviewee 57, a 47-year-old female primary school teacher on the island, maintained
her belief that Kihavu is useful for her children’s future simply because she was taught
that, “children must be taught their mother tongue.”84 It is important to note that the
belief in Kihavu as an advantageous language is more strongly based on family and
community connections than the economic advantage typically associated with Kiswahili
and French.
On the island, some participants reported that Kihavu is the community language
and Kiswahili is what is used to speak with visitors. For example, ten participants (34%)
in Age Group 1 and fifteen (48%) in Age Group 2 identified Kiswahili as useful for
communicating with visitors to the island. Further, nine participants (30%) in each age
group identified Kihavu as a preferred language because it is what they use to interact
with their family or community. For example, Interviewee 47, a 20-year-old male
student and trader on the island, claimed to like Kihavu because it helps him,
“communicate with the people of Idjwi.”85
Kihavu was reported to be used regularly by 66% of participants in Age Group 1
and 81% of participants in Age Group 2 in their jobs on the island. When responding to
the question of whether he believes that Kihavu is useful for work, Interviewee 51, a 31year-old male employee of the department of education on Idjwi Island, stated, “Here in
Idjwi any service that I am going to do will require me to be in contact with the Havu.”86
84

“Neechi bulaala banarhubwiira oku rhuleme rhwayigiriza abaana olulimi lw’eeka.” (Interviewee 57
interviewed September 25, 2018)
85
“Neechi bulala ki nagala kuderha n’aba hano oku Idjwi.” (Interviewee 47 interviewed September 22,
2018)
86
“Neechi bulaala kunoola Idjwi akasi kooshi nji nagakola bahavu ba nandema naabugaana eyi nka
ntakibweene bihemere nderhe nabo egihavu.” (Interviewee 51 interviewed September 24, 2018)
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Interviewee 45, a 19-year-old female student on the island, stated that when hiring
someone, a boss will look at the applicant’s family, the language, and parents. Kihavu
will help the applicant because the Havu boss will like that their family and parents are
Havu and that they speak Kihavu. Interviewee 75, a 29-year-old male teacher on Idjwi
Island, preferred using Kihavu because it is the “language in which we understand each
other.”87
Despite 86% of participants in Age Group 1 reporting their belief that Kihavu was
still highly functional in their lives, two participants (7%) from Age Group 1 stated that
Kihavu does not help them to find a good life as much as it did in the past. Interviewee
67, an unemployed 17-year-old female on Idjwi Island, stated that she does not like
Kihavu anymore because “The Havu do not easily find a good life because of Kihavu.”88
Interviewee 70, a 17-year-old female student on the island, suggested, “Those who have a
good life do not speak Kihavu.”89 Another example for the perceived potential decline in
the relative advantage of Kihavu was provided by Interviewee 22, a 20-year-old male
fisherman on Idjwi Island, who did not find it useful because many leaders and bosses at
work do not speak Kihavu. Another participant from Age Group 1 did not think Kihavu
was beneficial because it does not allow the islanders to communicate with white visitors.
It is possible these subjects are outliers; however, if further research were to show that
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“Bweneene bulaala lulimi rhwayunvikanamo rhweeshi.” (Interviewee 75 interviewed October 27, 2018)
“Naangwa bulaala omuhavu arhapata amaisha gakwiriire esababu y’egihavu.” (Interviewee 67
interviewed October 25, 2018)
89
“Naangwa bulaala abali omu kalamo kiinja barhava baakoleesa egihavu.” (Interviewee 70 interviewed
October 26, 2018)
88
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this opinion was widely spread in the community, then this attitude could threaten the use
of Kihavu.
In Age Group 1 on Idjwi Island, eighteen participants (62%) did not believe that
Kihavu would be useful for their children in their future employment. Twenty-one
participants (68%) from Age Group 2 held a similar belief. For example, Interviewee 60,
a 27-year-old male farmer on Idjwi Island, stated that he does not believe that Kihavu is
useful for his children because “Kihavu is not a language that can be used in high
echelons.”90 Interviewee 36, a 26-year-old female farmer on Idjwi Island, said her child
will not use Kihavu at work because they will not be like her, “They will study and speak
other languages required at work.”91 Interviewee 42, a 16-year-old female secretary on
the island, expressed her belief that her children, “…will go to another country and
Kihavu will have no value there.”92
While many participants did not view Kihavu as advantageous in the domain of
work, it was still reported as advantageous for communication on Idjwi Island in the
Havu Christian church (see Figure 15). Scripture is still read in Kiswahili, as the
translated Kihavu Scripture has not yet been completed, but pastors are reported by
participants as preaching and explaining the Scriptures in Kihavu. Forty-eight percent of
the individuals in Age Group 1 reported that their pastors used Kihavu during sermons to
explain Scripture, and 55% of those reporting from Age Group 2 reported their pastors
90

“Naangwa bulaala lurhali lulimi omuuntu akaderha omu nzeego z’elugulu.” (Interviewee 60 interviewed
September 25, 2018)
91
“Naangwa bulaala boowe nji baasoma banahwaanza kuderha eziindi ndimi z’omu kaasi.” (Interviewee
36 interviewed September 11, 2018)
92
“Naangwa bulaala nji bakagya omu yiindi pays eyi nta valeur ekihavu kyagwaarha eyoola muunda.”
(Interviewee 42 interviewed September 21, 2018)
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did the same. For example, Interviewee 42, a 16-year-old female office worker on the
island, said her pastor reads Scripture in Kiswahili but preaches in Kihavu. On Idjwi,
Kihavu is particularly important among participants in the Christian church domain
because as Interviewee 22, a 20-year-old male fisherman and farmer on the island, stated,
“Many Christians only know this language.”93 As in Goma, conversations with parents
and older generations at church are conducted mainly in Kihavu. Eighty-one percent of
the membership of Age Group 1 reported using Kihavu with their mothers and 76% used
Kihavu with their fathers. Participants in Age Group 2 reported a slightly lower use of
Kihavu with 76% speaking Kihavu with their mothers at church and 68% with their
fathers.

93

“Nechi bulaala muli abazeere barhasomaga embere.” (Interviewee 22 interviewed September 7, 2018)
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Kihavu Use in the Christian Church: Idjwi
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Figure 15: Usage of Kihavu in the Christian church Idjwi Island94
However, among participants surveyed on Idjwi, many parents still communicate
with their children, close friends, and their pastor in Kihavu. Members of Age Group 1
reported 17% Kihavu use with the children at church, while participants in Age Group 2
reported a much higher rate of 34% with their children. The reported use of Kihavu with
close friends at church was high. Participants in Age Group 1 reported 62% Kihavu use
with close friends and members of Age Group 2 reported 67%. Kihavu use with pastors
was also notable on Idjwi Island, where members of Age Group 1 reported 41% use and
members of Age Group 2 reported 49% Kihavu use. These reports of Kihavu use with

94

Figure 15 is the representation of all the data gathered for all of the participants in this study, however,
no questions were asked to identify which denomination the participants were referring to in their
responses.
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family, close friends, and church authority figures contribute to a more stable
environment of Kihavu language use among participants on the island.
An essential factor to consider for the potential future use of Kihavu on Idjwi
Island is the participants’ reported willingness to increase the use of Kihavu in the
domain of the Christian church. If the participants are consciously choosing to use their
language more frequently then this will influence continued Kihavu use in future
generations. On Idjwi Island, 69% of the participants in Age Group 1 reported that they
were willing to increase Kihavu use at church and 87% of the participants in Age Group
2 reported a similar willingness. For example, Interviewee 41, a 16-year-old female
student on Idjwi Island, expressed her interest in using Kihavu more at church because
“At church, more people understand Kihavu than Kiswahili.”95
Further support for Kihavu use can be found in the affective component of
attitude because of participants feelings towards their familial connections, personal
identity, and community pride. For example, Interviewee 79, a 28-year-old female
student in Goma, said she must use Kihavu with her parents because if she uses another
language, her parents would say that she is insulting them. When participants viewed the
photos used as stimulus items during their interviews, the use of Kihavu was assumed in
Goma 49% of the time and 50% of the time on Idjwi Island. These assumptions were
based on the participant’s perception of one of the people pictured looking like the
participant themselves, or one of their family members or the participant’s opinion of

95

“Neechi blaala hali banene bayuunva egihavu n’abageeke egiswaahiri.” (Interviewee 41 interviewed
September 21, 2018)
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someone’s appearance was that they look like a Havu person in general. The assumption
that someone will use Kihavu because they are Havu does not automatically increase
language use among participants, but it helps to create an environment where it is
possible. For example, Interviewee 45, a 19-year-old female student on Idjwi Island,
identified a picture of a group of people as speaking Kihavu because in her estimation
they looked Havu and appeared as if they only speak one language.
Kihavu was identified as the “language of the home” or the “language of birth” or
their “mother tongue” repeatedly throughout the interviews by participants. Age Group 1
included nine participants (31%) who refer to Kihavu in this way and Age Group 2
included fifteen (48%). For example, Interviewee 10, an unemployed 36-year-old man in
Goma, actively expressed his love for Kihavu because it is his mother tongue, and it is
the language of his parents and his grandparents. These strong feelings of connection to
their family identified by participants also helped to create a positive perception of
Kihavu. The participants’ current feelings towards Kihavu were positive, but the issue is
whether this is creating a generally positive but passive attitude where the language might
not be protected or a positive and active attitude where the individuals in the community
are willing to increase language use in current domains and new domains as they
develop.
5.2.3.3 Kihavu Attitude Compared: Goma with Idjwi Island
The positive attitude towards Kihavu in both Goma (Figure 16) and on Idjwi
Island (17) was found within a large number of the assessed participants. The reported
attitudes toward Kihavu presented were sorted using the same categories of negative,
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apathetic, positive-passive, and positive-active as were used with French and Kiswahili in
the previous sections. In Goma, 93% of participants shared that they liked their first
language, Kihavu, but two participants (7%) in Age Group 1 shared that they have begun
to forget this language. As a result, these two were categorized as apathetic towards
Kihavu. Age Group 1 also had seventeen respondents (56%) who expressed positive
feelings towards their first language but were not interested in using it more than they
already do. Finally, eleven participants (37%) from Age Group 1 in Goma provided
statements that they love their language and that they are willing to use it more often in
their daily lives, these participants were categorized with positive-active attitudes.

Kihavu Language Attitude: Goma
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Figure 16: Language Attitude towards Kihavu in Goma
In Goma, Age Group 2 included two participants (7%) categorized with an
apathetic attitude towards Kihavu as they stated that they liked their mother tongue but
also expressed that they did not value the language in their daily lives. Ten participants
(33%) shared positive feelings towards Kihavu but typically stated that they were not
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interested in using it more since they live in Goma now. Eighteen participants (60%)
from this group responded to questions with not only positive feelings but also expressed
a willingness to increase their use of Kihavu throughout their day.

Kihavu Language Attitude: Idjwi
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Figure 17: Language Attitude towards Kihavu on Idjwi Island
Age Group 1 on Idjwi Island included the only four people (14%), who expressed
a negative attitude towards their mother tongue. Typically, this attitude was justified by
the participants because of their preference for either Kiswahili or French. This age
group also included four participants (14%) who stated that they liked Kihavu because it
is their mother tongue but have no interest in using it and were therefore categorized as
apathetic towards Kihavu.
In Age Group 1, six participants (21%) had positive responses towards Kihavu
but were passive in their willingness to use it more throughout their day. The remaining
fifteen participants (51%) not only responded positively about Kihavu but were also
interested in increasing the use of this language in their daily lives and at church. While
there are 28% of participants in Age Group 1 who presented a negative or apathetic
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attitude towards Kihavu the majority (72%) on Idjwi Island still reported a positive
attitude. Within the group of participants that held a positive attitude the majority also
self-reported as being active in using or being willing to use Kihavu more.
Interviewees from Age Group 2 on Idjwi Island reported 100% positive responses
concerning Kihavu use. Eleven participants (35%), though, were uninterested in
increasing how often Kihavu was used in their daily lives, nor were they interested in
using it at church. Thus, twenty participants (65%) from Age Group 2 also reported
positive feelings towards Kihavu, but these participants were much more willing to speak
Kihavu more frequently in their lives. In contrast with participants in Goma, Figure 17
demonstrates that 58% of participants in both age groups on the island reported these
positive-active attitudes toward the use of Kihavu.
Both speech communities demonstrated positive attitudes toward Kihavu.
However, the differences between the age groups in each location exhibited a potential
trend for the future of Kihavu. In Figure 16, the younger age group in Goma was more
passive towards Kihavu than the older Age Group. While both groups reported a
predominantly positive attitude, the passive attitude of the younger group is an indicator
of the potential danger for the future vitality of Kihavu among those participants in
Goma. Also, the marked difference between age groups in Goma, with the younger age
group reporting fewer participants with a positive-passive or positive-active attitudes
toward Kihavu than the older age group, may be a warning sign of a potential decline in
attitudes toward Kihavu there as well.
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Language attitude, as a whole, plays a vital role in language choice as it
predisposes language use and language use substantiates language attitude (Lynn
Landweer, email message to author, April 9, 2019). Therefore, the language(s) that a
person chooses to use in specific domains, such as home and the Christian church, is
influenced by their attitude towards the language. As a result, the vitality of a language is
heavily dependent on what a person’s attitude is towards that language.
Participants from all four age groups appeared to have positive attitudes towards
all three languages assessed through the questionnaire. However, the components
contributing to these attitudes were different. The attitudes towards Kiswahili and French
were created mostly out of a cognitive component comprised of strong opinions and
beliefs that affect the participants’ conative action. The attitude of participants towards
Kihavu, on the other hand, had a stronger affective foundation based on the participants’
positive feelings towards the language and its association with family and community.
These attitudinal factors in combination with other social and geographic factors must be
considered when evaluating the vitality of language use in these speech communities.
Other contributing factors include the contact speakers of one language have with
speakers of another language, language choice reinforced through social networks,
identity and its connection to language, and geographic boundaries. In the following
chapters, I will present examples of these other factors and how they affect the language
choices of participants in Goma and on Idjwi Island.
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Chapter 5 Figures
In order to facilitate analysis and comparison of all figures in this chapter, they
are presented for a second time, side-by-side in this section.
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Figure 8: Language Attitude towards French in Goma
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Figure 9: Language Attitude towards French on Idjwi Island
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Kiswahili Use in the Christian Church: Goma
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Figure 10: Usage of Kiswahili in the Christian church in Goma
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Figure 11: Usage of Kiswahili in the Christian church on Idjwi Island
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Figure 12: Language Attitude towards Kiswahili in Goma
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Figure 13: Language Attitude towards Kiswahili on Idjwi Island
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Figure 14: Usage of Kihavu in the Christian church in Goma
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Figure 15: Usage of Kihavu in the Christian church Idjwi Island
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Figure 16: Language Attitude towards Kihavu in Goma
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Figure 17: Language Attitude towards Kihavu on Idjwi Island
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Language Contact

From the analysis of 120 interviews, six social and geographic factors emerged as
motivators for language choice among the participants in Goma and on Idjwi Island. The
first two factors, intergenerational transmission and language attitude were introduced in
Chapter 5. The third factor, contact between Kihavu speakers and speakers of other
languages, i.e., language contact, will be presented in this chapter.
Language contact occurs when people come into contact with another language in
such a way that they might be required to use that language for a period of time.
“Modern life makes it impossible for any culture to be entirely independent from its
surroundings or from influences coming from afar” (Fishman 1991, 85). Whether
through urbanization, access to written materials from another language, natural disasters,
or war, some contact between language groups is unavoidable.
Due to location and events beyond their control, inhabitants of Goma and Idjwi Island
have often come into contact with speakers of another language. To illustrate, during a
war, the language used by soldiers might spread throughout a country as the troops move.
Another example could be a health crisis that might make it expedient for locals to learn
the language of the health workers in order to have access to medical care. Fishman
warns that cultural and linguistic points of contact are crucial for causing language shift
because these points of contact can erode “the ability of the smaller and weaker to
withstand the stronger and larger” language (1991, 55). Therefore, it is plausible that
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contact with speakers of Kiswahili or French has affected Kihavu use among participants.
In this chapter, current causes of contact between speakers of Kihavu and other languages
will be explored. Data showing reasons for language contact and whether the contact
affected the participants’ Kihavu use will be presented.
6.1

Goma
Of the sixty people interviewed in Goma, 100% reported that they had been born

on Idjwi Island and had moved to Goma at some point in their life. That move was a
pivotal moment as this was when the participant came into regular contact with many
new languages.96 To evaluate if this contact influenced the participants’ attitude toward
Kihavu in Goma, and therefore Kihavu language use, three points of data were analyzed.
First, how long had the participants been in Goma and had extended exposure to other
languages in Goma affected their attitude towards Kihavu? Second, what reason did the
participants provide for moving to Goma and were participants who identified the same
reason more prone to have similar attitudes towards Kihavu? Third, what employment
did the participants report and how did different types of employment affect their attitude
towards Kihavu?
6.1.1

Number of Years in Goma
Table 1 shows the thirty participants in Age Group 1 divided into five categories,

according to the number or years they have been in Goma. The first category was 1 to 5
years in Goma and included 17 (57%) of the thirty participants were in this category.

96

Goma is reported to have thirteen or more speech communities living together (Mushunganya 2016, 2).
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The second category was 6 to 10 years, and there were 5 (17%) participants in this
category. The third category was 11 to 15 years in Goma, with 6 (20%) interviewees in
this category. The fifth category included one (3%) participant that had been in Goma for
16 to 20 years. The final category included all participants reporting more than 20 years
in Goma or that they had been there for “a long time.” One (3%) participant from this age
group fell in this category.
Age Group 1

Language Attitude

Number of Years in Goma

% of
participants

Negative
Apathetic
PositivePassive
PositiveActive

1 to 5 years

6 to 10
years

11 to 15
years

16 to 20
years

More

57%
(17)
0%

17%
(5)
0%

20%
(6)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

12%
(2)
64%
(11)
24%
(4)

0%

0%

0%

0%

40%
(2)
60%
(3)

50%
(3)
50%
(3)

0%

100%
(1)
0%

100%
(1)

Table 1: Goma Age Group 1: Correlation between the participants reported number of
years in Goma and their Kihavu Language Attitude
Within each category, the participants responses were divided into their selfreported language attitude category previously identified in Chapter 5. For example, of
the seventeen people (57%) in the 1 to 5 year category, two (12%) self-reported an
apathetic attitude towards Kihavu, eleven (64%) self-reported a positive-passive attitude,
and four (24%) self-reported a positive-active attitude.
Overall, the self-reported language attitude for Kihavu among a majority of the
participants in Age Group 1 was positive. For instance, Interviewee 3, a 24-year-old
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male vendor in Goma, moved to Goma eleven years ago, but still reported a positiveactive attitude towards Kihavu. He shared that Kihavu is useful and would like to use it
more often. Interviewee 3 also stated, “I would like for my language to be successful.”97
Interviewee 1, a 22-year-old male fisherman who has only been in Goma for two years,
claimed that he loves his language because it is part of his identity. Conversely,
Interviewee 12, a 23-year-old stay-at-home mom who moved to Goma two years ago,
revealed that she likes Kihavu because she is used to it, but it is more important to know
a lot of different languages. It does appear that an extended stay in Goma engenders a
positive attitude towards Kihavu. This trend is identified in Table 1 where all
participants who have been in Goma for six years or more have reported either a positive
passive or positive active attitude for the Kihavu language.
Age Group 2

Language Attitude

Number of Years in Goma
1 to 5 years

6 to 10
years

11 to 15
years

16 to 20
years

More

Negative

33%
(10)
0%

40%
(12)
0%

7%
(2)
0%

7%
(2)
0%

13%
(4)
0%

Apathetic

0%

0%

0%

PositivePassive
PositiveActive

30%
(3)
70%
(7)

8%
(1)
42%
(5)
50%
(6)

50%
(1)
50%
(1)

0%

25%
(1)
25%
(1)
50%
(2)

% of
participants

100%
(2)

Table 2: Goma Age Group 2: Correlation between the participants reported number of
years in Goma and their Kihavu Language Attitude

97

“Neechi byagarheerwa n’aho bakalama kyakagwaarha akamaro.” (Interviewee 3 interviewed August 7,
2018)
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Table 2 has also divided the responses from participants in Age Group 2 into the
same categories of how many years they have been in Goma as were used with Age
Group 1. Category 1 to 5 years contains ten (33%) of the thirty participants from Age
Group 2. The second grouping of 6 to 10 years included twelve (40%) of the participants.
Two participants (7%) from this age group fell into category 11 to 15 years. Another two
people (7%) were in category 16 to 20 years. Finally, the remaining four people (13%)
were included in the category of those who had moved to Goma more than 20 years ago.
The participants in this age group, like those in Age Group 1, reported mostly positive
attitudes for Kihavu. By way of illustration, Interviewee 97, a 26-year-old male vendor
said he loved Kihavu and intended to force his children to learn it. However, both age
groups had participants who reported apathetic attitudes toward Kihavu. One example
was Interviewee 89, an unemployed 27-year-old female who also had lived in Goma most
of her life, conveyed her belief that other languages like Kiswahili are more useful than
Kihavu.
6.1.2

Reasons for Moving to Goma
The next potential variable that may have affected the participants’ attitudes

toward Kihavu and therefore their willingness to use this language was their justification
for moving to Goma. In Table 3, responses from those in Age Group 1 were divided into
six categories of self-reported reasons for moving to Goma: (1) for a better life, (2) they
moved with their family, (3) they prefer Goma to their traditional homeland, (4) to study
in Goma, (5) to find work, or (6) because it was unsafe where they were before arriving
in Goma.
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Age Group 1

Language Attitude

Reasons for Moving to Goma

% of
participants

Negative
Apathetic
PositivePassive
PositiveActive

Better
life

Family

Prefer
Goma

Study

Work

Safety

26.5%
(8)
0%

20%
(6)
0%

7%
(2)
0%

10%
(3)
0%

26.5%
(8)
0%

10%
(3)
0%

13%
(1)
50%
(4)
37%
(3)

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%
(6)
0%

50%
(1)
50%
(1)

0%

13%
(1)
62%
(5)
25%
(2)

100%
(3)

33.3%
(1)
66.7%
(2)

Table 3: Goma Age Group 1: Correlation between the participants’ reason for moving to
Goma and their Kihavu Language Attitude
The “better life” category consisted of 8 (26.5%) of the participants, one of those
people (13%) self-reported an apathetic attitude towards Kihavu, four (50%) self-reported
a positive-passive attitude towards Kihavu, and three (37%) self-reported a positiveactive attitude. A case in point, Interviewee 94, an unemployed 25-year-old man, moved
to Goma for a better life but still expressed strong positive feelings towards Kihavu. He
said that he likes Kihavu and, “would like [to see] that even future generations know this
language.”98 The category including those who moved to Goma for work also had one
participant who reported an apathetic attitude for Kihavu while the remaining seven
people in this category had positive attitudes. All other participants in the remaining
categories presented either a positive passive or positive active attitude for Kihavu.

98

“Neechi looshi kabisa.Bulaala nagasiima olubaga nji lwayiinja nji luyoorhane amateka njilurhayibirira n’e
origine y’olulimi.” (Interviewee 94 interviewed November 19, 2018)
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Data points where further research with a larger population would be helpful
include the categories of participants who moved to Goma with their family and those
who moved to study. Of those who moved with their family, 100% reported a positivepassive attitude. One hundred percent of those who moved to study in Goma reported a
positive-active attitude towards Kihavu. However, each category of justification for
moving only included a small percentage of the entire population, with those who moved
with their family totaled six people (20%) and were three people (10%) who moved to
study. Therefore, a clear correlational relationship between the participants’ justification
for moving and their attitude towards Kihavu cannot be definitively identified without a
larger sample of participants.
Age Group 2

Language Attitude

Reasons for Moving to Goma
Better
life

Family

Prefer
Goma

Study

Work

Illness

Marriage

No
answer

Negative

20%
(6)
0%

23%
(7)
0%

14%
(4)
0%

17%
(5)
0%

17%
(5)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

Apathetic

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

33.3%
(2)
66.7%
(4)

75%
(3)
25%
(1)

0%

20%
(1)
60%
(3)
20%
(1)

0%

PositivePassive
PositiveActive

14%
(1)
14%
(1)
72%
(5)

0%

0%

100%
(1)

100%
(1)

100%
(1)
0%

% of
participants

100%
(5)

Table 4: Goma Age Group 2: Correlation between the participants’ reason for moving to
Goma and their Kihavu Language Attitude
Table 4, summarizing the responses from interviewees in Age Group 2, presents a
similar situation as that of Age Group 1. Of the participants, six people (20%) self-
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reported moving for a better life, seven interviewees (23%) moved with their families,
four (14%) moved because they stated that they preferred Goma, five (17%) moved to
study in Goma, five (17%) moved to find work, one person (3%) moved away from
illness in their village, one person (3%) moved to get married, and one participant (3%)
did not provide a justification for their move. As was seen in Table 3, for those in Age
Group 1, most categories presented in Table 4 included participants who had reported
generally positive attitudes. There were only two participants who reported apathetic
attitudes: one participant who moved to Goma with their family and one participant who
moved to Goma for work.
In the category of moving to Goma to study, 100% of participants had a positiveactive attitude towards Kihavu, the same as was found in this category for participants in
Age Group 1. These findings represent ten interviewees (17%) out of the total sixty
individuals included in this research in Goma. Therefore, correlation between the
participants’ Kihavu language attitude being associated with their reason for moving to
Goma cannot be identified with such a small sample group. More research among a
larger population of Havu students in Goma would be useful in determining if moving to
Goma to study is related to a positive-active attitude towards the first language of the
participant.
6.1.3

Employment of Participants in Goma
Volunteers in Goma were selected based on their age and gender; other variables,

such as employment, were not part of the selection process. As a result, the employment
types reported by participants are not equally represented in this research. The
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participants’ language attitude from each category of employment was reviewed to
observe if the reported types of work might have a correlational relationship with the
attitude of the participants toward Kihavu.
Certain types of employment kept the participant within either their home or their
neighborhood and would limit the participants’ opportunities for contact with speakers of
other languages. These types of employment include house helpers, mothers, and those
who are unemployed. Other types of work may have provided some but limited contact
with speakers of other languages. These include tailors, vendors, health care workers,
those working manual labor jobs, and mill technicians. These types of jobs may
occasionally bring an outsider into contact with the participant, however, as participants
doing this type of work often stay within the boundaries of their neighborhood for these
jobs, contact with speakers of other languages is still somewhat limited. Finally, the
types of work that would increase a participants’ chances for contact with speakers of
other languages the most include fish traders, fishermen, students, and teachers. These
types of employment are most likely to increase a participant’s opportunity to meet
speakers of other languages because they either require the person to move throughout
the city or the participant comes into contact with written materials in a way that is not
available for most other participants. Even within these groups with greater potential for
interlanguage contact actual language contact can still be varied. For example, fish
traders sell fish in a small radius from their home, whereas fishermen are more mobile
with the potential to interact with people in other villages on the island, Goma, and the
mainland on the DRC side of the lake or the Rwandan side. Students and teachers are
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both exposed to literature but the depth of their exposure varies, as do life experience in
terms of opportunities for exposure to the outside world by reason of their age differences
if for no other reason.
On the other end of the spectrum are those who would have fewer opportunities
for contact with speakers of another language. For example, there were the four house
helpers who made up 12% of the population and the one (3%) full-time mother. In this
age group these two categories all reported the same attitude toward Kihavu, a positivepassive attitude. People in these categories typically spend most of their time at home
with limited contact with speakers of other languages. Because this 15% represents only
five individuals of the sample group, this small population does not provide sufficient
evidence to correlate a lack of contact with speakers of another language with attitudes
toward Kihavu. If the sample of interviewees from these categories of employment were
expanded to include a larger population it would be possible to determine if there is
correlation or causation between their type of employment and their attitude toward
Kihavu.
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Age Group 1

Language Attitude

Employment
Fish
trader

Fisher
man

House
helper

Mother

Student

Tailor

Vendor

Unemployed

Negative

3%
(1)
0%

23%
(7)
0%

12%
(4)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

10%
(3)
0%

23%
(7)
0%

20%
(6)
0%

Apathetic

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%
(1)
0%

100%
(4)
0%

100%
(1)
0%

0%

33.3%
(1)
33.3%
(1)
33.3%
(1)

0%

PositivePassive
PositiveActive

14%
(1)
72%
(5)
14%
(1)

29%
(2)
71%
(5)

50%
(3)
50%
(3)

% of
participants

100%
(1)

Table 5: Goma Age Group 1: Correlation between the employment of the participants in
Goma and their Kihavu Language Attitude
There are many similarities between the reported data for the participants in Age
Group 1 (Table 5) and those in Age Group 2 (Table 6). Most participants in both age
groups have positive attitudes toward Kihavu with only a few in both age groups
reporting apathetic attitudes. Table 6 shows that three categories of employment
represented by those in Age Group 2 reported the same attitude across all participants in
that category. These categories include health care workers with two participants who
reported positive-active attitudes, mill technicians with one participant who reported a
positive-passive attitude, and a stay-at-home mother who reported a positive-active
attitude.
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Age Group 2

Language Attitude

Employment
Health
care

Manual
labor

Mill
tech

Mother

Teacher

Vendor

Unemployed

Negative

7%
(2)
0%

7%
(2)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

17%
(5)
0%

40%
(12)
0%

23%
(7)
0%

Apathetic

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

PositivePassive
PositiveActive

0%

50%
(1)
50%
(1)

100%
(1)
0%

0%

20%
(1)
80%
(4)

8%
(1)
25%
(3)
67%
(8)

14%
(1)
57%
(4)
29%
(2)

% of
participants

100%
(2)

100%
(1)

Table 6: Goma Age Group 2: Correlation between the employment of the participants in
Goma and their Kihavu Language Attitude
Three categories of employment were also represented in both age groups:
mothers, vendors, and those who reported that they were unemployed. Mothers in both
age groups reported 100% positive attitudes but the participant in Age Group 1 was
passive while the participant in Age Group 2 was active. Vendors in both age groups
reported majority positive-active attitudes, however, the older age group had one
participant who demonstrated an apathetic attitude that was not present in this category as
with those in the younger age group. Among the unemployed in Age Group 1, three
reported positive passive attitudes and three reported positive active attitudes. On the
other hand, the unemployed in Age Group 2 reported four with positive-passive attitudes,
two with positive-active attitudes, and one participant with an apathetic attitude.
Overall, based on this research, language contact related to the type of
employment does not correlate well with the participants’ attitude towards Kihavu in
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Goma. However, reinforcement of a particular language being chosen by others in the
participants’ networks and at what frequency these languages are used could compound
the effect of language contact on the participants’ language choices. I will discuss this
further in Chapter 7: Social Network.
6.2

Idjwi Island
On Idjwi Island, in contrast to Goma, only five participants moved into the area.

Fifty-five of the sixty participants interviewed reported living in the town where they
were born. This lack of mobility from their hometown among participants reduced the
participants’ opportunities for language contact. Occasions for language contact were
reduced even further when the lack of economic advantage on the island for outsiders is
taken into account. Thus, the chance for immigration of outsiders bringing in alternate
languages is minimized. The most predictable opportunity for language contact found
among participants on Idjwi Island in this research was contact through their jobs.
6.2.1

Employment of Participants on Idjwi Island

Table 7 presents the range of occupations reported by participants in Age Group 1 on
Idjwi Island. Of the twenty-nine participants in this age group, two (7%) reported
working as farmers, two (7%) as fishermen, two (7%) reported doing housework, one
(3%) as office workers, fifteen (52%) as students, three (10%) were vendors, and four
(14%) were unemployed. Farmers, houseworkers, and the unemployed may have the
least amount of access to speakers of other languages as their employment, or lack
thereof, might keep them closer to their homes and neighborhoods. Office workers and
vendors could have slightly more contact with speakers of other languages depending on
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where they work in terms of offices or marketplaces. Certain types of jobs, such as
fisherman or student, would be most likely to have opportunities for language contact due
to their mobility or access to written materials.
The fisherman category did self-report 100% positive-active language attitude
towards Kihavu. However, because only two people (7% of the whole population) are
represented by this category, the possible positive correlation between the role of
fisherman and a positive-active language attitude should be investigated with a larger
population. Students were also exposed to more daily language contact than other
participants through their access to resources and teachers trained in French. Formal
schooling on the island is still developing. However, current students are experiencing
access to resources and technology that previous generations did not experience.
Therefore, the contact opportunities for current students would far surpass language
contact opportunities for past generations of students.
Table 7 shows that the self-reported language attitudes in the fisherman category
and the student category were distinctly different from each other. The fisherman
reported just one attitudinal category (positive active) while the students reported three
attitudinal categories that ranged across the spectrum. Similarly, the unemployed and
vendors attitudes were spread across the attitudinal spectrum.
Ten (67%) of the fifteen students in this age group self-reported as positive-active and
three (20%) reported positive-passive attitudes. However, there were two students (13%)
who reported negative attitudes toward Kihavu. When the data from these two students
are combined with the one vendor and the one unemployed participant who also reported
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negative attitudes this may be marking the beginnings of an attitudinal change. If an
investigation into a larger sample of the population on Idjwi Island were to demonstrate
that this negative attitude for Kihavu was spreading throughout others who work in these
categories then this might be a marker that Kihavu language use could be threatened.
Age Group 1

Language Attitude

Employment
Farmer

Fisherman

House
worker

Office
worker

Student

Vendor

Unemployed

Negative

7%
(2)
0%

7%
(2)
0%

7%
(2)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

Apathetic

0%

0%

0%

10%
(3)
33.3%
(1)
0%

PositivePassive
PositiveActive

50%
(1)
50%
(1)

0%

100%
(2)
0%

52%
(15)
13%
(2)
0%
20%
(3)
67%
(10)

33.4%
(1)
33.3%
(1)

14%
(4)
25%
(1)
50%
(2)
0%

% of
participants

100%
(2)

0%

100%
(1)
0%

25%
(1)

Table 7: Idjwi Age Group 1: Correlation between the employment of the participants on
Idjwi Island and their Kihavu Language Attitude
When observing the language attitudes expressed on Idjwi Island, individuals from
three categories were identified with identical percentage scores (100%) but for different
expressed attitudes. It should be noted that their representation was small: two
participants were fisherman, two others were house workers, and one office worker. It
would be helpful to do further research in these occupational categories to identify if
there is a relationship between these types of employment and the attitude toward Kihavu
of these workers. Participants in other types of employment self-reported attitudes across
the spectrum, as shown in Table 7.
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The other participants in Age Group 1 seemed to have a wide variety of attitudes
towards their first language. By way of illustration, Interviewee 33 was an 18-year-old
vendor, who moved into the area for marriage, had a negative attitude towards Kihavu.
Kihavu is her first language, but when she responded to the question of whether she likes
Kihavu, she said, “No, since I always wanted to know other languages.”99
Comparatively, Interviewee 24, a 22-year-old male student, had a positive-active attitude
towards Kihavu. He shared that he would be interested in speaking Kihavu more often
because he is used to this language and finds it very interesting. Another student on Idjwi
Island disclosed an attitude opposite to that of Interviewee 24. Interviewee 70, a 17-yearold female student, shared her belief that “Those who have a good life do not speak
Kihavu.”100

99

“Naangwa bulaala mba nsimire naani menye olwiindi lulimi si naburire gurhe nakalumenya. ”
(Interviewee 33 interviewed September 11, 2018)
100
“Naangwa bulaala abali omu kalamo kiinja barhava baakoleesa egihavu.” (Interviewee 70 interviewed
October 25, 2018)
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Age Group 2

Language Attitude

Employment
Farmer

Fisherman

Government

Office
worker

Student

Teacher

Vendor

Unemployed

Negative

16%
(5)
0%

6%
(2)
0%

16%
(5)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

10%
(3)
0%

23%
(7)
0%

16%
(5)
0%

10%
(3)
0%

Apathetic

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

PositivePassive
PositiveActive

40%
(2)
60%
(3)

0%

20%
(1)
80%
(4)

100%
(1)
0%

33%
(1)
67%
(2)

57%
(4)
43%
(3)

40%
(2)
60%
(3)

0%

% of
participants

100%
(2)

100%
(3)

Table 8: Idjwi Age Group 2: Correlation between the employment of the participants on
Idjwi Island and their Kihavu Language Attitude
Table 8 presents the reported employment and corresponding attitudes towards
Kihavu of participants in Age Group 2 on Idjwi Island. Of this cohort, five people (16%)
self-reported working as farmers, two (6%) as fishermen, five (16%) as government
workers, one (3%) as an office worker, three (10%) as students, seven (23%) as teachers,
five (16%) as vendors, and three (10%) as unemployed. While all participants reported a
positive attitude, there seemed to be no pattern that would indicate whether the
participants were more likely to be in the positive passive category toward Kihavu or the
positive active category based on this data. It should be noted there were representatives
in three forms of employment (or lack thereof) who indicated unanimity in their language
attitude. Those three were: fisherman, office workers, and the unemployed. It is
interesting that these three “professions” of Age Group 2 all reported 100% of the same
attitude - though they are a small set. The fishermen included two participants who both
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reported positive active attitudes for Kihavu. For example, Interviewee 54, a 28-year-old
male fisherman, claimed that he loves his language and is interested in increasing its use
in all domains. There was one participant who fell within the office worker category and
this participant reported a positive-passive attitude. Finally, there were three people who
reported that they were unemployed. All three of these participants reported positive
active attitudes for Kihavu. Overall, the respondents on Idjwi Island in Age Group 2,
regardless of occupation, do present a generally positive attitude pattern toward the
Kihavu language. When reviewing the data for both age groups on the island, I found six
types of employment shared between the groups: farmers, fishermen, office workers,
students, vendors, and the unemployed.
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Comparison of Age Group 1 with Age Group 2
Language Attitude
Employment

% of Participants

Negative

Apathetic

Farmer

Age
Group
1

0%

PositivePassive
50% (1)

PositiveActive
50% (1)

7% (2)

0%

Farmer

2

16% (5)

0%

0%

40% (2)

60% (3)

Fisherman

1

7% (2)

0%

0%

0%

100% (2)

Fisherman

2

6% (2)

0%

0%

0%

100% (2)

Office Worker

1

3% (1)

0%

0%

100% (1)

0%

Office Worker

2

3% (1)

0%

0%

100% (1)

0%

Student

1

52% (15)

13% (2)

0%

20% (3)

67% (10)

Student

2

10% (3)

0%

0%

33% (1)

67% (2)

Vendor

1

10% (3)

33.3% (1)

0%

33.4% (1)

33.3% (1)

Vendor

2

16% (5)

0%

0%

40% (2)

60% (5)

Unemployed

1

14% (4)

25% (1)

50% (2)

0%

25% (1)

Unemployed

2

10% (3)

0%

0%

0%

100% (3)

Table 9: Comparison of overlapping employment categories between
Idjwi Age Group 1 and Idjwi Age Group 2
There were three points of data found when the age groups were compared that
might prove interesting with further research. First, all famers in both age groups
reported positive attitudes, this included two participants from Age Group 1 and five
from Age Group 2. Second, all fishermen, two from each age group, reported positive
active attitudes. Finally, the office workers, one from each age group, reported positive
passive attitudes. There is not enough commonality between the age groups to confirm a
relationship between types of employment and language attitude, however, it is enough to
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demonstrate a potential trend. It is possible to say for the older generation represented in
Age Group 2 that while the type of employment may not be a factor in their language
attitude, with a 100% reporting a positive attitude, the location where the respondents are
living and working on Idjwi Island seems to correlate with a positive attitude pattern
toward the Kihavu language.
Therefore, I cannot conclude from the data whether language contact through
specific types of employment independently affected the attitude of participants toward
Kihavu or other language choices. I would postulate that lack of options due to limited
contact with other languages might result in fewer opportunities to use alternate
languages. It should be noted that language choice cannot occur without language
contact. Further, if language attitude predisposes language choice, and language choice
substantiates language attitude, then there should be some evidence of language choice
associated with opportunities for contact between speakers who have a positive attitude
toward the language chosen (Lynn Landweer, email message to author, May 28, 2019).
Frequency of contact and thus opportunity for language use may affect attitude and
therefore choice. I will explore the effect of frequency of use on the participants’
reported language choices further in Chapter 7: Social Networks.
6.3

Contact with written materials
The final form of potential language contact explored through the questionnaire

that might have affected the language choice of participants is written materials. During
Part 2 of the questionnaire process, participants were asked what language individuals
were speaking in a situation presented in a photograph and why they might be using it. In
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Goma, for those in Age Group 1, the thirty participants provided 164 total responses and
provided a rationale for the specific language they chose in that particular setting. Of
those 164 responses, thirty-six answers were not usable as the participants appeared
confused and were not able to respond to the question or they replied, “I don’t know.”
These responses were removed from the language choice analysis based on the data from
Part 2 of the questionnaire. Out of the remaining 128 usable responses, twelve
interviewees (9%) said the Bible in the picture was justification for the choice of the
language they indicated. Age Group 2’s thirty participants provided a total of 152
responses in this section, with 133 of them being answers that apply to this research. Of
these applicable responses, eight people (6%) used the Bible to justify what language
they assumed the people in the photograph were speaking. Typically, the participants
assumed the language used was Kiswahili because the Bibles they have access to are
most commonly written in that language.
On Idjwi Island, the twenty-nine participants in Age Group 1 provided a total of
153 responses, 102 of them were usable. Of those 102 responses, eight participants (8%)
identified the Bible as a factor in identifying the language the people in the photograph
were speaking. Idjwi Island Age Group 2’s thirty-one participants provided a total of 170
responses, with 151 of them being applicable. Of those 151 responses, the Bible was
identified as justification for the language chosen by thirteen participants (9% of the
time). While these percentages are much lower than other factors, such as appearance of
the individuals in the photograph, the behavior of those pictured, or evidence of location,
that will be discussed in later chapters, they did present an interesting trend that could
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affect language revitalization efforts. The influence of the Bible’s availability in
Kiswahili has affected the language choice of participants both in Goma and on Idjwi
Island within the domain of the Christian church. To illustrate, Interviewee 90, an
unemployed 30-year-old woman, identified individuals in a photo as speaking Kiswahili,
“since they have Bibles, and I think Bibles are written in Kiswahili.”101
However, access to Bibles is still limited. In Goma, only twenty-nine participants
(48%) reported owning a Bible. Of those who reported owning a Bible, sixteen
individuals reported that their Bibles were written in Kiswahili, eleven reported that
theirs were written in French, and one person reported owning both the Kiswahili and
French version of the Bible. Thirty-three people (55%) on Idjwi Island also said they
own a Bible. Of these reported Bibles fifteen were in Kiswahili, six were in French, three
were in Mashi, further five people reported owning a Bible in both Kiswahili and French,
and one person reported owning a French Bible and a Mashi Bible. While contact with
Kiswahili and French via written versions of the Bible has affected language choice
among the surveyed participants, its influence is still found mainly within the domain of
the Christian church, as access to written materials in other domains is still limited.
Usually, language contact through relocation, visitors, employment, and written materials
is part of the language choice process. However, the data from the current research does
not support language contact as a deciding factor on its own. Instead, this factor may

101

“Bulaala bagweerhe amabibliya n’ezoola bibliya nakawaza oku ziri omu giswaahiri.” (Interviewee 90
interviewed November 16, 2018)
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contribute to the effect of the final three factors: social network (Chapter 7), identity and
geographic location (Chapter 8).
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Chapter 6 Tables
In order to facilitate analysis and comparison of all tables in this chapter, they are
presented for a second time, together in this section.
Age Group 1

Language Attitude

Number of Years in Goma

% of
participants

Negative
Apathetic
PositivePassive
PositiveActive

1 to 5 years

6 to 10
years

11 to 15
years

16 to 20
years

More

57%
(17)
0%

17%
(5)
0%

20%
(6)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

12%
(2)
64%
(11)
24%
(4)

0%

0%

0%

0%

40%
(2)
60%
(3)

50%
(3)
50%
(3)

0%

100%
(1)
0%

100%
(1)

Table 1: Goma Age Group 1: Correlation between the participants reported number of
years in Goma and their Kihavu Language Attitude

Age Group 2

Language Attitude

Number of Years in Goma
1 to 5 years

6 to 10
years

11 to 15
years

16 to 20
years

More

Negative

33%
(10)
0%

40%
(12)
0%

7%
(2)
0%

7%
(2)
0%

13%
(4)
0%

Apathetic

0%

0%

0%

PositivePassive
PositiveActive

30%
(3)
70%
(7)

8%
(1)
42%
(5)
50%
(6)

50%
(1)
50%
(1)

0%

25%
(1)
25%
(1)
50%
(2)

% of
participants

100%
(2)

Table 2: Goma Age Group 2: Correlation between the participants reported number of
years in Goma and their Kihavu Language Attitude
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Age Group 1

Language Attitude

Reasons for Moving to Goma

% of
participants

Negative
Apathetic
PositivePassive
PositiveActive

Better
life

Family

Prefer
Goma

Study

Work

Safety

26.5%
(8)
0%

20%
(6)
0%

7%
(2)
0%

10%
(3)
0%

26.5%
(8)
0%

10%
(3)
0%

13%
(1)
50%
(4)
37%
(3)

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%
(6)
0%

50%
(1)
50%
(1)

0%

13%
(1)
62%
(5)
25%
(2)

100%
(3)

33.3%
(1)
66.7%
(2)

Table 3: Goma Age Group 1: Correlation between the participants’ reason for moving to
Goma and their Kihavu Language Attitude

Age Group 2

Language Attitude

Reasons for Moving to Goma
Better
life

Family

Prefer
Goma

Study

Work

Illness

Marriage

No
answer

Negative

20%
(6)
0%

23%
(7)
0%

14%
(4)
0%

17%
(5)
0%

17%
(5)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

Apathetic

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

33.3%
(2)
66.7%
(4)

75%
(3)
25%
(1)

0%

20%
(1)
60%
(3)
20%
(1)

0%

PositivePassive
PositiveActive

14%
(1)
14%
(1)
72%
(5)

0%

0%

100%
(1)

100%
(1)

100%
(1)
0%

% of
participants

100%
(5)

Table 4: Goma Age Group 2: Correlation between the participants’ reason for moving to
Goma and their Kihavu Language Attitude
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Language Attitude

Employment
Fish
trader

Fisher
man

House
helper

Mother

Student

Tailor

Vendor

Unemployed

Negative

3%
(1)
0%

23%
(7)
0%

12%
(4)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

10%
(3)
0%

23%
(7)
0%

20%
(6)
0%

Apathetic

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%
(1)
0%

100%
(4)
0%

100%
(1)
0%

0%

33.3%
(1)
33.3%
(1)
33.3%
(1)

0%

PositivePassive
PositiveActive

14%
(1)
72%
(5)
14%
(1)

29%
(2)
71%
(5)

50%
(3)
50%
(3)

% of
participants

100%
(1)

Table 5: Goma Age Group 1: Correlation between the employment of the participants in
Goma and their Kihavu Language Attitude

Age Group 2

Language Attitude

Employment
Health
care

Manual
labor

Mill
tech

Mother

Teacher

Vendor

Unemployed

Negative

7%
(2)
0%

7%
(2)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

17%
(5)
0%

40%
(12)
0%

23%
(7)
0%

Apathetic

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

PositivePassive
PositiveActive

0%

50%
(1)
50%
(1)

100%
(1)
0%

0%

20%
(1)
80%
(4)

8%
(1)
25%
(3)
67%
(8)

14%
(1)
57%
(4)
29%
(2)

% of
participants

100%
(2)

100%
(1)

Table 6: Goma Age Group 2: Correlation between the employment of the participants in
Goma and their Kihavu Language Attitude
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Age Group 1

Language Attitude

Employment
Farmer

Fisherman

House
worker

Office
worker

Student

Vendor

Unemployed

Negative

7%
(2)
0%

7%
(2)
0%

7%
(2)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

Apathetic

0%

0%

0%

10%
(3)
33.3%
(1)
0%

PositivePassive
PositiveActive

50%
(1)
50%
(1)

0%

100%
(2)
0%

52%
(15)
13%
(2)
0%
20%
(3)
67%
(10)

33.4%
(1)
33.3%
(1)

14%
(4)
25%
(1)
50%
(2)
0%

% of
participants

100%
(2)

100%
(1)
0%

0%

25%
(1)

Table 7: Idjwi Age Group 1: Correlation between the employment of the participants on
Idjwi Island and their Kihavu Language Attitude

Age Group 2

Language Attitude

Employment
Farmer

Fisherman

Government

Office
worker

Student

Teacher

Vendor

Unemployed

Negative

16%
(5)
0%

6%
(2)
0%

16%
(5)
0%

3%
(1)
0%

10%
(3)
0%

23%
(7)
0%

16%
(5)
0%

10%
(3)
0%

Apathetic

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

PositivePassive
PositiveActive

40%
(2)
60%
(3)

0%

20%
(1)
80%
(4)

100%
(1)
0%

33%
(1)
67%
(2)

57%
(4)
43%
(3)

40%
(2)
60%
(3)

0%

% of
participants

100%
(2)

100%
(3)

Table 8: Idjwi Age Group 2: Correlation between the employment of the participants on
Idjwi Island and their Kihavu Language Attitude
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Comparison of Age Group 1 with Age Group 2
Language Attitude
Employment

% of Participants

Negative

Apathetic

Farmer

Age
Group
1

0%

PositivePassive
50% (1)

PositiveActive
50% (1)

7% (2)

0%

Farmer

2

16% (5)

0%

0%

40% (2)

60% (3)

Fisherman

1

7% (2)

0%

0%

0%

100% (2)

Fisherman

2

6% (2)

0%

0%

0%

100% (2)

Office Worker

1

3% (1)

0%

0%

100% (1)

0%

Office Worker

2

3% (1)

0%

0%

100% (1)

0%

Student

1

52% (15)

13% (2)

0%

20% (3)

67% (10)

Student

2

10% (3)

0%

0%

33% (1)

67% (2)

Vendor

1

10% (3)

33.3% (1)

0%

33.4% (1)

33.3% (1)

Vendor

2

16% (5)

0%

0%

40% (2)

60% (5)

Unemployed

1

14% (4)

25% (1)

50% (2)

0%

25% (1)

Unemployed

2

10% (3)

0%

0%

0%

100% (3)

Table 9: Comparison of overlapping employment categories between
Idjwi Age Group 1 and Idjwi Age Group 2

7

Social Network

The social network of the participants was identified as the fourth factor motivating
their language choices in Goma and on Idjwi Island. A social network is “an
anthropological concept referring to the multiple webs of relationship an individual
contracts in a society with other people who he or she is bound to directly or indirectly by
ties of friendship, kinship, or other social relationships” (Trudgill 2003, 121-122). Joshua
Fishman identified the home-family-neighborhood-community nodes of a social network
as the “heart of the entire intergenerational transmission pursuit” (Fishman 1991, 398).
As stated in Chapter 5, the transmission of a language from parent to child is a crucial
factor in the vitality of a language. Therefore, the social network node of the family
reinforcing the use of the mother tongue is crucial for the continued vitality of mother
tongue language use in a language group.
Social networks can affect language choice through the density and complexity of the
links within the network sharing the same language.102 Increased or reduced frequency of
occurrence for the use of a language through the social network affects a person’s
language choices. The parents, children, and other family members are influencers in an
individual’s social network because of their frequent contact and the language(s) that
is/are spoken during that contact. Conversely, an acquaintance, only seen once a year, is

102

Links within a network can include different groups or individual people. For example, a person can be
linked to their neighborhood group and their church group. This person can also be linked to a specific
neighbor in the neighborhood group or their pastor in their church group.
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not going to impact the individual’s language choice even if the acquaintance chooses to
speak a different language when they meet.
Many reasons were expressed by participants in Goma and on Idjwi Island for
specific language choices within their networks. For example, the achievement of a
higher level of education appeared to affect who was included in their network and was
given as justification by some participants for particular language choices, because one
language was associated with education, namely, French. In Goma, three participants
(10%) from Age Group 1 and five (17%) from Age Group 2 chose to use French
whenever they were with their former classmates. Take Interviewee 87 as one example:
a 28-year-old mother in Goma who shared her preference for creating a French
atmosphere [speaking French] with her comrades from the university. There were also
those on Idjwi Island who justified their choice of French because of their schoolmates.
Six participants (20%) in Age Group 1 and one (3%) in Age Group 2 identified their
classmates or former classmates as the reason they preferred speaking French.
The denomination of church that participants attended also appeared to affect their
language choices. Participants reported that in their experience Catholics often speak
Mashi and Protestants speak Kiswahili. An example from the data was one person (3%)
from Age Group 1 in Goma who selected a language choice based on someone looking
Protestant. In Age Group 2, four people (13%) used Catholicism to justify certain
language choices, and one person (3%) used Protestantism to explain a language choice.
For instance, Interviewee 9, an unemployed 38-year-old man in Goma, reported that he
prays in Mashi because he learned his Catholic catechism in that language. Also, from
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Age Group 2, Interviewee 20, an unemployed 38-year-old man, said that they used
French because Jehovah Witness’ services are in French. On Idjwi Island, one person
(3%) from Age Group 1 and two people (6%) from Age Group 2 used denomination to
explain language choices. This point is illustrated by Interviewee 88, a 27-year-old
female bread vendor, who asserted that she prays in Kiswahili because “I am
Protestant.”103
Another justification provided by participants for their language choices was
increased access to foreigners in their community, specifically foreigners to the African
continent. In Goma, five participants (17%) from Age Group 1 and five (17%) more
from Age Group 2 identified communicating with foreigners or visitors as justification
for their language choice. In Age Group 1, there were also four participants (13%) that
identified communicating with Caucasians as their motivation for a particular language
choice. For instance, Interviewee 2, a 20-year-old fisherman in Goma, revealed his belief
that being able to better communicate with Europeans or Westerners would increase his
potential for employment. On Idjwi Island, there were five participants (17%) in Age
Group 1 and fifteen (48%) in Age Group 2 that disclosed language choices based on the
desire to communicate with foreigners and visitors. In Age Group 1, three participants
(10%) identified communicating with non-Africans as being their reason for a specific
language choice. One participant (3%) from Age Group 2 also cited communication with
a Caucasian person as one of his motivators for language choice.

103

“Giswaahiri bulaala baporo ba nkusanyika nabo.” (Interviewee 88 interviewed November 15, 2018)
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Finally, contributors to this research demonstrated accommodation within their
networks as a justifier for their language choices. Accommodation can present as
convergence when speakers choose a variety of speech or language to “make them
resemble more closely…to the people they are speaking to” in a speech event (Trudgill
2003, 3). Seven participants (23%) from Age Group 1 in Goma reported language
choices they made as attempts to converge (to appear to be the same) with those in their
networks. As an example, Interviewee 6, a 26-year-old male teacher, stated, “If I do not
speak it [Kiswahili], my friends in Goma may think that I am not in union with them.”104
Age Group 2 in Goma included ten participants (33%) that identified convergence as a
reason for their language choices. For example, Interviewee 10, an unemployed 36-yearold man, who used French to emphasize his similarity with his academic friends. On
Idjwi Island, thirteen participants (45%) from Age Group 1 identified convergence as
justification for their language choices. For instance, Interviewee 62, an 18-year-old
male student, used Kihavu to make others feel comfortable as the use of French might
make some people believe he is criticizing them. There were also fourteen participants
(45%) from Age Group 2 on the island that used convergence to account for their
language choices.
Accommodation can also occur as divergence where a language choice is made in
such a way for the speaker to appear unlike or separate from those around them (Trudgill
2003, 3). In both speech communities’ interviewees self-reported language choices made

104

“Neechi bulaala nka ntakiderhere aberhu b’eno muunda banawaaza oku ndi nakikula haguma nabo.”
(Interviewee 6 interviewed August 8, 2018)
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to separate themselves from others. Two participants (7%) from Goma Age Group 1, two
participants from Goma Age Group 2, and three participants (10%) from Idjwi Age
Group 1 all stated choosing to use a language that would distance themselves from
others. For example, Interviewee 108, a 25-year-old female corn vendor in Goma, said
that one might choose to use Kihavu if she “would not like others to know what they are
saying.”105 Interviewee 22, a 20-year-old fisherman on the island, used French to
separate himself from his Kihavu speaking parents. He said, “When I am with my
friends, we speak French so that my parents do not understand what we are saying to
each other.”106
In the two speech communities involved in this research, there were many
opportunities for language contact reported, and as a result, social networks where
Kihavu was the language of choice would be imperative for maintaining that language.
“Threatened mother tongues and co-mother tongues require even more societal preschool, out-of-school and after-school linkages and reinforcements if they are to become
self-maintaining” (Fishman 1991, 373). Points of contact or nodes within a social
network that are created and used frequently during the period of a person’s life that
occurs before they begin school are integral for a person’s linguistic development.
According to Fishman the absence of these nodes for the official languages, such as
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“Barhasiimire oku owiindi akayuunva bici yi baaderha.” (Interviewee 108 interviewed December 6,
2018)
106
“Nk’abeera bagerereho rhwakaderha ekifaraansa yi omuzeere arhayuunva.” (Interviewee 22
interviewed Interviewed September 7, 2018)
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French, is one of the few reasons the official languages have not entirely shifted the
linguistic landscape of many multilingual environments (Fishman 1991, 374).
The questionnaire designed for this research explored the networks of family; close
friends and neighbors; and church members in Goma and on Idjwi Island. These
networks are more likely to be influencers on language choice as many of them are
established in the life of the participant before they began attending school and will have
continued throughout their lives. Therefore, the languages brought into the participants’
environment and at what frequency by these networks are essential for identifying the
future potential for language use in these speech communities.
7.1

Goma
In Goma, every individual has contact with multiple languages every day.

Participants reported neighbors and friends speaking their first language, Kinyarwandan
from Rwanda, Kiswahili if they have been in Goma for many years, or even French for
those who had been well educated. Pastors were reported to speak whatever language
they used to access the Scripture. Children brought the language they were learning at
school into their network. Parents seemed to be the one consistent source of Kihavu
reinforcement in Goma, as this was the majority language reported to be spoken when
participants connected with their parents.
Typically, participants from Goma reported speaking two to three languages. The
Havu participants expressed the need to make language choices regularly throughout the
day between the languages in their repertoire. The rest of this chapter will be focused on
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demonstrating how the languages that were spoken by the people in the participants’
networks influenced the language choices of the participants.

Languages Spoken in Goma
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Figure 18: Languages Spoken in Goma by Participants
Within Goma, participants still reported majority Kihavu use in their personal
lives.107 As Figure 18 demonstrates, all participants in Age Group 1 (10-25 years) and
Age Group 2 (26-50 years) reported that they speak Kihavu regularly. Most of the
participants also reported speaking Kiswahili; however, in the younger age group, two of
the participants (7%) stated that they speak French and another African language other
than Kihavu or Kiswahili. After Kihavu and Kiswahili, some of the participants reported
speaking French and another African language. In Age Group 1, eight participants (27%)
also spoke French, three participants (10%) also spoke French and another African
language other than Kihavu or Kiswahili, and four participants (13%) reported speaking
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It is important to note that this is reported language use. What a person does compared to what they
report they do is not always the same. Rather this is an expression of what they think combined with
what they would like.
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Kihavu, Kiswahili, and another African language, but not French. In Age Group 2,
thirteen participants (43%) reported speaking French, as well as Kihavu and Kiswahili,
five (17%) reported French and another African language other than Kihavu or Kiswahili,
and one participant (3%) reported speaking Kihavu, Kiswahili, and another African
language, but not French. It is interesting to note that the younger age group seemed to
be reporting lower numbers for Kiswahili and French than the older age group. It is
possible, that as all participants are transplants in Goma, the older age group, with a
longer period of exposure to the other languages in this urban center, are more
multilingual than the younger age group. The average number of years in Goma for Age
Group 1 (10-25 years) was six years, while, the average for Age Group 2 (26-50 years)
was eleven years.
In the personal prayer language of participants, there was a reported trend of using
fewer languages for this activity than in other activities reported. In other words, only a
few participants, three (10%) in Age Group 1 and five (17%) in Age Group 2, reported
using multiple languages for prayer. All other participants reported a single language
used for this activity, which was dependent on what language they were most familiar
with using for prayer. As a result, there were a total of thirty-five responses for the thirty
participants in Age Group 1 in Goma and a total of thirty-five responses for the thirty
participants in Age Group 2 in Goma.
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Figure 19: Personal Prayer Language for Age Group 1

Personal Prayer Language: Goma Age
Group 2 (26-50)
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Figure 20: Personal Prayer Language for Age Group 2
Both age groups reported majority Kiswahili use for the function of personal
prayer. However, participants in Age Group 2 reported a slightly higher use of Kihavu,
than individuals in Age Group 1 reported. The members of Age Group 1 demonstrated a
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similar rate of Kiswahili use as those of Age Group 2 and an 8% (2 people) lower
percentage of Kihavu use in the younger population than those in Age Group 2. An
important note to consider for the intergenerational transmission of these languages is the
younger age group’s reported use of French as a prayer language that was four times
greater (3 more people) than the older age group. As I continue, I will explore what
languages a Havu person reported coming into contact with through their networks in
Goma and how this might have affected their language choices.

Figure 21: Goma Age Group 1 Family Network108
The family network was established by Fishman as a critical factor in deciding
language choice (1991, 398). This network is vital as it reinforces language use through

108

Figure created by Alex Windle.
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the frequency of contact, identity, and positive feelings. The Family Network data
gathered by the questionnaire included information on languages used between
participants and their parents, with their children at home, and with their children during
prayer time. Prayer time with children is included in the family network because while it
may be influenced by the Christian church domain, it would also be affected by the home
domain and occurred primarily within the physical boundaries of the home. Figure 21
presents the family network for Age Group 1 in Goma. This figure details the high
reported frequency of Kihavu use between participants and their parents. The reported
language use with parents contrasts with the majority Kiswahili use between participants
and their children at home in conversation and prayer. Implying that intergenerational
transmission has not occurred in Goma within the family networks of subjects of Age
Group 1. On the other hand, the language use illustrated in Figure 21 by participants and
their children during prayer supports the trend that Kiswahili use was being promoted by
parents to their children in Goma.
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Figure 22: Goma Age Group 2 Family Network109
Figure 22 presents the Family Network for participants in Age Group 2 in Goma.
Age Group 2 was the older group of participants, and this data suggests that Kihavu was
used more frequently among participants and their family in this age group than in the
younger age group. Age Group 2 participants reported using Kihavu more often with
their parents and with their children than Age Group 1, suggesting that intergenerational
transmission was still occurring among some participants in this Age Group. However,
they only presented slightly higher percentages of Kihavu use with children during prayer
time, suggesting that language choice in this area may have shifted towards Kiswahili use
even among the older interviewees in Age Group 2.

109

Figure created by Alex Windle.
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Figure 23: Goma Age Group 1 Community Network110
Information gathered through the questionnaire provided limited findings on the
Community Network as the primary focus for the questionnaire was on the domain of
Home and the Havu Christian church. Therefore, the network presented in Figure 23
only includes neighbors and choir practice despite the actual network in Goma or on the
island being much more extensive. Choir practice was included in the Community
Network rather than the Church network because while it may happen in the church, it
tended to follow similar social rules that Havu people use with their neighbors rather than
how they would typically behave at church (informal versus formal). Figure 23 presents
the Community Network for Age Group 1 in Goma. Here participants have self-reported
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Figure created by Alex Windle.
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a majority Kiswahili use in both domains. However, with their neighbors, interviewees
have reported a high percentage of Kihavu use as well. At choir practice, though, many
other languages also influenced the language choices of participants in this network. This
increase in the use of other languages may be due to what songs are available in other
languages for the participants to use during choir practice.

Figure 24: Goma Age Group 2 Community Network111
Figure 24 presents the Community Network for Age Group 2, where participants
reported a similar distribution of language choices as Age Group 1. Participants in this
age group reported a slightly higher level of Kihavu use with their neighbors. However,
participants described language use during choir practice to include a higher percentage

111

Figure created by Alex Windle.
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of other languages then what was reported for Age Group 1. Overall, both the
Community Networks for Age Group 1 and Age Group 2 demonstrated Kihavu language
use, but Kiswahili remained the majority language used in these networks.
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Figure 25: Goma Age Group 1 Church Network112

112

Figure created by Alex Windle.
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The final network studied through the questionnaire is the church network of the
surveyed participants.113 This network may include people that were also in other
networks, but language choice within the church domain is unique to this network and
does not follow the same social rules as either the home network or the community
network. Figure 25 presents the church network for Age Group 1 in Goma. This
network demonstrates that the language used with mothers and fathers of the participants
in this group is predominantly Kihavu. By way of illustration, Interviewee 102, a 14year-old fisherman, disclosed a preference for speaking Kihavu with his parents because
“It is the only language that my parents know.”114 However, in every other node within
the church network, participants spoke Kiswahili a majority of the time. Participants
stated that the reason for this is that Kiswahili is the language that is used at their church.
For example, Interviewee 105, a 23-year-old male vendor of cell phone credit, liked using
Kiswahili in the church because “in the church that is the language that one uses.”115
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This is a summary of all of the participant’s church networks irrespective of their denomination.
“Egihavu bulaala lo lulimi bayiinji. ” (Interviewee 102 interviewed December 5, 2018)
115
“Neechi bulaala ki banakoleesa.” (Interviewee 105 interviewed December 6, 2018)
114
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Figure 26: Goma Age Group 2 Church Network116

116

Figure created by Alex Windle.
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Figure 26 presents the Church Network for Age Group 2 in Goma. This figure
demonstrates similar language use trends as were seen among interviewees of Age Group
1. There were high percentages of Kihavu used among participants and their parents, but
Kiswahili was the dominant language used in every other area. High frequency of
Kiswahili use was particularly apparent for preaching activities and Scripture reading at
church.117
Self-reported language use in social networks in Goma demonstrated a strong
foundation for Kiswahili use among participants. While Kihavu was still used in each
network, it was not reinforced to the same degree as Kiswahili. The marked difference
between language use with parents as compared to children, as well as, the difference
between age groups and the language use reported by participants at home with children
demonstrated a trend toward a decline in the intergenerational transmission of Kihavu in
Goma.
7.2

Idjwi Island
On Idjwi Island, the occasions where an individual must make a language choice

would be reduced as most social networks include many of the 220,000 or more Havu
currently living on the island. Inhabitants on Idjwi Island are not monolingual. On
average, the participants reported speaking three languages. However, when many of the
contacts within a social network all speak the same first language, the frequency of
occurrence for that language, and therefore its reinforcement of use, is increased.
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This is a summary of all of the participant’s responses concerning Scripture reading in their church
irrespective of their denomination.
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Figure 27: Languages Spoken on Idjwi Island by Participants
Participants from Idjwi Island reported a similar language use pattern for personal
communication as was reported by the participants in Goma. Most of the twenty-nine
participants from Age Group 1 and the thirty-one participants from Age Group 2 speak
Kihavu, Kiswahili, and one other language but the frequency of language use remained
majority Kihavu. In comparison to languages reported spoken in Goma, Idjwi Island
participants reported higher numbers of Kiswahili speakers in Age Group 1 and more
French speakers for both Age Groups. However, participants on Idjwi reported different
levels of proficiency in these languages. In Goma, when a participant reported the
languages they spoke, they did not qualify any language with what their skill was;
instead, they stated that they spoke these languages. By comparison, on Idjwi Island four
participants (14%) in Age Group 1 reported speaking French (1) or Kiswahili (3) at a low
level of proficiency and two participants (7%) in Age Group 2 reported a low level of
proficiency in Kiswahili. From this, it is possible to assume that while contributors on
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Idjwi Island report using French and other languages more frequently than participants in
Goma their proficiency in these languages may not be very high.
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Figure 28: Personal Prayer Language on Idjwi Island: Age Group 1 (10-25)
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Figure 29: Personal Prayer Language on Idjwi Island: Age Group 2 (26-50)
Some participants reported using multiple languages during their prayer time. As
a result, the individuals in Age Group 1 provided a total of thirty-seven responses for the
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twenty-nine participants. The participants in Age Group 2 provided a total of thirty-six
responses for the thirty-one members of this group. As in Goma, prayer language
reported by participants on Idjwi was Kiswahili the majority of the time. However, the
margin between Kiswahili use and Kihavu use was much smaller on Idjwi Island than it
was in Goma. The justification shared by participants for praying in Kiswahili on Idjwi
Island was similar to that of Goma as well. To illustrate, Interviewee 47, a 20-year-old
male student, said that he prays in Kiswahili because he does not feel comfortable with
his mastery of prayers in Kihavu.
Kihavu does not have a strong foothold in activities connected to Christian
functions as Kiswahili is the language most associated with Christianity among the
surveyed participants in Goma and on Idjwi Island irrespective of denomination. In
Goma, for example, Age Group 1 included seventeen participants (57%) that identified
Kiswahili as the language that is used in their church, in church-related activities, or for
prayer. Age Group 2 included eighteen participants (60%) who also indicated that
Kiswahili is the language used in their church. On Idjwi Island, Age Group 1 included
eight participants (28%) who identified Kiswahili as the language of the Christian church
domain. Thirteen participants (42%) from Age Group 2 also associated Kiswahili with
the Christian church. As mentioned in the previous section, Kiswahili has a strong
foothold in the Christian church domain among participants surveyed in Goma, however,
as this section continues, data will demonstrate that Kiswahili use among participants in
this domain on the island was not as dominant.
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Figure 30: Idjwi Age Group 1 Family Network118
Within the family network of members of Age Group 1 on Idjwi Island (Figure
30), the language most often used with their parents of the participants was Kihavu. This
finding was similar to that which was found in Goma. However, there was one
difference. Children’s language use on Idjwi contrasted with that of children’s language
use on Goma. In Goma, Kiswahili was the majority language reported spoken with and
by children. In comparison, on Idjwi Island, Kihavu was reported to be used most often
by a wide margin as compared to the other language options. The high rate of Kihavu
use reported among islanders is strong evidence that intergenerational transmission of
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Figure created by Alex Windle.
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this language was still occurring. This trend was also reflected in the family network for
Age Group 2 on Idjwi Island (Figure 31).

Figure 31: Idjwi Age Group 2 Family Network119

119

Figure created by Alex Windle.
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Figure 32: Idjwi Age Group 1 Community Network120
The community network is another area of notable contrast between the island
and Goma. In Goma, Kiswahili was the majority language that participants reported
speaking with their neighbors and during choir practice. On Idjwi Island, the community
network for members of Age Group 1 (Figure 32) was less multilingual, with 56.8% of
neighbors speaking Kihavu together. Participants reported that choir practice was
conducted primarily in Kiswahili with more influence from other languages present as
well, though it had a much smaller margin between Kiswahili and Kihavu than what was
observed among participants in Goma. The influx of other languages spoken in this

120

Figure created by Alex Windle.
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activity may be related to the Havu people’s access to music. Music, even on the island,
was more readily available in Kiswahili.

Figure 33: Idjwi Age Group 2 Community Network121
Age Group 2 on Idjwi Island also presented a community network where Kihavu
was widely used among neighbors (Figure 33). However, in this age group, other
languages were influencing language use in addition to French. Further research would
be necessary to identify why other languages would influence older generations more
than the younger generation, but it may be due to Rwandan refugees who integrated into
the community in the past who now speak Kihavu. Choir practice, however, was
reported to have similar percentages of languages used as Age Group 1 in Age Group 2.
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Figure created by Alex Windle.
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Figure 34: Idjwi Age Group 1 Church Network122
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Figure created by Alex Windle.
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Finally, the church network of the participants surveyed on Idjwi Island also
demonstrated the strength of Kihavu use among participants in Age Group 1 on the island
(Figure 34). When preaching in Goma, a pastor was reported as more likely to use
Kiswahili in every situation. However, on the island, pastors were frequently reported to
explain things in Kihavu throughout their services. Pastoral use of Kihavu during the
service increased the frequency of contact with Kihavu in this network by an authority
figure. Conversations with parents, children, and friends at church also occurred in
Kihavu with participants on the island much more frequently than they did in Goma. A
case in point, Interviewee 41, a 16-year-old female student, said that she must use Kihavu
at church because “more people understand Kihavu than Kiswahili.”123
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“Neechi blaala hali banene bayuunva egihavu n’abageeke egiswaahiri.” (Interviewee 41 interviewed
September 21, 2018)
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Figure 35: Idjwi Age Group 2 Church Network124
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Figure created by Alex Windle.
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Figure 35 demonstrates that Kihavu use among participants in Age Group 2 on
Idjwi Island was reported at a higher frequency than what was shared by participants in
Goma. Preaching activities, Scripture readings, and musical performances remained
activities where Kiswahili was the majority language used, but all other areas presented a
strong reinforcement of Kihavu use among participants in this Age Group. Overall, the
church network among the respondent set in Goma demonstrated that Kiswahili was the
dominant language in that domain. Other participants’ networks in Goma also
represented Kihavu use, but Kiswahili seemed dominant overall. Conversely, the
networks of participants on Idjwi Island participants represented strong language vitality
potential for Kihavu.
In this chapter, the social networks of participants were analyzed and were found
to demonstrate a predominant use of Kiswahili among participants in Goma and the
majority use of Kihavu among participants on the island. This examination of networks
has also shown that the intergenerational transference of Kihavu in Goma has declined in
a way that was not seen on Idjwi Island. In Chapter 8, I will examine the influence of a
person’s identity and their geographic location on their attitude towards Kihavu and their
language choices.
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Chapter 7 Figures
In order to facilitate analysis and comparison of all figures in this chapter, they
are presented for a second time, side-by-side in this section.
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Figure 18: Languages Spoken in Goma by Participants
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Figure 27: Languages Spoken on Idjwi Island by Participants
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Figure 19: Personal Prayer Language for Age Group 1
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Figure 20: Personal Prayer Language for Age Group 2
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Figure 21: Goma Age Group 1 Family Network125

Figure 22: Goma Age Group 2 Family Network126
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Figure created by Alex Windle.
Figure created by Alex Windle.
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Figure 23: Goma Age Group 1 Community Network127

Figure 24: Goma Age Group 2 Community Network128
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Figure created by Alex Windle.
Figure created by Alex Windle.
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Figure 25: Goma Age Group 1 Church Network129
129

Figure created by Alex Windle.
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Figure 26: Goma Age Group 2 Church Network130
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Figure created by Alex Windle.
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Figure 28: Personal Prayer Language on Idjwi Island: Age Group 1 (10-25)
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Figure 29: Personal Prayer Language on Idjwi Island: Age Group 2 (26-50)
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Figure 30: Idjwi Age Group 1 Family Network131

Figure 31: Idjwi Age Group 2 Family Network132
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Figure created by Alex Windle.
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Figure 32: Idjwi Age Group 1 Community Network133

Figure 33: Idjwi Age Group 2 Community Network134
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Figure created by Alex Windle.
Figure created by Alex Windle.
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Figure 34: Idjwi Age Group 1 Church Network135
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Figure created by Alex Windle.
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Figure 35: Idjwi Age Group 2 Church Network136
136

Figure created by Alex Windle.
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Identity and Geographic Location

The final two factors that became clear during analysis of the data gathered from the
participants as motivators for the language choices of the participants are identity and
geographic location.
8.1

Identity
A person’s identity influences the languages they choose to use. Those with a strong

sense of identity connected to their mother tongue are more likely to consciously choose
to use it to demonstrate their pride in their language or to ensure that everyone around
them knows that they are part of that people group. The factor of identity presented in
this chapter can include the participants’ beliefs about who they are, their attachment to
their family, their connection to their ethnic community, their connection to the town they
grew up in, or even the country in which they live.
Identity, when considered part of language and culture, can become sacred. “Culture
becomes hallowed, not only because religion is a part of culture but because cultural
norms and expectations have about them the aura of right and wrong, of morality,
decency and propriety” (Fishman 1991, 30). A person’s consistent and clear belief in
cultural identity being valuable supports intergenerational transmission of their beliefs
and the language that expresses this culture.
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8.1.1

Goma
During Part 2 of the questionnaire, participants were asked to imagine what

language was being spoken in certain situations in pictures presented to them by the
interviewer (see Appendix B). The interviewer would ask why the interviewee assumed
a particular language was used in the situation pictured. On occasion participants would
respond with multiple reasons for the same photograph. As a result, those in Age Group
1 provided a total of 116 responses and the members of Age Group 2 provided a total of
123 responses. Of the responses from individuals in Age Group 1, 68% (78 responses)
included identity markers, and from participants in Age Group 2, 80% (98 responses)
included identity markers as their rationale for the language chosen. One marker could
be descriptions of how a person looked (appearance). For example, Interviewee 106, a
15-year-old female houseworker, like many others, identified a group of women in a
photograph as Kihavu based on their appearance. Another identity marker could be a
description of what the individual is doing or how they are doing it (behavior).
Interviewee 112, a 31-year-old female tomato vendor, illustrated this point through her
assumption that Kihavu was being spoken because “even their [the people in the
photograph] gestures show that they are Havu.”137 The final identity marker shared by
participants during Part 2 of the questionnaire was the identification of items associated
with a specific group that the people in the photograph are holding or using (cultural
items). These interviewees assumed that a particular language would be spoken by the
people in the photograph because of who they assumed they were, far more frequently

137

“Yaderha n’ebimanyiso nka muhavu.” (Interviewee 112 interviewed December 7, 2018)
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than any other influencer such as written material like the Bible (Chapter 6) or
geographic location (Section 8.2).

Reasons for Assuming Language Choice:
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Figure 36: Reasons for assuming Language Choice in Goma
Participants were also asked if they liked Kihavu, Kiswahili, and French during
Part 3 of the questionnaire. Many had positive attitudes towards all three languages;
however, only when responding to the question of whether they liked using Kihavu
themselves did participants respond with identity markers. In Goma, 19 participants
(63%) from Age Group 1 used identity markers to express their positive attitude towards
Kihavu, and 21 participants (70%) from Age Group 2 used identity markers for the same
purpose. For example, Interviewee 15, an unemployed 25-year-old female, said she liked
Kihavu because “this is our mother tongue.”138 Interviewee 115, a 30-year-old female
cell phone credit vendor, shared that she liked Kihavu because she is Havu and her
parents are too. Having a secure connection with culture and family through language
138

“Neechi bulaala lulimi lw’emwerhu.” (Interviewee 15 interviewed August 10, 2018)
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may motivate participants to use Kihavu more. A case in point, Interviewee 84, a 25year-old female seamstress, said that she wants to expand her use of Kihavu because she
wants everyone to know that she is Havu.
However, identity is not a factor that guarantees increased or continued use of a
language. Take Interviewee 107, for example; she is an unemployed 19-year-old female
who said that she liked Kihavu because she considers it her mother tongue but struggles
with it because she is “now more used to Kiswahili.”139 Also, it is interesting to note that
the frequency of identity markers used by participants to justify language choice in
Figure 36 in Age Group 2 (26-50 years) is higher than what was reported by those in Age
Group 1 (10-25 years). More research among a larger population of the younger
generation in Goma would be required to discover if identity attachment to Kihavu is
diminishing in this age group.
8.1.2

Idjwi Island
Participants on Idjwi Island also used identity markers to make assumptions about

language choices. Of the responses to why a certain language was used in specific
situations presented in photographs, individuals in Age Group 1provided a total of 102
responses. In those responses, identity markers were used 74% of the time (75 responses)
to justify their reasoning. Members of Age Group 2 provided 102 responses of which
76% (77 responses) included an identity marker. As seen in Figure 37, interviewees on
the island often used similar phrases as participants in Goma to identify who was
speaking which language and why they were speaking it. One of the identity markers
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“Naangwa bulaala namalire gukoomera egiswaahiri.” (Interviewee 107 interviewed December 6, 2018)
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used by the respondents was appearance. For example, Interviewee 51, a 31-year-old
male employee of the department of education, identified children as speaking Kihavu
because “They look like Havu children.”140 The second identity marker used by the
respondents explain assumed language choice was how the people in the photograph
appeared to behave. Based on a picture of a father disciplining his child Interviewee 37,
a 44-year-old female farmer, identified the people in the picture as Kihavu speakers
because “It is the Havu who like to hit children [for discipline].”141 Finally, what
possessions the person or people in the photograph were holding or using was also
identified as justification for language choice by the participants (cultural item). By way
of illustration, Interviewee 27, a 32-year-old male trader, identified a group of men in a
picture as Kihavu speakers because the calabash they were holding “is a Havu
material.”142 Also, Interviewee 49, an 18-year-old male student, identified people as
Kihavu speakers because they were holding a calabash in the picture and he stated,
“Since we are the Havu who like to use the calabash.”143
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“Bashushire nka baana b’abahavu.” (Interviewee 51 interviewed September 24, 2018)
“Bulaala abahavu ba bazigaana gukubirha omwaana.” (Interviewee 37 interviewed September 12,
2018)
142
“Bulaala bakifarhire nka bahavu bagwerhe n’egikoleeso ky’ebuhavu.” (Interviewee 27 interviewed
September 8, 2018)
143
“Bulaala rhwe rhuzigaana gukoleesa endaha.” (Interviewee 49 interviewed September 22, 2018)
141
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Figure 37: Reasons for assuming Language Choice on Idjwi Island
On Idjwi Island, participants also demonstrated that identity markers were affecting
their attitude toward Kihavu in their responses to the questions in Part 3. These identity
markers were not represented in the participants’ justification for their use of Kiswahili or
French. Four participants (14%) from Age Group 1 and five (16%) from Age Group 2
even expressed a lack of interest in Kiswahili or French because of their pride and love
for Kihavu. For example, Interviewee 76, a 50-year-old female farmer, who shared that
she loves Kihavu and finds it useful in all domains. When asked if she likes Kiswahili,
she responded, “No, since it is not my mother tongue.”144
Overall, evidence that identity played a role in the language choices of participants
was found throughout all in both of the younger age groups (10-25 years) in Goma and
on the island, as well as, the older age groups (26-50 years) in both speech communities
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“Naangwa bulaala lurhali lulimi naburhiirwemo.” (Interviewee 76 interviewed October 27, 2018)
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(see Figure 36 and Figure 37 above). It is important to note that there was a contrast
found in the use of identity markers to identify Kihavu speakers as compared to Kiswahili
speakers. Kihavu was firmly attached to markers of culture and expressions of identity
among participants. Participants conveyed their belief that someone can look Havu and
act Havu because they are Havu. However, Kiswahili is the language of wider
communication for the area, and as such there is no one who currently identifies as a first
language speaker of Kiswahili in eastern DRC. Thus, it is not used to identify any
members of a specific culture or group. While the functional advantage of using
Kiswahili in multilingual situations may diminish the use of Kihavu, as seen in the
church network in Chapter 7, it has not replaced the identity attachment to Kihavu among
participants.
8.2

Geographic Location
The final factor identified by participants as affecting their language choices in Goma

and on Idjwi Island was the geographic location of the person in the photograph. During
Part 2 of the questionnaire, participants identified people in certain photographs as
speaking Kiswahili because they appeared to be in Goma, or speaking Kihavu because it
looked like they were on Idjwi Island. The use of geographic location to justify language
choice occurred in Goma 22% of the time by those in Age Group 1 and 16% of the time
by those in Age Group 2. On the island, Age Group 1 interviewees identified geographic
location as a factor in language choice 19% of the time and those in Age Group 2
identified it as a factor 16% of the time. For example, Interviewee 15, an unemployed
25-year-old female, identified a group in a photograph as Kiswahili speakers because she
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saw that the ground was volcanic rock and therefore, they were in Goma. Interviewee 19,
a 38-year-old female small business owner, identified that Kiswahili was used in Goma
when she stated, “With my eldest in the church it is Kiswahili [that is spoken] since it is
normal as we now live in Goma.”145 Also, Interviewee 115, a 30-year-old female cell
phone credit vendor, assumed that the small group of children in a photograph were
speaking Kiswahili because “The environment where they are is not in the village.”146
Language choice is a complex decision based on multiple factors. Analysis of this
research has suggested intergenerational transmission, language attitude, language
contact, social networks, identity, and geographic location as some of the most influential
factors for language choice among the participants in Goma and on Idjwi Island. The
language a person chooses to use, and the factors that will influence future language use
are primary considerations when assessing a language’s vitality. In the following
conclusion, I will discuss how these factors contribute to establishing the vitality status of
Kihavu among participants in Goma and on Idjwi Island. I will also discuss how this
vitality status may impact future revitalization efforts by participants in each speech
community as well as how that same status may affect my work in Bible translation
projects. Finally, I will identify data presented in the participants’ responses to the
questionnaire that require further research.
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“Egiswaahiri bulaala ku byahemere buno rhulamire e Goma.” (Interviewee 19 interviewed August 13,
2018)
146
“Aha bali harhashushire oku Idjwi.” (Interviewee 115 interviewed December 10, 2018)
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Chapter 8 Figures
In order to facilitate analysis and comparison of all figures in this chapter, they
are presented for a second time, side-by-side in this section.
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Figure 36: Reasons for assuming Language Choice in Goma
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Figure 37: Reasons for assuming Language Choice on Idjwi Island

9

Conclusion

In this chapter, the focus will return to the original thesis questions presented in
Chapter 1 and the conclusions found through the analysis of the data presented in
Chapters 5 through 8. These questions are:
1. How is Kihavu currently being used in Goma within the domains of the Havu
Christian church and the Havu home?
2. What geographic and social factors in Goma are affecting Kihavu language use
patterns?
3. What is the current level of Kihavu language vitality in Goma according to the
EGIDS?
4. How is Kihavu currently being used on Idjwi Island within the domains of the
Havu Christian church and the Havu home?
5. What geographic and social factors on Idjwi Island are affecting Kihavu language
use patterns?
6. What is the current level of Kihavu language vitality on Idjwi Island according to
the EGIDS?
7. How do the levels of language vitality in the speech communities compare?
9.1

Current Kihavu Use in Goma and on Idjwi Island
Questions 1 and 4, probe how Kihavu is being used by participants surveyed within

the domains of the Havu Christian church and the Havu home in Goma and on Idjwi
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Island. In Goma, participants were still reporting Kihavu use in both the domains of
home and the Havu Christian church. Interviewees in Goma reported majority positive
attitudes toward Kihavu in both age groups. However, participants’ reported Kiswahili
use to be the predominant language used in Goma throughout the domains surveyed. In
this research, interviewees from Goma acknowledged the use of Kiswahili as an
advantageous language for communicating with neighbors, visitors, at work, and at
church. There was also a clear difference between the participants’ reported Kihavu use
with their parents and what was reported for their use of Kihavu with their children. In
Chapter 5, Figure 10 presented data reported by the participants for which languages they
used for certain activities while at church. This figure demonstrated that when the
interviewees in Goma were at church, they spoke Kihavu mostly with their parents and
Kiswahili predominantly with their children.
The difference in the reported use of Kihavu by members of Age Group 1 in Goma as
compared to what those in Age Group 2 reported is crucial. In Chapter 7, Figure 21
demonstrated that interviewees in Age Group 1 spoke Kihavu with their parents 83% of
the time and 31% of the time with their children. Figure 22 showed that those in Age
Group 2 spoke Kihavu with their parents 97% of the time and 48% of the time with their
children. These figures demonstrated that while the older generation in Age Group 2
seemed more likely to transmit Kihavu from one generation to the next, this was not as
likely to happen with the younger participants in Age Group 1. This outcome implies
that while some participants in Goma were still transmitting Kihavu to the next
generation, many were not. By comparison, participants on the island reported that they
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used Kihavu more frequently than Kiswahili. Intergenerational language use data
reported by the island population indicates that Kihavu is being transmitted regularly by
both age groups (see Chapter 7, Figures 30 and 31). Therefore, because of the
characteristics of intergenerational language transmission it appears that future Kihavu
language use among participants in Goma will continue to decline while Kihavu language
use among participants on Idjwi Island is likely to remain stable.
9.2

Geographic and Social Factors affecting Kihavu Language Use Patterns
Responses from the 120 interviews conducted in three locations in Goma and

three locations on Idjwi Island provided data demonstrating which geographic and social
factors may be affecting language use among the participants. The six factors that
emerged in response to thesis questions 2 and 5 include: intergenerational transmission,
language attitude, language contact, social networks, identity, and geographic location.
The first factor, intergenerational transmission of a language, was determined in Chapter
5 to be a foundational factor that affected all other factors. For example, in the Havu
speech community living in Goma intergenerational transmission is important because
there is a difference in language use patterns between the participants in Age Group 1
(10-25 years) and Age Group 2 (26-50 years). It was found that individuals from three
different settlements in Goma demonstrated trends of potential language shift from
Kihavu to Kiswahili or French. The difference in language use between interviewees in
the two age groups was particularly evident in the data from Goma that reported language
use in the church. Figure 10 shows that Age Group 2 reported higher use of Kihavu than
Age Group 1 in seven out of twelve church activities surveyed in the questionnaire. The
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difference between those in Age Group 1 and those in Age Group 2 was also represented
in the responses from interviewees on the island but to a lesser extent. For example, there
was a 14% difference between the reported Kihavu use with parents by the members of
Age Group 1 as compared to those in Age Group 2 in Goma. Comparatively, on the
island there was only an 8% difference between the reported Kihavu use with parents by
the participants in Age Group 1 and those in Age Group 2.
The second factor affecting Kihavu language use patterns, also presented in
Chapter 5, was the participants’ reported language attitude toward Kihavu. The majority
of participants from all four age groups reported positive feelings toward Kihavu.
However, the positive attitudes and/or assumptions of advantage that were also reported
for Kiswahili or French could potentially threaten future use of Kihavu. An increase in
the public legitimization and perceived economic benefit of Kiswahili or French may
work to undermine Kihavu where Kihavu is perceived to have lower levels of
legitimization or advantage among its speakers. The advantageous language is seen as
for the ‘greater general good,’ and therefore, the mother tongue would decrease in its
“survival potential” (Fishman 1991, 63).
Language contact appears to be the third factor that plays a role in the
interviewees’ language choices (see Chapter 6). Without contact there would be fewer
languages in a person’s environment and therefore less reason to shift language
allegiance. The data from this research did not confirm nor deny that language contact
was a factor affecting participants’ language choices or Kihavu language vitality on its
own. However, in conjunction with social network structures, language contact may
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have played a role in language choices and/or Kihavu language vitality. The frequency
with which a specific language is used by nodes (important individuals) in a person’s
social network, multiplies contact with that language.
The fourth factor, social networks, affected what languages participants came into
contact with regularly and how this contact might have influenced their own language
choices (see Chapter 7). Similarly to Factor Three, the frequency with which a specific
language is used by nodes in an individuals’ social network, establishes and reinforces
the value of the language spoken. For example, the family network was a strong
reinforcer for Kihavu language use among participants. “Such bonds [family] are
imperative if cumulative intergenerational transmissibility is to be attained in the mother
tongue role” (Fishman 1991, 373). Within each family network in Goma and on Idjwi
Island, Kihavu use was identified to be consistent when communicating with parents of
the participants.147 However, individuals in Goma presented a potential shift from
Kihavu to Kiswahili when communicating with their children. Other networks presented
in Chapter 7 for the participants in both age groups in Goma supported high Kiswahili
use over low, minimal, or nonexistent Kihavu use. Conversely, the networks presented in
Chapter 7 for interviewees on Idjwi Island supported Kihavu as the dominant language in
the area with consistent intergenerational transmission reported by participants.
Identity was the fifth factor presented in Chapter 8 as affecting the language
choices of participants in Goma and on Idjwi Island. When asked if they liked Kihavu,
participants reported in the affirmative. This positive response was typically justified
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See Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 30, and Figure 31
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with their familial and community connections to Kihavu that they did not express for
Kiswahili or French. This factor could be leveraged to support continued language use
among the current generation of participants, future generations on Idjwi Island, and
potential revitalization efforts in Goma.
Geographic location was the sixth and final factor identified as a potential
influencer of the participants’ choice of language (see Chapter 8). While looking at the
photographs presented by the interviewer during the questionnaire, participants said that
the people photographed were making certain language choices because of where the
participants assumed the people photographed were located. Participants seemed to
interpret photographic evidence of a particular location was adequate justification for the
language they assumed. If the person in the photograph appeared to be in Goma, then the
participant assumed the person photographed spoke Kiswahili. On the other hand, if the
participant thought that the people in the photograph were on the island, then the
interviewee imagined that the person photographed was speaking Kihavu. In summary,
the six social and geographic factors that emerged from the data gathered by the
questionnaire that appeared to affect language use patterns among participants in Goma
and on Idjwi Island. Those factors included: (1) intergenerational transmission, (2)
language attitude, (3) language contact, (4) social networks, (5) identity, and (6)
geographic location.
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9.3
Current Level of Language Vitality and How the Speech Communities
Compare
In order to answer thesis questions 3, 6, and 7 concerning the vitality of Kihavu
use in Goma and on Idjwi Island, I returned to the five EGIDS questions presented in
Chapter 3 (Lewis and Simons 2009, 16-19). The first question asks: What is the current
identity function of Kihavu? According to Lewis and Simons there are four options for
the identity function of a language. First, a historical language where “there are no
remaining speakers and no community that associates itself with the language as a
language of identity” (Lewis and Simons 2010, 113). The second option is the heritage
functions when there are no speakers who use their traditional language for daily
communication needs, but there may be some who have learned sufficient amounts of it
for symbolic or ceremonial purposes (Lewis and Simons 2010, 113). Next, the ‘home
identity function’ is when the language is used for daily oral communication in the home
domain (Lewis and Simons 2010, 113). The final option for the identity function of a
language is vehicular when the language is used to facilitate communication among those
who speak different first languages (Lewis and Simons 2010, 115).
Kihavu is not a vehicular language, and none of the participants from either Goma
or Idjwi Island would have labeled it as a heritage or historical language. Instead, Kihavu
appeared to be used for regular face-to-face communication, particularly in the homes of
Havu interviewees. Therefore, the identity function of Kihavu could be labeled “home”.
However, it should be noted that while participants in this research in Goma reported
Kihavu use primarily for communication with other members of their Havu family or
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community during informal settings, by contrast, Idjwi islanders expanded this use to
most of their work situations, church activities, and large portions of their daily lives
outside of the home environment as well.
The next applicable EGIDS question to the Kihavu situation (EGIDS 3) asks: Are
Kihavu speaking parents transmitting the language to their children? As seen in the
Figures148 in Chapter 6 participants in Age Group 1in Goma asserted that they were still
speaking Kihavu with their children at home 31% of the time and 21% at church. Age
Group 2 in Goma reported 47% Kihavu use with their children at home and 25% of the
time at church. However, intergenerational transmission of Kihavu was not a practice
regularly reported by all participants in Goma. On the island, participants self-reported
more consistently that they were transferring Kihavu to their children, and also,
continuing to encourage its use in many domains. Age Group 1 on the island reported
67% Kihavu use with their children at home and 72% at church. Age Group 2 reported
using Kihavu 57% of the time with their children at home and 45% at church. Thus,
again there is a difference between the participants in Goma and Idjwi, with the latter
community providing evidence of greater intergenerational transfer of Kihavu. Further,
the history of Idjwi Island presented in Chapter 2, concerning the Rwandan refugees
assimilated into the Havu community, also suggests that Kihavu use is dominant enough
on the island that immigrants would eventually become new users of Kihavu as well.
EGIDS question four focuses on the literacy use of Kihavu. Currently neither
Goma nor Idjwi Island has institutionally supported literacy at any level for Kihavu. A
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Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 25, and Figure 26
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standard orthography for Kihavu is only now being developed by a Havu researcher and
translator, Pierrot Bahati Bishangi, and his team in Goma.
The final EGIDS question used to identify the status of Kihavu language asks:
What is the age of the youngest generation of proficient speakers of Kihavu? In Goma,
all participants reported speaking Kihavu proficiently, but a few said that their children
speak it at a low level or not at all. Conversely, participants on Idjwi Island reported
patterns of Kihavu use by both age groups surveyed and across multiple generations
including the parents and children of participants in this research.
Based on the responses to these EGIDS questions reported by the participants in
this research, the Kihavu speech community in Goma is at level 6b on the EGIDS (see
Figure 5). Participants in Goma use Kihavu within all generations, but the speech
community has begun to lose users as the elder Kihavu speakers in the community die
out, while at the same time the youngest generation of potential speakers fail to learn
Kihavu. Therefore, the current status of Kihavu use in this speech community is
threatened (6b). On the other hand, the Kihavu speech community on Idjwi Island is at
level 6a on the EGIDS. On the island, participants reported sustainable oral use of
Kihavu in all generations, and therefore, the current status of Kihavu on the island is
vigorous (6a).
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9.4

Implications for the Future

9.4.1

Potential for Language Revitalization
Representatives of the Havu Christian church in Goma and on Idjwi Island have

asked for help in changing the status of Kihavu use in their communities.149 Their
objectives are the translation of Scripture into Kihavu and that the people in their
language group will use the translated Scripture regularly. In order to obtain these goals,
stakeholders in the community will need to motivate an increase of Kihavu use beyond
current practice. An increase in the use of Kihavu will create a more sustainable
environment for the Kihavu language. Their actions must go beyond the translation of
Scripture and the assumption that people will automatically use the Scripture when it
becomes available. Good intentions are not enough to revitalize a language. Community
members will need to intentionally take action to increase Kihavu language use by taking
steps in securing the “‘family-home-neighborhood-community foundation’ that is
necessary for revitalization” (Fishman 1991, 277). “Self-help and self-regulation in
everyday intergenerational mother tongue transmission contexts, safeguarded by
boundary setting and boundary preservation, are the sine qua non150 of RLS151” (Fishman
1991, 277).
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Specifically, representatives have asked for assistance in translating the Bible into Kihavu and engaging
their communities in using the translated Scripture. However, a shift in how Kihavu is currently used in
both speech communities would be necessary to ensure effective appropriation of the translated
Scripture.
150
An essential condition.
151
RLS: Reverse Language Shift (Fishman 1991, 2).
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The reported language use of Kihavu among participants from Goma results in
level 6b on the EGIDS. As a result, the revitalization goal must be to ensure that Kihavu
use will continue to the next generation (Fishman 1991, 91). The threatening aspect of
this level is that intergenerational transmission is not consistent throughout the
population, and therefore, new users are not being added at the same rate that older
generations are dying. Thus, focusing on younger generations through youth groups,
youth activities, or children’s Sunday school classes, for example, would be crucial for
reducing the threat to Kihavu language use in Goma. Representatives of the Kihavu
Christian church in Goma who would like their language to be translated into Scripture
and used more frequently, must consider how the Scripture would be used by the younger
generation in their community to make Kihavu Scripture use sustainable. Congregations
that focus only on engaging adults in Scripture use are not designing a sustainable
program as they are not engaging the next generation. As a result, their program will end
with the current generation.
Participants on Idjwi Island already have an advantage over those in Goma for
engaging their communities with the translated Kihavu Scripture. The reported
intergenerational transmission of Kihavu on the island has created an orally sustainable
environment. This oral environment is a solid foundation on which the translated Kihavu
Scripture in written form could be effectively introduced. However, as technological
advances become available and the infrastructure of the DRC improves, it is possible that
language contact and other factors may begin to change on the island over the next few
decades. If this happens, then the use of Kihavu on Idjwi Island could become threatened
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and follow the pattern of language use as has been observed in Goma. Therefore, the
Havu speech community on the island should safeguard the use of Kihavu within its
current domains. Also, the Havu people must find ways for Kihavu vocabulary to adapt
to new domains developing in the area such as in technology and tourism.
An example of a speech community that is successfully protecting their language
use is the Hasidic ultra-Orthodox community in the USA. In this community, “The
language [Yiddish] is adamantly maintained as part of the scrupulously traditional home
and community life-style, which is the hallmark of the ultra-Orthodox life” (Fishman
1991, 195). According to Fishman (1991), it is the intentional guarding of boundaries
around domains such as the home domain that successfully encourages the transmission
of the language in daily life from one generation to the next.
9.4.2

Impact on Bible Translation Projects
As a Field Coordinator with the Seed Company, I work with local churches and

Bible translation organizations to help them plan translation projects. The two objectives
for these projects include Scripture translated into a local language and that the
community in focus would begin using that Scripture regularly. All the language groups
that I have started working with, in the DRC, are in a similar situation to that which has
been reported for the Havu. Some speech communities within these language groups are
in urban centers. In urban centers the use of the traditional language is threatened. At the
same time, other speech communities in the same language groups are relatively isolated,
and the members of those communities use of their ethnic language is vigorous. These
two types of speech communities found within a single language group do not currently
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require separate translations of Scripture. These language groups encompassing more
than one speech community, like the Havu, still seem to speak similar varieties of their
traditional language. However, activities planned in a project to engage people with the
vernacular Scripture should be adaptable to the unique needs and language use patterns of
each speech community within the language group. For example, when the leaders
attempt to engage the Havu speech community in Goma to use the translated Scripture it
is not possible to plan for 100% Kihavu church services. This objective is not realistic as
congregations are all multilingual. Instead, it would be profitable to focus on activities
that could ensure intergenerational transmission so that the translated Scripture might be
used for generations to come. Examples of these types of activities could include youth
groups, youth activities, children’s Sunday school classes, as well as, Havu choir groups,
and oral Biblical storying groups.
On Idjwi Island, because Kihavu is the majority language, it would be possible to
have as an objective that church services be conducted completely in that language. In
fact, in the church network presented for the interviewees on Idjwi Island in Chapter 7,
the only activities where Kihavu was not the majority language used were Scripture
readings and preaching activities. If Scripture becomes available in Kihavu, leaders in
these communities could work to increase Kihavu use in in those two domains. Pastors
could also make an effort to teach in Kihavu more regularly. The use of Kihavu during
the church service by an authority figure would model Kihavu use and encourage the
population as a whole to use Kihavu for Scripture readings, church activities, and
potentially prayer activities at home as well. Therefore, it would be useful to add pastoral
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training into the Bible translation project as a mechanism to engage the Kihavu speech
community on Idjwi Island.
In summation, the 120 contributors to this research in Goma and on Idjwi Island
have provided a glimpse of how the Kihavu language is used in their speech
communities. However, the image is not complete, nor will it remain static. As factors
continue to develop throughout the DRC, leaders in the Havu community will need to
continuously assess and protect their language if they desire that future generations use it.
As a Field Coordinator, I will also need to be responsible for regularly assessing the
current status of the use of a language I work with to ensure effective programs of
engagement with and within these communities. My assessment of the status of each
language can be facilitated through continued use of the EGIDS as well as other tools
such as the indicators of ethnolinguistic vitality (IEV) developed by Dr. Lynn Landweer
(2016). This thesis has captured a small piece of an ever-changing puzzle that will require
continued assessment and evaluation.
9.5

Areas for further study
Throughout this process, three main categories of data were identified as requiring

further study to understand the sociolinguistic environment of the Havu language group.
9.5.1

Influence of other variables on Kihavu language use
The first category included data that pointed to variables that might affect the use

of the Kihavu language other than those in focus for this paper. One of these variables is
the movement of the Havu diasporas (see Chapter 2). Some Havu people have moved
outside of their traditional homelands to cities like Goma and Bukavu. As a result, they
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have come into contact with speakers of other languages. However, the language groups
living in Goma are not the same language groups that are living in Bukavu. Therefore,
the influence of other languages on Kihavu would be different in Goma as compared to
Bukavu. These differences could eventually result in two different varieties of Kihavu
among these groups of Havu diaspora.
The second variable that might affect the use of the Kihavu language is contact
with the Shi people and their language, Mashi. The Havu and the Shi live geographically
close to each other and consider their languages to be very similar. To illustrate,
Interviewee 53, a 45-year old male employee of the government on Idjwi Island,
commented that Kihavu and Mashi are so similar that they are like neighbors to each
other. Forty-four of the interviewees (37%) reported some degree of contact with Mashi
in their lives during the questionnaire process (see Appendix C). It is possible that Mashi
will influence Kihavu language use due to the proximity of their speakers. Further, the
catholic Bible is available in Mashi. The Mashi Bible is frequently used during Catholic
church services. The effects of the influence of Mashi is most likely to occur among the
Havu who are Catholic.
The final variable that has potentially affected Kihavu language use is the
influence of Rwandan refugees on the inhabitants of Idjwi Island. The older generation
on Idjwi Island has presented data that they have a wider repertoire of languages spoken
with their neighbors than the younger generation (see Figure 32 and Figure 33). It is
possible this is due to the influx of Rwandan refugees in the past that may have caused
those in the older generation to learn Kinyarwandan. However, the Rwandan refugees
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integrated into the Havu community, even to the point of speaking Kihavu, and the need
for the younger generation to learn Kinyarwandan dissipated over time. Interviews with
the Rwandan refugees concerning their social networks would help identify a
correlational relationship between their arrival on the island and the older Havu
generations repertoire of languages.
9.5.2

Larger samples of the population
The second category of data that requires further research includes situations

where the findings were interesting, but the sample size was too small to confirm actual
correlation. For example, some participants presented negative attitudes for Kihavu that
could threaten the use of this language. Four participants from Idjwi Island expressed the
belief that Kihavu is not advantageous for their daily lives (see Chapter 5). Two of these
participants who reported negative attitudes for Kihavu were students, one was a vendor,
and one was unemployed (see Chapter 6). A larger sample size of the population on the
island would provide data necessary for confirming if a negative attitude toward Kihavu
is more wide-spread, as well as, identifying if there is any correlation between the attitude
of the participant and the type of employment that they have.
In general, correlation between employment and the attitude toward Kihavu of the
participant was difficult to confirm throughout the categories of jobs reported by the
participants (see Chapter 6). A review of the reported employment of the participants in
Goma revealed some job types populated by a small percentage of participants all
presented the same language attitude for Kihavu in their categories. These job types in
Goma include from Age Group 1 one fish trader (3%), one mother (3%), one student
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(3%), four house helpers (12%). Age Group 2 in Goma includes: one mother (3%) and
one mill technicians (3%). Similarly, in Idjwi Island Age Group 1, two fishermen (7%),
two house workers (7%), and one office worker (3%) all presented the same language
attitude for Kihavu. Age Group 2, on the island, also included participants who reported
as two fishermen (6%), one office worker (3%), or three who reported that they were
unemployed (10%) who seemed to share the same language attitude toward their mother
tongue. The data presented in these categories for participants in Goma and on Idjwi
Island continues to support the need for a survey of a larger sample size of workers to
verify if there is a correlation between a common language attitude presented among
participants and their employment type.
The final situation where a larger sample size would help clarify the data is the
participants’ reasons for moving to Goma. Among members of Goma Age Group 1, the
six participants that moved to Goma for their family and the three people that moved to
Goma to study all presented the same language attitude toward Kihavu within their
category. Goma Age Group 2 also had five participants, who moved to Goma to study,
who reported the same language attitude for Kihavu. The same responses from all
participants in each category seem to identify these two reasons for moving as potentially
connected to the development of specific language attitudes among participants (see
Chapter 6). A larger sample size from the population in Goma that moved for these
reasons would be beneficial in identifying if there is a correlation with their language
attitude.
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9.5.3

Influence of available music
The third category of data that would become clearer with further research was

the influence of the language that worship music was available in on the language choices
of participants during choir practice. Community network figures152 in Chapter 7
demonstrated that languages other than Kihavu, Kiswahili, or French were used more
frequently during choir practice than was observed in other networks or for other
activities. It is possible that access to resources in other languages has affected language
use during this activity. More research would be helpful to identify what songs are
available and in which languages, in Goma as compared to on Idjwi Island. This research
could help to identify if music is providing more opportunities for language contact that
may affect language choices among participants.

152

Figure 23, Figure 24, Figure 32, and Figure 33

APPENDIX A
Havu Speaker Individual Questionnaire
Date :
Oguhema oluhusa okuwabaza (Interviewer checklist) :
•

•

•
•

Oyemereere oku nagarhoola ebi wambwiira mw’ehi hyuuma? Do I have your
permission to film this interview?
Neechi (yes)
Naangwa (no)
Oyemerere oku nagarhola efoto? Do I have your permission to take your
picture?
Neechi (yes)
Naangwa (no)
Eziino lyawe weende? What is your name ?
Oyemerere oku nakayaandika eyi nganiiro? May I turn on the camera?
Neechi (yes)

Naangwa (no)

*Eki kibazo gikwaneene okubazwa kabiri yi bagala gushubiza buzira gushunikwa
n’ebyuuma by’ogurhola efoto hanabe ogurhoola emyaazi kuyemereerwe n’okuyemeera
kwaabo obwa kabiri.
*This question needs to be asked twice so that they can answer it without the pressure of
the camera the first time and so that there is an official record of their consent the second
time.
Name of Participant :
Part 1: Ebibazo oku biyerekeere okumenya omuuntu (Demographic Questions):
1. Ogweerhe myaeka eenga? How old are you?
2. Ndimi ziinga onaderha? What languages do you speak?
3. Ngahe oburhwa? (akaba omuuntu arhalamire o mu localite aburhwa banamubaza
ekibazo.) Where were you born? (Note if you live in a location where you were not
born.)
4. Obuula orhalamire emunda oburhwa ,maango maci wqgerag’eeno na bici
byarhumaga warheenga
emuunda oburhwa? You are currently living in a different
village from which you were born; how long have you lived in this village? Why did you
leave the village where you were born?
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5. Wasomere kugera o mu somo lya kaanga? How many years have you completed in
school?
6. Kaasi kachi okola? What is your profession?
7. K’ogweerhe abaana?Bali baanga? Do you have any children.
8. Abazeere baawe bakibaho?Akaba neechi, lulimi luhe onaderha haguma
nabo?N’akaba barhakibaho lulimi luhe wageendaga waderha haguma na bo? Are your
parents still living? If yes, what language do you speak with them? If no, what language
did you speak with them?
9. Lulimi luhe muzigaana gukoleesa nka muli haguma n’abazeere benyu? Bulaala
gurhe? Which language do you prefer to use when you are with your parents? Why?
10. Lulimi luhe abaana bawe baderha ? What languages do your children speak?
11. Maango chi byakaguhema okuderha olulimi lurhali kuguma n’ olulimi lw’abazeere
baawe?nshambalira hityuli. In what situations might you be obliged to speak a different
language with your parents? Explain.
12. Lulimi luhe oderha haguma na nyoko ebwa kanyamuziinda(ku kanisa)?N’akaba ziri
ndimi zinene ombwirezo. What language do you speak with your mother at church? If
there is more than one please list all of them.
13. Lulimi luhe oderha haguma na yisho ewa kanyamuziinda(ku kanisa)?N’akaba ziri
ndimi zinene ombwiirezo . What language do you speak with your father at church? If
there is more than one, please list all of them.
14. Lulimi luhe oderha haguma n’eefula yaawe eeka ?Bulaala gurhe? What language do
you speak with your oldest child at home? Why?
15. Onaderha olulimi lw’e kifaraansa haguma n’ eefula yaawe eeka?Bulaala gurhe? Do
you practice French with your oldest child at home? Why?
16. Lulimi luhe oderha haguma n’eefula yawe oku kanisa?Bulaala gurhe? What
language do you speak with your oldest child at church? Why?
17. Nk’oli weenyine ,lulimi luhe osaliiramo? Bulaala gurhe? When you pray alone, in
what language do you pray? Why?
18. Nka muli eeka n’abaana, lulimi luhe musaliiramo ,munashambaa lamo omwaazi gwa
Muungu? When you are at home with your children, what language do you pray and talk
about God in with your children?
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19. Nka beera baawe bayinjire kukulambagirira, ba hoofi chaangwa ba hale, lulimi
luhe ogasaniramo? When your neighbors visit your home, what language do you use
to speak with them?
20. Lulimi luhe oderhesamo beera baawe nk’oli ebwa kanyamuziinda changwa oku
kanisa ? What language do you use to communicate with your close friends at church?
21. Lulimi luhe abiimpiza ba kanisa bakoleesa nka bali bashubuulula omu nyimpo.?
What language do the members of a choir use during practice?
22. Lulimi luhe ogaanira haguma na luungere(Pasteur) waawe nk’ oli wenyine
chaangwa nk’oli n’abaandi? What language do you use to communicate with your
pastor? When it is just you and your pastor or when others are there?
23. Lulimi luhe luungere (Pasteur) ayigirizamo? In what language does your pastor
preach?
24. Ndimi ziinga luungere weenyu akoleesa ahanene nk’aali omu kasi kaage ? Bulaala
gurhe? How many languages does your pastor use during the church service? Why?
25. Hali orhwiindi rhwaasi lungere agakoleesamo eziindi ndimi nk’ e kifaraansa,
ekihavu,e Kiswaahiri ? wakambwiira orhwo rhwaasi? Are there other activities where
your pastor may use other languages like French, Kihavu, Kiswahili, or another
language?
26. Ogwerhe ebibiliya? E yaandikirwe omu lulimi luhe? Do you have a Bible? In
what language is your Bible?
27. Lulimi luhe ebibliya ya luungere weenyu eyaandikirwemo? In what language is
your pastor’s Bible?
28. Lulimi luhe luungere weenyu akoleesa nk’asoma echinwa cha Nnamahaanga?
What language does your pastor use to read the Scripture during church?
29. Lulimi luhe muyiimpamo omu kanyamuziinda chaangwa omu kanisa ?Enyiimpo
zooshi ? What languages do you sing in at church? Is this every song?
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Part 2: Oku ngasi muguma abona ululimi lw’emwaabo. (Individual Perception of
the Linguistic Environment of their Community.)
1. Efoto #1: (4 children sitting together)
a. Bichi eyi foto ekubwiirire? Gurhe obweene bayunvikeene? What is happening in
this photo? What is their relationship?
b. Bichi bali baajira? What are they doing?
c. Wakagala gukengeera bichi bali baderha? Can you imagine what they are talking
about?
d. Wakagala gukengeera lulimi luhe bali baderha? Can you imagine in what language
they are speaking?
e. Wakagala gukengeera bulaala gurhe bali baderha olu lulimi? Can you imagine why
they are speaking in this language?
f. Kengeera empaanvu yagarhuma baderha olwiindindi lulimi? Can you imagine a
reason why they might use a different language?
2. Efoto #2: (a group of men reading the Bible together)
a. Bichi eyi foto ekubwiirire? Gurhe obweene bayunvikeene? What is happening in
this photo? What is their relationship?
b. Bichi bali baajira? What are they doing?
c. Wakagala gukengeera bichi bali baderha? Can you imagine what they are talking
about?
d. Wakagala gukengeera lulimi luhe bali baderha? Can you imagine in what language
they are speaking?
e. Wakagala gukengeera bulaala gurhe bali baderha olu lulimi? Can you imagine why
they are speaking in this language?
f. Kengeera empaanvu yagarhuma baderha olwiindindi lulimi? Can you imagine a
reason why they might use a different language?
3. Efoto #3: (a group of men drinking together)
a. Bichi eyi foto ekubwiirire? Gurhe obweene bayunvikeene? What is happening in
this photo? What is their relationship?
b. Bichi bali baajira? What are they doing?
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c. Wakagala gukengeera bichi bali baderha? Can you imagine what they are talking
about?
d. Wakagala gukengeera lulimi luhe bali baderha? Can you imagine in what language
they are speaking?
e. Wakagala gukengeera bulaala gurhe bali baderha olu lulimi? Can you imagine why
they are speaking in this language?
f. Kengeera empaanvu yagarhuma baderha olwiindindi lulimi? Can you imagine a
reason why they might use a different language?
4. Efoto #4: (Father disciplening his child)
a. Bichi eyi foto ekubwiirire? Gurhe obweene bayunvikeene? What is happening in
this photo? What is their relationship?
b. Bichi bali baajira? What are they doing?
c. Wakagala gukengeera bichi bali baderha? Can you imagine what they are talking
about?
d. Wakagala gukengeera lulimi luhe bali baderha? Can you imagine in what language
they are speaking?
e. Wakagala gukengeera bulaala gurhe bali baderha olu lulimi? Can you imagine why
they are speaking in this language?
f. Kengeera empaanvu yagarhuma baderha olwiindindi lulimi? Can you imagine a
reason why they might use a different language?
5. Efoto #5: (a group of women sitting together and socializing)
a. Bichi eyi foto ekubwiirire? Gurhe obweene bayunvikeene? What is happening in
this photo? What is their relationship?
b. Bichi bali baajira? What are they doing?
c. Wakagala gukengeera bichi bali baderha? Can you imagine what they are talking
about?
d. Wakagala gukengeera lulimi luhe bali baderha? Can you imagine in what language
they are speaking?
e. Wakagala gukengeera bulaala gurhe bali baderha olu lulimi? Can you imagine why
they are speaking in this language?
f. Kengeera empaanvu yagarhuma baderha olwiindindi lulimi? Can you imagine a
reason why they might use a different language?
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Part 3:
Enkengeero za ngasi muuntu oku bilolere olulimi (Personal Opinion
of Kihavu, Kiswahili, and French):
1. Osiima kuderha ekihavu? Bulaala gurhe? Do you like to speak Kihavu? Why?
2. Ozigaana kuderha ekihavu omu lusiku looshi? Bulaala gurhe? Would you like to
speak Kihavu more during the day? Why?
3. Okengereere oku ekihavu kigweerhe akamaro omu ngasi kaasi nji waakola? Do you
think that Kihavu is useful at your job?
4. Okengereere oku ekihavu nji kyagwaarha akamaro omu kaasi abaana baawe nji
baakola n’ahaantu hooshi nji baakolera? Bulaala gurhe? Do you think Kihavu will be
sueful for your children in their future jobs? Why?
5. Osimiisizwe n’okuderha ekihavu omu kanyamuziinda chaangwa omu kanisa? Are
you interested in speaking Kihavu at church? Why?
6. Osiima kuderha ekiswahiri? Bulaala gurhe? Do you like to speak Kiswahili? Why?
7. Wagasiima kuderha ekiswahiri olusiku loshi ?Bulaala gurhe? Would you like to speak
Kiswahili more during the day? Why?
8. Okengereere oku ekiswahiri kigweerhe akamaro omu kaasi kawe ? Bulaala gurhe?
Do you think that Kiswahili is useful at your job? Why?
9. Okengereere oku ekiswahiri nji kyagwaarha akamaro omu kaasi abaana baawe nji
baakola n’ ahaantu hooshi nji baakolera? Bulaala gurhe? Do you think Kiswahili will be
useful for your children in their fututure jobs?
10. Wagasiima bweneene gukolesa egiswaahiri omu kanyamuziinda chaangwa omu
kanisa?Bulaala gurhe? Are you interested in speaking Kiswahili at church? Why?
11. Osiima kuderha ekifaraansa?Bulaala gurhe? Do you like speaking French? Why?
12. Wagasiima kuderha ekifaraansa bweneene omu lusiku looshi? Bulaala gurhe?
Would you like to speak French more often during the day? Why?
13. Okengereere oku ekifaraansa nji kyagwaarha akamaro omu kaasi kaawe ka ngasi
lusiku?Bulaala gurhe? Do you think French is useful for you at work? Why?
14. Okengereere oku ekifaraansa nji kyagwaarha akamaro omu kaasi abaana baawe
nji baakola n’ahaantu hooshi nji baakolera? bulaala gurhe? Do you think French will be
useful for your children in their future jobs? Why?
15. Wagasiima gukoleesa ekifaraansa bweneene omu kanyamuziinda chaangwa omu
kanisa? Bulaala gurhe? Are you interested in speaking French at church? Why ?

APPENDIX B
Questionnaire Part 2 Photographs
1. Picture #1: (4 children sitting together)
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2. Picture #2: (a group of men reading the Bible together)

3. Picture #3: (a group of men drinking together)
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4. Picture #4: (Father disciplening his child)

5. Picture #5: (a group of women sitting together and socializing)

APPENDIX C
Research Data from the Havu Participants in the DRC
July 2018 - June 2019
(see attached CD)
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